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SpaniShEnglish Baseline Data Report

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Oltet-Vi-eU

The NCBR's Longitudinal Studies of Language Development in

Bilingual Contexts examine the dynamic process of language acquiSition

over time in bilingual children, children whose language experience

differentiates them from children who know only the monolingual English

experience presumed by most schooling, in the United S.tates. Language

functions uniquely in education as both the medium through whiCh most

skills are taught and learned, and as a set of skills which are

themselves continuously refined throughout the educational experience.

This dual role for language in education makes an understanding of

language development particularly relevant to providing quality

edUdatiOn for bilingual children. .Language does not just happen; it

develOpS thrOUgh use in communication across extended periods of time.

Similarly, languages- develop in children across a variety of time

patterns, a development most easily studied by longitudinal

observation;

Language in its daily communication contexts is extremely-

important to the developing child, and forms the core data for thi8

study; We view the bilingual child as being exposed to a diverse set

of linguistic and cultural experiences in the course of his or her
--c

upbringing, and we include those experiences.as essential to our

- _J
research. With early exposure to two languages and cultures, ways of

speaking and behaving, it is reasonable to assume that the different



socio-cultural dynamies of the school and home will provide distinct

language learning contexts in which other cognitive abilitie6 are

developed. We are not so interested in describing any one child at a

single point In time as we are in following each child's progress

through the early years of schooling and observing the learning events,

both formal and informal, though whidh the child develOp8. By studying

these developthental processes which are the bases of learning, we seek

to better understand the acquisition and development of cognitive,

linguistic, and sociolinguistic abilities in bilingUal contexts;

The longitudinal studies are detailed in this report for children

whose home language is Spanish, and in a companion report for children

Who86 home language is Korean. Placement of these studies was

initiated in December of 1980; data collection is scheduled to Continue

through November of 1983, With the following year devoted to the

conclusion of the reporting AO analysis of the data.

1.2 Longitudinal Design

The longitudinal studies are designed specifically to explore the

processes of langUage development. Inferences related to process must

derive either from repeated observations of the same children over

time i:e., longitUdinal investigation, or they must derive from

observations of different children who are at successive stages of

development, i.e., crOss=sectional investigation. Cross=sectional

studies of firSt lahguage development have been highly informative,

largely becaUee of the close relationship found in most studies between

Chronological age and language development. However, for study of



second language development; cross-sectional design becomes complex as

the relationShip between age and language development is confOunded by

. a Variety Of environmental factors;, including length and intensity Of

axposure to the second language; In this study, we consider individual
4

children across tithe; so that change within children can be Seen

directly and need not be inferred from differences in lahguage

development across children whose contact with a second language also

differs in length or intensity, for whatever reason. The longitudinal

design also allows- us to investigate relationships between language

development, cognitive development, and patterns of social interaction.

We have included in this study children who are initiating the process

of second language develOpMent at different ages and different stages

of cognitive and social deVelopment. The children in the study have

exposure to the second language-through differing communicative and

social relationship6; Of particular interest to us be

communication with parents, siblings, peers, and teachers, as we expect

it will be_the8e daily interactants in the children'S livet that will

most ihflUehbe their learning.

Both the Spanish-English and the Korean=Englith studies have been

designed longitudinally, with monthly observations in two contexts,

hdthe and School, continuing over a three Year period. Sessions include

tape recordings of the focal children and fieldworker notes of the

scene. The children wear a small stereo tape recorder on a webbed belt

Around the waist, with lavalier microphones attached to their clothing.

On each home visit, the fieldWorker takes a board game or other toy to



reward the children directly for their participation. The games also

serve to provide a stimulus for naturalistic sibling interaction. Both

the children and the parent6 are receptive to fieldworker visits, the

children for the extra adult attention, and the parents becaUSe the

study is school-sanctioned and the visiting researcher is seen as

involving the children in school-like activities.

Seledted Were children who were at ages four six, or eight years

at the beginning of the study; Some of the children had had contact

with,Engliah prior to entering school; some had not. The parents of

some of the children speak English to one degree or another; the

parents of others do not;

Our increased ability to relate language development to language

instruction as a result of these longitudinal studies will be one

practical outcome of this study. In addition to the substantive

increment in scientific knowledge with regard to language acquisition,

we hope to contribute to the available technology in the measurement

language development. These studieSt the data bases they accumulate,

and the analyses-they support will greatly enhance our knowledge of the

development of language and communication abilities in young children,
a

in particular the special chracteristics of language development in

bilingual. contexts.

1.3 SpaniSh=EngliS-h BaSeline_Data Report

This report gives background information on the four sites in

which the Spanish-English study is situated. Eadh is located in a

different geographical and socio-cultural Context within the greater
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LOS Angeles area. For purposes of reference, they have been labeled as

LOS Angeles County Urban, Los Angeles County Suburban, Orange County

Suburban, and San Bernardino County Rural. There is a brief

description of each community as an introduction to each of the site

reports;

In .each community, the NCBR Longitudinal Study is situated in one

school. Each school is given a pseudonym in this repOrti as are all

participants in the study. Two fatiliea from each school site were

selected to participate. The initial requirement for participation was

that one child in the family be in first grade when the study began,

and that (s)he have been classified a limited English speaker (LES) or

non-English speaker (NES) by school personnel when initially

admitted. The second requirement was that the child have a sibling

either two years older or two years younger. Thus, at each site there

is one family i4hOSe children were in first and third grades when the

study began (also identified as Family 1), and another family whose

-children were in first grade and of pre-kindergarten age when the study

began (Family 2). For the most part; the families in the study are

Made up of mothers who stay at home during the day, fathers who live

within the nuclear family household, any offspring who range in number

from the two focal children alone to as many as eight. The differing

size of the families and the distribution in terms of birth order of

tine focal children in the family provide a rich source of data for

questions about the influence of older and younger siblings on language

acquisition and language maintenance. Llhen the 1981 school year began,

U



most of the first graders in the study became second graders; and the

pre-kindergarteners entered kindergarten. Where there are exceptions,

they are noted in the text. An overview of the children in the study

is presented on the last page of this introduction.

This report presents, to the degree possible while preserving

anonymity for the familie8; immigration background; language

preferences; and education of parents and focal children in each of the

families. Descriptions are given of the school, classroom, and home

contexts for the children, including observations of their linguistic

behavior at the time of our initial fieldwork with the children in

spring of 1981. We also include our increased understanding of their

language learning environments in the early months of that summer. The

children's language samples presented at the end of this report were

elicited in July of 1981, whichmight properly be considered the end of

the initial phase of data collection, the last event in the "getting

acqUainted" period. While this report reflects observations made

primarily prior to mid-summer, 1981, subsequent revisions have been

made possible due to the later publication of this report.



II. SUBJECTS AND THEIR LANGUAGE LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

Four sites Were selected in the greater Los Angeles area for the

collection Of Spanish- English data. Two of the Spanish - English sites

are in LOS Angeles County. Of the total population Of 6.5 million

(1980 Census figure); 31% are of Spanish origin. One site is located

in East Los Angeles in an area which has oeen traditionally Hispanic,

And continues to attract waves of new immigrants from Mexico and now

Asia. Referred to as the Los Angeles Urban site, it is characterized

by the wood -frame and stucco houses on small plots of land which are

typical of older neighborhoods in California. The other site in Los

Angeles County is in a close-in suburb which hag shifted from a

population which was only 25% Hispanic in the 1950's to more than 75%

Hispanic in the 1980's. Recent immigrants from Mexico have moved into

this relatively stable community where second generation families

settled earlieri.Iargely in post WWII tract housing. The site in

Orange County is located 25 mileS Southwest of Los Angeles, and is more

sparsely minority than is Los Angeles County. Cat of the county

population of 204,000 roughly 10% are Hispanic. The city is

characterized by suburban neighborhoods of single family dWellihg8 and

is the'home of at least half of the Hispanic population of the County;

The site which is farthest from Los Angeles proper is in San Bernardino

County in a st011, rural community characterized by agriculture and

dairy farbing. There are scattered neighborhoods Of Spahiah=speakers

in the greater RiVerside-San Bernardino County area, compriaini021% of

the 1.4 million population -(1980 Census).



With the coopaation of the corresponding 'school districts for

these four sitesi one school per district was selected for

PaPtidipation in the study. From each schooli two families were chosen

WhiCh included the sibling pair6 called for in the design of this

Study; The family with the firSt and third grader was labeled 'Family

1'; while the family with the fiPSt and pre-schooler was referred to as

'Family 2'; The older children of the pairs are and the

younger; 'C-2'. Table 1 ShOWS the grade progression of the childPeh

expected throughout the three years of data collection.

Table 1. Pr,ogi-eteitin of Children Through Grades

Family
Sibling
OrdeP Year 2 Year 3

Family 1

Family 2

1

2

3rd 4th 5th

1st 2nd 3rd

1st 2nd 3rd

4 years Kindergarten 1st

The great heterogenaity of the communities, schools; classrooms,

and families, in this sample of sixteen children precludes a general

statement here of their similaritieS and dissimilarities. Instead, the

!

remainder of this section of the report will provide an in-depth

ethnographic study of the childPeh, including background with regard to

their schools, classrooms) and family environments at the time theyj

were first observed, i.e.) the late Spring and Summer of 1981. Table 2

is provided so that the reader might have an overview of the

4011
characteristics of the sample:



Table 2. Overview of Subjects In Spanish-English Sample

Family ID and

Pseudonym

Given Name

(Pseudonym)

Date of

Birth*

Country of

Birth

Birth Grade Levil Type of SChtiol TeSted Efiglith First Recorded

-e-xO-de-rttg P-rogf-iniP-ro f-k-iencv--C-1-nsV-1-5

F-I, 5-dent C -I; Marta 72-11-14 Mexico F 6 (8) Mainstream Ho school record 81-05-27

C-2, Virgil 74-05-05 Mexico H 6 Mainstream .

with pull-out

WV-school record 81-05-19

ESL G tutoring

F-2; Hoyos C-I; Joel 72-12-27 Mexico II I (4) Mainstitam

with 0J1I-out

Nti Sthotil retort' 81-08-19

ESL tqtoring

C-2, Gertrudes 76-07-03 U.S.A. F 3 pre-K N/A N/A 81-09-03

F-I, Rodriguez C-I, Reymundo 72-04-16 Mexico H 2 (3) 3 Bilingual LES/BINL (1978) 81-05-15

C-2i Eduardo 74-08-26 U.S.A. 11 3 Bilingual NES/BINL (1979) 81-05-14

F-2, Reyes C-1, Salvador 74-02-02 Mexico H 5 (7) Bilingual_with

pull-out ESL

NES/BIHL (1980) 8I-U6-05

C-2; Ilauricio 76-01-06 _ Mexico II 6 pre-K N/A N/A 81-07-28

F-I Fernandez C-I, Noel 72-08-16 U.S.A. ti I (2) 3 Bilingual . Hs/mm;(1977) 81-04-22

C-2; Belinda 74-01-28 U.S.A. F 2 Bilingual 115/8181. (1979) 81-06-18

F-2,'Aartinez C -i, Veronica 74-02-10 U.S.A. F 4 (8) 8i11ftqual NES/BINL (1979) 81-05-20

C-2; Toni@ 77-11-09 U.S.A. 1 7 pre-K H/A N/A 82-10-14

Avaloz C -I, Paula- 71-11-28 Mexico F I (3) 3 Bilingual NESA500A1 (1979) 81=05-08

C-2; Loreta 74-I0 -24 u.s.A. F 2 Bilingual with

pull-out ESL

NES/SDOA1 (1979) 81-05727

F-2, Tellez C-I, Juan

C-2, Raul

74-05-20

16 -11 -14

Mexico

U.S.A.

H

tt

5 (8)

7 pre-K

Bilingual With

pull-put ESL

N/X-i

FES/SDOAI (1980)

N/A

81-05-27

81-08-28

INL Basic Inventory of Natural Language.

DOA1 San Diego Observation Assessment Instrument.

Datet are 171.;,en as year- Month-Date

Niimber of children In family is given in parentheses next to the birth

order sequence of the older child in the sibling pair.

This child is younger than the other pre- schoolers as there was no first grader

With the desired qualifications with a 4-year-old sibling at this school).
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1.0 LOS ANGELES COUNTY URBAN SITE

1.1 The Community

Gatos Avenue School (a pseudonym, as are all names in this report)

is located in a traditionally Hispanic neighborhood which is part of

the City of Los Angelea located roughly five miles to the east of the

downtown area. The main commercial thoroughfare has several miles of

small businesSea, clothing stores; service stations, restaurants, and

grocery stores, with one-half to two-thirds of them displaying signs in

Spanish. A county library, federal post office, and high school are

also located in this section of town; The homes are older stucco

buildingS or tWo=atory wood-frame houses ranging from excellent to poor

condition. Some of these structures have been converted to duplexes

for the many renters in the area.

1.2 The-Snhool

The school has served the community for more than a generation.

The additions to the buildings attest to its expansion over the years

to serve a growing school population. Of the approximately 1200

students enrolled inygrades K-6, 98% are ethnic minorities. There is a

staff of 42 classroom teachers, and 11 out-of=class staff. Roughly

one-third of the staff is bilingual. Special staff for the bilingual

programs include 19 Spanish-English bilingual teachers; 7

Cantonese-English bilingual teachers, one bilingual coordinator, 4

teachers of EngliSh as a Second Language (ESL), one English language

writing specialist, and 3 English language reading specialists.
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Because of the large enrollment, at least fifty percent of the students

were on double ession in 1980-81 during the traditional September

through June school year.

It is apparent that the large number of people at the school on a

daily basis poses problems for staff and childrehalike. There is the

probrem of speed, for example. All available indoor nooks and crannies

which have a door are used as offices for the extra non-teaching staff.

ESL pull -out classes are held in the schOO1 library. Lunch hours are

staggered so that children can be accommodated at the outdoor tables as

they eat their school lunch. (The cafeteria has a kitchen and a

teacherS' lunch room; but the children eat in shifts outside under a

concrete canopy; This makes it extremely noisy when the children are

eating lunch; since they are surrounded by concrete on allSides.) The

overall impression is that of many one-and two-story concrete buildings

grouped closely together, surrounded by more concrete and asphalt. Yet

the friendJiness of the School staff, the children, and even the

mothers who come to wait with them on outside benches gives the school

a neighborhood atmosphere.

Gatos Avenue School follows the school district's Lau Plan, which

provides NES/LES studentS with reading in their home_language until

they are ready to mAke the transition into English. If they enter

school with little proficiency in English, they may take content

courses in their home language until making the transition into English

in the third grade. They receive instruction in their home language in

math, science, reading, writing and social studies. The procedures for
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placement into bilingual classes begin with a Home Lainguage Survey

completed by the parents with information about the language(s) spoken

in the home. If there is a non-English home language? the student is

given the Basic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL) in English. If

they are non-English speakers or )',.mited in English proficiency, they

are placed in bilingual classes if parents give their written conee t.

1.3 DeacriptiOn-Of -theClassrooms

The fir atgrade-classroom. Mr. C's room has a wall of windows

fabing north, with two doors on the north wall at opposite sides of the

room. The room faces a cement walkway and another bUilding about 20

feet away; It does not face the playground. Mr. C's class starts in

afternooni after Mr. C has already been team-teaching another ...11-day

class since nine in the morning. A typical day's schedule was:

12:10 - 12:40 Class business

12:40 - 12:10 Spanish reading

2:10 - 2:30 ESL or language arts

2:40 - 2:50 Recess

3:45 Math

3:45 = 4:10 Spelling (Spanish)

4:10 - 4:25 Clean-up

4:25 Dismissal

The math lesson is presented bilingually. On some days, in addition to

recess there is time for P.E. In the Spring, they rehearse dances

during P.E. time for their Cinco de Mayo program.
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Linguistic environment. Mr; C's class is one of six bilingual

first grades at this school. As he had a large number of litited= and

non-English speaking children in his classroom, his was the one

selected for participation in this study. He is one of two male

bilingual first grade teachers in theschool, and the only One raised

and;educated in Mexico, coming to the U.S. as a teenager. He attended

high school- here, and speaks English fluently. He uses English when

talking with adults at the School and with the researcher. With

parents, 'and with students in class he uses Spanish. While teaching;

he uses Spanish roughly 90% of the time. TWo other adults are present

in hiS classroom on a regular basis. One is Mrs. J, a teacher who

instructs in ESL for two hours a day. She does not speak Spanish,

although she has taken some courses in it. The other is Ms. C, a

college student working on her teaching certificate. She is very

fluent in standard Mexican Spanish, and is fluent in English as Well.

Both she and Mr. C pay attention to the ay the children do things,

i.e., whether they are courteous or not, and do things in the "proper"

manner. There seems to be an attention to respect for adults that is

not emphasized as much in other American classrooms.

Teacher objectives-for_language learning. The class was

conducted, for the most part, in Spanish, since the majority of the

class (70%) was monolingual in Spanish, and the rest had only limited

proficiendy in English; All of Mr. C'S reading and writing instruction

is in Spanish, since none of the student8 have sufficient ability in

EngliSh to attempt English. language literacy. The school uses the
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Santillana readers a Spanish language, graded series. Most of the

class advanced two levels in that series by the end of the year. Mr.

also teaches the students to print letters, words, sentences, and small

paragraphs in Spanish. By the end of the year they are able to write

their own short letters and stories. His Objectives for speaking are

for the children to increase their vocabulary in Spanish and to develop'

their oral English language abilities.

The third grade classroom. MS. H's classroom faces west, with a

wall of windows on that side. In the late spring, the blinds are

usually driwn to keep the room cooler. Two doors at opposite sides of

the wall open out into a concrete corridor, shaded by the upper walkway

of the two -story building. Next to the corridor there is a concrete

patio whiCh extends back five feet and is surrounded by a shoulder high

(adult- gauged) cement wall. The asphalt of the playground stretches

out behind it.

A typit:al day's schedule looked like this:

9:00 9:10 Opening activities, pledge of allegiance

9:10 - 10:20 English language reading; ESL \.1\

10:20 - 10:40 Recess

10:40 - 11:30 Math

11:30 - 12:10 Lunbh

12:10 - 1:30 Spanish Reading

1:30 - 2:00 Language Arts (In the early spring;
class used this time to practice danc
for the Cinco de Mayo celebration)



2:00 - 2:30

15

Health/Science (Wednesday and Thursday at
thiS time the teachers have Staff
Development and the children have P.E.
with another supervisor.)

2:40 Dismissal

H says that the schedule is flOcible after 1:30; They use that

.41

time to catch-up anything that needs to be finished.

Language environment. Ms. H's class is the only third grade

bilingual class at the school, except for one 3rd-4th grade combination

class. There are hildren in the class; 80% of them are

Spanish-speaking, w h varying degrees of ability in English. There

are two monolingual English-speakers in the class. The lade, who is

present in the CIA-SS for the whole day, is not bilingual. MS. H's

objectives in reading are to complete one book (equal to one grade

level) in the Santillana series, and for EngliSh) to complete two and a

half leVe16. Most of the chidren in the class read and write in both

langUagee. Her objectives in writing are for the children to be able

to complete sentences and short paragraphs in English by the end of the

year; Ms; H uses English for most of her lessons, about 80% of the

time She is second generation Mexican-American and fluent in Spanish

and English natively. She uses Spanish for addressing Spanish

speakers, repeating instructions, and instruction during Spanish

reading and writing. Most children receive ESL instlJetion in the

class and some participate in the ESL pull-out program.
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1.4 Family 1: First and Third Graders

Home context. Mr. Rodriguez came to California 10 years ago then

sent for Mrs. Rodriguez the following year. There are three boys in

the family, the oldest is 11 year-old Arnulfo, the middle child is

Reymundo (born in April of 1972), and the youngest is Eduardo (born in

August of 1974). Their father works as a fabric cutter in a garment

shop within close walking distance of the school that his sons attend.

He is frequently able to pick Eduardo up from school after work as the

half-day, first grade class dismisses at 4:30. They live in a

comfortable one-story wood-frame duplex with a small front and back

yard. Mr. Rodriguez but not Mrs. Rodriguez finished secondary school

in Mexico City, where both are from.

Spanish is the language of-the home Currently they have a

teen=aged cousin from Mexico staying with them who is monolingual in

Spanish. Mrs; Rodriguez also takes care of a little baby girl and her

3--:year=old brother, who are nearby neighbors. During the day' when

there are younger children in the home as well as his mother and

cousimi-Eduardo is reported to use Spanish exclusively. HiS father

says that Eduardo uses both Spanish and English When One of his

playmates from the neighborhood comes to visit. His older

brothers, Rcymundo and Arnulfo speak more English than he does;

Arnulfo, the eldest, spent the first few years of his life in another

neighborhood, where most of the children spoke English; All of his

schooling has been in EngliSh. His father can speak some English

beCause he attended ESL classes at a public adult school and uses it on
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the job with monolingual English-speaking friends; In fact, Mr.

Rodriguez feels that his youngest Son may not be getting enough 'English

in the bilingual program, and worries that his English skill§ may

-

Stiffer. because of it. Mrs. RodrigUez feels that the bilingual program

is good for the children. 'Both value a good education for their

children;

Focus on Reymundo Rodriguez School. ReymundO'S cumulative

record indicates that he is a very bright child, enjoys school; and

relates well to his classmates. When he was tested for language

ability in 1978, he was shown to be limited EngliSh=speaking by his

score on the BINL. By the early part of 1980, his BINL -score showed

him to be a 'proficient English speaker.

His second grade report card shows him to have finished the year

with 'Excellent' in oral and written language, with some problems in

handwriting. The report showed many 'EXCellents' and only a few

'Satisfactbries' in English reading, math; social science, fine arts;

and physical education. In the areas of citizenship and emotional

maturity; he received 'ExcellehtS' throughout the year. HiS third

grade report card indicatea that he is having problem§ in the mechanics

_

Of writing in both Spanish and English; i.e., punctuation and

handwriting, and also with oral expression: In other are-AS of reading

\-

and writing, such as expressing ideasi reading coMprehenion, and oral

reading, he does much better in Spanish (A's) than in English (C's).

HiS work habits and citizenship continue to be outstanding.
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His third grade teacher comments that Reymundo is very fluent in

both languages, but he is still noticeably Spanish dominant. HO uses

both languageS When participating in classrogm activities. When

addressed in one language, he will reply in that language. Over the

year, he became more proficient in English and more capable Of reading

and writing in that language, By the end of the year he had gone from

first grade to the beginning of third grade in English reading. In

English Writing, he had gone from a second grade leVel to the third

grade 16V61. He was promoted to fourth grade at the end of the year;

Focus -on Eduardo Rodriguez: SdhoOl. Mr. C feels that Eduardo is

not typical of the children in his firSt grade because he is quiet and

still has some traces of baby talk. He pronounces '1' for 'r,' in

Spanish, for example. HOWeVer, in Spanish language reading he reached

the second level of the Santillana series in kindergarten, and passed

that at the beginning of first grade, progressed through one and

one-half readers the rest of the year; He is now at level four, which

makes him one of the more advanced readers in the class. He is

expected to continue satisfactory progress in reading and writing in

Spanish in the second grade;

Eduardo's report card for this first grade year reflects the

'consistent effort that he has made to learn and to be a good all-around

Student. -By the end of the year* he received 'Excellent' in reading,

oral and Written language arts* mathematics, social sciences* fine

arts, physical education, citizenship, and social and em6tional
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maturity. His first grade teacher characterized him as 'an

enthusiastic learner' in his permanent school record.

Eduarao began-the year in the ESL pull -out program for special

assistance with his English, but by the end of the year he was

receiving only in-class ESL instruction from the team teacher Mr. C

reports that by the end of the year Eduardo was able to separate

EngliSh froth Spanish in his own speech, whereas earlier in the year

had been mixing the languages.

Reymundo: observations. Reymundo is soft- spoken, and gives the

impression of being quiet but not shy. He is noticeably more fluent

in both Spanish and English than his younger brother, although he is

not as confident in English as hiS older brother ArnuIfo is. (ThiS may

be because ArnuIfo simply has a more outgoing personality.) When

Reymundo is at hoMe playing with his younger brother; he speaks

Spanish. When his older brother is around, the conversation is more

likely to be in English, but Spanish is still the preferred language in

the home.

the classroom, Reymundo is very attentive to the teacher and

the lesson being presented; From our observatiOnS of him in his

English reading group we have noticed that he has no problems reading

aloud from hiS Woekbooki following the interactional expectations of

the teadher; and adhering to the partidipation structure of the lesson.

When allowed free time one day to play t spelling game in English with

some Of his classmates, he left them in favor of joining a friend of

his, who is also his friend outside of school, in putting a puzzle

N
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together; Two other boys joined them. It was a cooperative effort

undertaken by all, conducted primarily in English, bUt With some

Spanish as well. Although he i§W811=liked, 118 IS not one of the

leaders in his peer group. Other boys in the class have given each

other nicknames. Perez is Peres 'Pears,' for example, and a plump

child iscalled Delgado, 'Skinny.' Reymundo has a nickname at home,,

but not at school.

Eduardo: Observations. Eduardo is quiet, soft-spoken, ang gives

the appearance of being shy, bUt he participates eagerly in class

activities and is a diligent worker. He does not go out of his way to

talk to people, preferring to work by himself, but he does not avoid

them, either. He feels much more comfortable speaking Spanish than

English. He is learning English through ESL instruction at school,

although durihg the year the class was conducted primarily in Spanish.

Eduardb does not overtly seek attention in class, but he will volunteer

experiences and anecdotes in Spanish during times when it is

appropriate for class members to volunteer. He usually speaks Spanish

on those occasions; He is more likely to seek explanations from an

adult in the classroom rather than from a clasaMate.

At home, his brothers speak English and Spanish with hit,

interaction which serves as additiOnal English language input;

However, he still prefers Spaish at hbte. When playing at home with

the younger children that hi§ mother takes care of, he displays an ease

in Spanish that he does not in English. He is on a pee-wee league
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baseball team as an extracurricular activity, another social context in

which he is exposed to English.

1.5 Family 2: First Grader and Pneschooler

Mr; and Mrs. Reyes live in part of a large two -story wood frame

house which has been converted into a triplex. Their part of the

building has two be-dr-66MS, and a large living-dining area in Which

there are two double beds. They need the accommodations for their

large familY 6 boys ranging in age from 19'to 5, and a little girl

who's just 6 months old. The two oldest boys are 16 and 19,.and

already haVe jobs; working at the same restaurant in a neighboring city

where their father is a waiter. The other four bOys are 10, 8, 7, and

5, and serve as playmates for each other.- The language of the home is

Spanish; Only the 8 and 10 year-old Speak English at school, having

been in the school system since kindergarten.

The family settled in the LOS Angeles area in a piecemeal fashion,

With the father coming here 10 years ago to work, then bringing his two

Oldest sons. They had been here for five years, sending money home to

a little town in Mexico and going back for visits, $41- . Reyes and

the rest of the family joined him in Los Angeles, because there were no

prospects for betterment in Mexico; One of our focal children in the

family, Salvador, (born in February of 1974) was haVing problems

speaking and WaS left behind with Mrs. Reyes' mother. Mrs. Reyes

reports that Salvador did not speak at all as a toddler, making his

wants known by gestures to other family members. They viere very

concerned that there was something physically Wrong with him, so they
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kept sending hiM to specialists in Mexioci. Finding no physical

abnormalitieS, the specialists told her not to worry. Salvador finally

began speaking at the age of five. Listening to him now, one (1666 not

notice Anything unusual about his speech that would reflect an earlier

problem. Mauricio (born in January of 1976)i the 5-year old, is

monolingual in Spanish. His lanzuage development was normal. He was

eager to begin school, and is now in kinderga\i-ten on the year-;round

track.

At the beginning of the 1980 -1981 school year, Salvador spoke only

Spanish, but by the end of the year, according to his teacher, he would

say words and phrases in English. He had ESL instruction in the

pull =out program from One of the school's ESL specialists; as well as

the in-class sessions with Mr; C's monolingual English speaking

team-teacher.\Mr. C reports that Salvador tended to talk 'baby talk'

i

at the beginning of the year, but by the end he did not do it as much.

Mr. C feels that he had good potential fOr learning English, but that

it seemed difficult for him; Mr. C notes that Salvador tries very hard

to do well. By the end of the year, Salvadbr was reading at level

three in the Santillana series. Most of the class had completed the

third level and some had gone on to the fourth; Mr. C recommended that

Salvador begin at level three when he began his new first grade year.

Focus on-Salvador Reyes: SchOol-and_Home. Mr. C doe6 not feel

that SalvadOr is a typical first grader as he had not attended school

prior to his enrollment in first grade. This created some difficulty

in his adjpstment to the claseroom routine as well as to his
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preparedness to study the curriculum. The reading preparation that he

would have had in kindergarten is lacking now. Thus far Spanish

reading has been a challenge; he mastered decoding skills by the end of

the year, but comprehension of the written text was still a problem.

His progress ,ESL was SloW. For these reasons Mr; C felt that it

would be beSt to retain Salvador in first grade for the coming year

(1981=0982).

Salvador's report cards for the 1980-1981 year show his

achievement in Spanish reading (in CascabeI) to be 'Unsatisfactory,' as

it is for spelling and math. His oral language skills in Spanish are

satisfactory, as are creative writing and handwriting. In social

studies and fine arts, satisfactory progress was reported. In

non-academic areas, that is, for physical education' citizenship, and

social and emotional maturity, excellent progress is reported.

Language.= Salvador appear Spanish fluently for his age,

despite his not speaking until the age'-Of 5. Definitely

Spanis -dominant, he has picked up a few words and phrases now in

(PEngl sh. On one of our home visits when we asked him to.respond in

English, he gave a pragmatically and syntactically appropriate.

response, even though the pause before his response may have been

needed to put the words together in the right way; Two of his older

brOther6 (middle children in the family) appear to be learning English

with no problem, and are bringing that language into the home context.

In school, Salvador appears to enjoy the attention being paid to

him.by the researcher. He is eager to wear the tape recorder, and to
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put the microphone on. On one of our visits, we noticed the problem

that he was having with Spanish language reading. He i.iag decoding

two-syllable words, and was appearing to do so purely by the

sound-letter correspondences. Word meaning was apparently not playing

a role in his reading effort. It will be of interest to monitor his

reading aloud in his next class to see when oral reading becomes

noticeably easier for him, and how that relates to comprehension.

2.0 LOS ANGELES COUNTY SUBURBAN SITE

2.1 The Communi-ty

This suburban community is located approximately 13.5 miles from

downtown Los Angeles to the sonthweat.0-tn the San Gabriel Valley. It

lies between two riverbeds: the Rio Hondo to the West, and the San

Gabriel to East; There is a population of 50,800, in a rectangular

area of 8;2 square miles. It has some light industry, small shopping

centers, commercial buildings, and professional offices; but it is

primarily a bedroom community for neighboring industrial cities; Its

residential neighborhoods appear to be middle class, mostly housing

tracts bunt just after World War II, although there are a few older,

working class neighborhoods.

Incorporated in 1955, the:6 is a real sense of community in the

city. From a population reported to be 25% Mexican-American in the

late '50's, it has changed to 80% Mexican-American in the late '70's.

Many local businessea now have Spanish-speaking personnel; and there

are noticeably more Mexican-owned businesses than in the 50's or 60's.

Neighborhood stores post signs in both Spanish and English. The
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library, located almost in the geographic center of the city on a wide

east-west avenue; still has f w books in SPaniSh, however; Responsive

to its Mexican-heritage residents, the city sponsors a big celebration

for the 16th of September, Mexican Independence Day, complete with

parade, queen, and a carnival.

2.2 The School

Valentino Eletentary School sits at the end of a cul-de-sac in a

quiet residential neighborhood in this community. The street on which

it is located intersects a lengthy north-South thoroughfare, along

Whidh the main post office, Sheriff's station, and the district's only

high school are also located. The school is adjacent to the city's

centrally situated park, and one of the district's junior high schools

is nearby;

Valentino Elemeqary haS a spacious and airy feeling. It is

neatly laid out, with several rows of buildings of four classrootS

eachi parallel to each other, separated by grassy stripsabout 15 feet

in length. The corridorS are outdoors but shaded; the school office

and cafeteria building are at the front of the school ground8, and a

large blacktop playground and grassy area are to the badk.

There is a total enrollment of 504 at the school, with 92% of

Hispanic origin, 7% Anglo and .6% Asian. Only 123 of the children have

been deter-Mined to be in need of bilingual education (by Federal

guldeline6): 92 are limited English speaking (LES), and 34 are

non-EngliSh speaking (NES). There is at leaSt one bilingual classroom

per grade level at the school, which spans X-6.
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Of the 17 classroom teachers at the school, 9 are Hispanic; of the

3 resource teachers, 1 is Hispanic. Of the 12 other staff members, 11

are Hispanic; this includes a bilingual princinal and office secretary,

janitors, librarian, and a visiting school nurse. Tne school is on the

traditional September through June school calendar.

Bilingual program. Upon enrollment, the students are routinely

surveyed to determine if a language other than English is spoken in the

home. Parents are asked at that time if they would like their child to

be enrolled in bilingual classes. The BINL has been used in previous

years for determining of English and Spanish language ability but the

district is

classes for

of the year;

now.seeking a replacement test. There are pull-out ESL

students who are limited English speakers at the beginning

School-wide objectives for reading and writing for the

bilingual classes are for children to be taught reading and writing in

Spanish, and then to transition to English when children are able. For

many, this is possible by third grade. Literacy skills in Spanish

continue to be taught after the transition to English reading and

writing. On Tuesdays'and Thursdays, the whole school participates in

the supplemental Developmental Reading Program (DRP), which has 15

units in Spanish and 30. id-Eriglish. Children go to other classrooms

for 40 minutes in t.14\af6arzloor.- for Work on language skills.
\_,

2.3 Description of the Classrooms

The first grade classroom. Mrs. V's first-grade classroom is the

only bilingual first grade in the school. It is a large airy room,

with a wall of windows to the northeast. The windows are set directly
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above a waist-high (for children) counter; near the end of the wall

there is a door which opens out to a wide strip of concrete. On

occasion an de will work with a reading group out here. On a typical

day, the line -up ell rings at 8:30, and the children file in and sit

at their desks bK13:35. The next ten minutes are for attendance

school business, and the pledge of allegiance. From 8:45-9:00 there is

'sharing.' At 9:00 the language arts activities begin. At 10:20,

there is a 20 minute recess. From 10:45 -11:20 the children work or

individual projects. Lunch line-up and dismissal for lunch are

completed by 11:20.

The lunch recess is over at 12:15% Children come back to the room

by 12:20, and have a math lesson. On Mondays and Wednesdays there is

ESL for some from 12:40-1:20. At 1:20 there is a recess. On some

days, PE follows this recess, so the children are allowed to stay

titside and play. On other days, they come indoors at 1:30 and have a

science lesson. When they finish, they have free time. Clean-up

usually begins at 2:00 with dismissal at 2:20.

The teacher is flUent in the local dialect of Spanish, having been

raised in the area herself. The aide also speaks a local variety of

Spanish. Both live in the community and have children who are going to

district schools. Both are also natively fluent in English, which

appears to be theip dominant language.

English is the preferred language in the classroom, as there are

also a feW monolingual English speakers in the clasP The teacher

makes it a point to speak Spanish with those children who don't
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understand English, and will translate instructions that she gives in

English for their benefit: She does not dO the same consistently fOr

the EnCiah monolinguals; -.owever, when speaking Spanish to the group.

English is clearly the language of classroom management, evidended by

the fact that the teacher and aide always speak to each other in

Engliah, And to the bilingual researcher in English. Literacy in

Spanish and English are goals for the students in the classroom, for

the English monolinguals as well as for the bilinguals.

The third_grade classroom. Ms. R's classroom is the only third

grade in the bilingual program. It is the same size and shape as the

first -grade classroom also with large row of windoWS facing northeast.

Like the first grade room, a door opens out onto a concrete strip,

although class activities were not observed out there during our

visits.

Typical daily schedule for Mrs. R's class:

8:30-8:45 Opening activities (lunch count, attendance)

8:45-9:00 Free reading (sustained silent reading)

9:00-10:30 Reading program (3 reading groups rotating to spend

1/2 hour each with the teacher)

10:30-10:45 Recess

10:45-11:30 Language lesscn/spelling

11:30-12:15 Lunch

12:20-12:40 Journal writing

12:401:30 Math (Tuesdays & Thursdays -- Developmental Reading

program)

1:30-2:15 Social Studies

2:20 Dismissal

3 .;
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Language use. Mr6. R uses much more EngliSh than Spanish in her

classroom than Mrs. V does. She is Mexican-American and is natively

fluent in both English and Spanish. Her classroom aide, who is present

in the mornings from

from the local area;

Mrs. R says that the

non-Spanish-speaking

speaking in front of

Monday through Thursday; is also a bilingual woman

Of the approximately 30 students in the class,

majority are bilingual, with only one

child. Interestingly, she reports that when

the class, almost all of the children prefer

English to Spanish, with only two children consistently preferring to

speak Spanish. (For many of the children, it is their third year in a

Bilingual lassroom and, perhaps more importantly, their third year in

a school environment where English is the prestige language.)

Literacy in English and SOAniSh is a goal of language instruction.

Writing is encouraged. The students write in their composition books

daily about an event Of their chosing and in the language that they

prefer. many of the children who prefer oral communication in English

Still prefer to write in their composition books'in Spanish because,

according to Mrs. R. it is phonetically easier to spell. Reading

aloud to fellow class members is another activity in which the children

participate on ocoasion chosing a book in either language.

2.4 Family 1: First and Third Graders

The Fernandez' live in the suburban neiriborhood immediately

surrounding the school, in a house only half a block away. Their

house--which they are buying--is a comfortable three bedroom building,
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Noel, born in August, 1972; has just completed third grade; Belindat

born in January of 1974; has just finished the first grade. Both were

born in California. There are no other children in the household, but

Mrs. Fernandez takes care of 2 younger cousins during the day. They

liVe across the street. Mr. Fernandez was born in Mexico, but came to

the community during adolescence,
graduating-from the local high

School. He also attended adult school classes he2.1 at the high school

to improve his English, which is now very fluent. He works as a

machinist in a neighboring industrial community. Mrs. Fernandez 'Was

born in Tijuana, and finished high school there. She moved tc this

area after her marriage. She is still monolingual in Spanish, but

understands some English.

The parents have always been very supportive of their childrens'

education. Mrs. Fernandez took both of them to preschool classes

offered at the elementary school, and helped out there although she

could speak no English and the teacher could speak no Spanish. Other

mothers who went translated for her. The children were eager language

learners and had no problems with language as toddlers. Mrs. Fernandez

reports that they now use Spanish with her and English or Spanish with

each other. Their father uses both Spanish and English with them.

Focus-on Noel_Fernandez: School. In school, Noel is popular and

outgoing with his classmates and above average 'n achievement, in the

opinion of his teachers. His report caras from grades K-2 indicate

that he reads well in Spanish and English, has good study skills, and
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is conscientious but talkative. His third grade teacher comments on

his end-of-the-year report card that he has great potential; but he

needs to improve on concentrating on his work. She says that he tends

to let socializing get) in the way of his completing his school work

Due to the interest at home, he was always marked as outstanding for

completing his homework. In language arts (oral language); his

end-of-the-year grade was a C1. He had a C; in handwriting and a B in

spelling. Grades for reading and math were 'B's, but he got a 'C' in

social science. When he entered the school as a kindergartener, he was

scored FES and FSS, i.e., fluent in both English and Spanish. The

principal noted that the scores were probably due to his natural

talkativeness, since the test they used (BINL) biases the results in

favor of talkative children.

His third grade teacher, says that Neel usually uses English when

he speaks bef the class in an oral language 'sharing' situation. At

first he was shy, hesitating in front of the group for a few minutes

before speaking, bUt he had no problems once he was underway; He reads

both English and Spanish; and has good structure in his composition,

according to the teacher.

Focus -on- Belinda Fernandez: School; On her cumulative record

from kindergarten; her teacher wrote at the end of the year that

Belinda grasped concepts easily and enjoyed all of the activities. She

was well -liked by her peers; liked school, and had a good self-concept.

Her first grade teacher echoed those comments, and added that she was

good at almost everything she did, and was a good worker. On her first
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grade report card, Belinda received 'B's in language arts Skills;

except for spelling and handWriting in which she received two 'C's.

Written communication was the only area in which she received an 'N'

for 'needs improvement.' She had 'B's consistently in all her other

subjects. When she first entered school, at kindergarten; she was

classified as being fluent in Spanish and limited in English, according

to the BINL.

Her irst grade teacher feels that Belinda is a very good worker

and generally well behaved; although she does get into mischief on

occasion. She enjoys participating in classroom activities and joined

in the singing of Mexican songs with some of her female classmateS,

although she seemed unsure of many of the Words. When one of the few

monolingual Spanish speakers in the class needed help on an assignment,

Belinda was one of the people deSignated to help her. She usually uses

English in class, but.knows to switch when a classmate doeS not

understand it. She reads English as well as Spanish, and is learning

to write both.

Noel: Observation6; Noel clearly prefers to use English whenever

he can. It is hi6 preferred language at school and at home; where he

will switch to Spanish only when dealing with hiS 3=year-old cousin,

whose family'l-s SpaniSh=speaking. He also uses Spanish with his

mother, but not hiS father or his sister, except for taboo words when

feeling silly. When he and Belinda went to visit their grandparentS

early in the summer, they reported having to use a lot of Spanish.

Their pare is know that these trips are good for the maintenance of
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their home language. With the researcher Noel tends to use English,

but will use Spanish when requested to.

Noel is an accomplished language user even at his young age. He

seems to be acquiring English with all of-the normal monolingual

developmental variants and non-standard rules with his peer group, such

as the double negative and 'ain't.' On one of the recordings he

audibly struggled with an agreement rule for 'be': in a sentence with

the Dodgers as a subject should the verb be 'is' or 'are'?

conversations with his peers, his use of English clearly marks him as a

group leader. It is usually he who selects the next topic in a

discourse and uses his turns with an economy of expression to make his

points. In conversations on baseball he supports his verbal pointS

with information, WhiCh makeS him respected as knowledgeable.

It is doubtful that SpaniSh is of equal facility.for him. He uses

it in restricted contexts, i.e. , with those at home and in the extended

family who do not understand English, and in the non-oral domains of

reading and writing. His oral language skills are most evident in

English, Which he_uses with his male peers at school, with his little

league team, and with school-aged playmateg and his sister at home.

Be_lin_da_:_ Observations; Belinda also prefers to use English with

her bilingual peers and bilingual outsiders. During our observations,

she did not use Spanish to initiate conversations with the teacher,

although she is sensitive to adult-child statuses, and normally

responds in Spanish if the teacher addresses her in it. However, the

teacher usually addresses her in English. At home, she uses Spanish
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with her mother and with younger cousins, as her brother does. She

gives the impression of speaking more Spanish than her brother does,

pbasibly because more Spanish is used in her class than in Noel's.

Furthermore, she has not been in school as long as he, and has not as

firmly established English as the preferred language of communication

with her peer group.

Belinda is a natural leader in her female peer group. After

school two neighbor girls come to her houSe to stay until their mother

4

comes home from work. Although she is younger than they are, she takes

the lead in what to play and how it is to be played. Hers her says

that when jLmt, the girls are playing, Belinda is the leader, and when

Noel joins therri, he is.

Belinda is not as capable in English as her brother is, but she

is, of course, younger. She puts a person-number markei- On 'got,'

i.e., ,got,, attaches the
comWiiiiie-morpheme '-r' to words where it

isn't required, and, in general, does not produce sentences as complex

as her brother's. Her turns in a conversation are not as economical

either, using more words to make a point or to move discourse along

than her brother does.

2,5 Family 2: Third Grader and Preschooler

Mr; and Mrs.'Martinei have been in the United States for 12 years,

living for three year-S.1n an apartment in one part of the Los Angeles

Suburbs and then moving to their present home, which they have bought.

It is a small, tWo=bedroom house with a large'backyard. Mr. Martinez

is a construction worker, is adding on to the living-dining area,
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creating a new kitchen, and making a bedroom out of the old kitchen.

There is still a lot of room in the backyard for a clothesline, grass,

and a large tree which provides shade. Veronica, a first grader in

'80-'81, and Toni, still a preschooler, are two of eight children in

the family. Veronica (born in February, 1974) is the '4th child, and

Toni (born in November, 1977) is the 7th. Mr. Martinez but not Mrs.

Martinez completed secundaria 'high school' in Mexico. Mr. Martinez

can speak English, since he has been working with work crews in the

United States for the 12 years they've been here. Mrs. Martinez speaks

no English.

Nevertheless, the children seem to prefer to use English among

themselves at home. The OldeSt daughter, born in MeXicO in 1968, did

her first six years of school here and can speak English well,

according to her mother. She was sent to Mexico fo4. sixth grade so

that she could be re-acquainted with relatives and reinforce her

Spanish; At home, the next oldest daughter (a fifth-grader in 1981-82)

always speaks to the researcher in English and prefers it with her

sisters. Veronica and Toni speak to each other in English following

the older children's lead. Sometimes the older children switch to

Spanish with Toni, especially when giving a direction or a reprimand.

Toni speaks Spanish at home with her mother during the day until her

sisters come home. The early language development of both girls was

normal, Although Mrs. Martinez says that Veronica was 'very lazy' when

it came to speaking.
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Focus-on-- Veronica Martinez: School. -VerOnica enjoys school. Her

report card from kindergarten indicates that She is industrious in her

own Work and helpful to others. Her firat grade report card shows 'B's

for listening, speaking, and composition, oral and written language but

a 'C' in handwriting and spelling. Her Other Subjects are consistently

'B's She gets outstanding marks for making good use of time and

completing class work. Her tea6ier comments that Veronica is friendly

and inquisitive. She tested as NEP and LSP (non-English and limited

Spanish proficiency) on the BTNL at kindergarten. On the home language

survey her mother reported that Spanish was used exclusively in the
4

home; Her first quarter report card in kindergarten indicated that she

needed more speaking Skill8, i;e., vocabulary and expression of ideas.

During the 1980131 year she was in the twice-a-week pull=out ESL

program, whidh consisted primarily of vocabulary bUilding.

Her firt grade teacher thinks well of Veronida. She does not

anticipate any problems for her in second grade. The aide notices that

she is very good at avametic, and likes solving equations; She

prefers to speak Er71.ish at school, but will converse in Spanish if

others in the conversation speak Spanish. She addressed the teacher

and Aide in English. She, like Belinda, was Al86 called on to help a

bbnolingUal Spanish gtrli=to do her work, since she 'was a good helper,'

the vordl of the teacher.

cus_on Toni Martinez. BecaUSe thiS classroom did not have a

first grader with an immediate pre- kindergarten sibling, we chose one

with a sibling who still had a year to go before entering kindergarten;
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This will give us more time-depth on language development in the home

context than will be possible for children in our other families; Toni

is vei,s, shy adout speaking with an adult who is an outsider to the

household. She hardly spoke even to her mother when the researcher

first visited. Around her siblings she is much more talkative.

Although her pronunciation is still marked by developmental

articulation problems; family members understand her without any

problem. Mrs. Martinez will not be taking her to pre-school, as she

does not drive and the school is too far for her to walk.

Veronica: Observations. Veronica prefers English to Spanish with

her peers at; school and with her sisters at home. She must use Spanish

with her mother; and sometimes chooses it with her younger sister or

baby brother when she assumes the role of caretaker. Her English

appears to be developing without noticeable interference from Spanish.

One incident which we have on videotape may best serve to

exemplify the relationShip of Spanish and English for her One day in

class the teacher was asking specific members of the class to do simple

addition and subtraction problems as part of their earning a dism: :ssal

to the lUnth line. She asked a problem of a child in Spanish, and

Veronica, who had already answered her question and was in line

responded, "I know; teacher. I know." The teacher was intent on

getting the boy's response; however, and did not call on Veronica. But

her visible counting on her fingers to solve the problem showed that

she was alert to the Spanish and lost no time in figuring the answer,

although her response was in her preferred language, English.
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Toni: Observations. Toni at first said little to the researcher

because of her young age (3 1/2) and relative lack of contact with

outsiders. But when her sisters were present, she was not quiet.

fact) she was almost aggressive as she used English to-monitor her

sisters' use of the toy that the researcher had brought her. Part of

her early reluctance to talk may have been due to the difficulty in

obtaining a turn at talk when her sisters were around. Furthermore, as

the next-to-youngest child, usually no one was interested in listening

to her, so she stayei quiet until she absolutely had to Say something:

However, after becoming familiar with the researcher, and after having

matured a bit more linguistically) she was eager to talk and had aA.pt

to say. She) too) noticeably prefers English to Spanish when her

sisters are at home.

3.0 ORANGE COUNTY SUBURBAN SITE

3.1 The-Community

This site is located in a city 25 miles southwest of Los Angeles

in Orange County, at 1;9 million the second most populous county in

California. Nearly 16% of the county's population is comprised of

minorities; Hispanics account for approxplately two-thirds of thiS,

percentage) with Asians the second-largest minority group. The city in

which our site is located has a population of 189,000. There it a

transient as well as a permanent Hispanic population here which is

primarily Mexican or of Mexican descent. In the community are found

neighborhood community centers, churches whiCh offer services in

Spanish, Hispanic buSine88e87 such as restaurants and theatres which
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advertise on Los Angeles-based radio stations, and several community

newsletters in Spanish.

.2 The- School-

Foothill School is one of 23 elementary schools in this school

district. The district has in attendance nearly one-half of the 18,900

Spanish dominant pupils in the county. Foothill School was built in

1934 and is located in the center of town, where the city's Hispanic

population is concentrated. Grades K-6 are taught and as of July,

1981, year-round school sessions have been initiated. The total

student enrollment numbers 576 with three-quarters of its enrollMent

attending class at any given time; The student population consists of

74% Hispanic, 20% Anglo, and 6% Other; Foothill School haS 18

teachers, of whOm 12 are Anglo, 5 Hispanic, and 1 Filipino;

FoOthill School is'one of two elementary SChool6 in the district

with a Hispanic principal, both Hispanic fetale6. The principal speaks

both Spanish and English; It appears that she maintains good rapport

With the children's parents as they seem to approach her both to

discuss their children's school performance and to discuss persOnal

family needs; The principal makes an effoet to listen to each child

read individually at least once a year. When assemblies are provided

for the children, the principal introduces them in both SpaniSh and

English;

Approximately six years agoi the district was receiving Title VII

funds for bilingual edudatiOn programs; Presently* however, the School

Board does not endorse bilingual educationlcand thus a transitional
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language program is provided district-wide for the students. The

procedure generally followed throughout the district is similar: When

a child enters school the parents complete a Language-Survey-- On the

bilingUal surVey appear the following questions: 1) Which language did

your son or daughter learn when he or she began to talk? 2) What

language doe8 your son or daughter most frequently use at home? 3)

What language do you use most frequently to speak to your son or

daughter? and 4) Name the language most often spoken by the adults at

home.

If any one of the answers is a language other than English, then

the parents are offered the option of entering their child into an

English Language Program or a Transitional Language Program. (This

essentially applies only to Spanish speaking students since it is the

only transitional language program provided.) The goals of the

transitional program are "to teach the pupils to speak, read and write

English as rapidly as possible" and "to use both English and Spanish to

help the pupil move ahead in other subjects while he is learning

English."

When entering the transitional program, the child is identified as

either NES or LES by the Language Assessment Battery Test (LAB), and

then is placed into the appropriate classroom. The transitional

program is offered only in Grades K-2. By 3rd grade, the child is

placed in a classroom conducted totally in English. An English

prOfidiency exam is administered to all of the students in the 4th
4,

grade so that if they require some remedial assistance, it can be given.
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during the 5th grade to prepare them for exiting at the end Of the 6th

grade.

)(

3.3 Deatrtption_of_the Classrooms

Since the initiation of this study, two classrooms from Foothill

School have been involved. The first grade classroom is attended by

Loreta Avalozi and Juan Tellez, our first grade focal students. The

other, a combination second and third grade class is attended by Paula

Avaloz. The classrooms are across from each other and both teachers

work closely together. The school day extends from 8:30 a.m. until

2:35 p.m. depending upon the child's identification as an "early bird"

or late bird." The following is a description of each classroom

context.

The first grade classroom. There are approximately 30 first grade

students in the class. All of the students are Hispanic, with the

exception of one boy. Two of the Hispanic -children have developmental

And hearing difficulties and have been pladed in this classroom until

testing is completed and they can be assigned into a special education

classroom. This classroom is directed by one Anglo teacher, a fluent

bilingual in her 'ate 20's who is assisted by an Anglo aide, bilingual,

in her late 60's. The aide besidea doing secretarial chores for the

.

teacher, actively participates in instructing the more Spanish dominant

children during academie Subjects;

Classroom descrial2q. The classroom is square-shaped and has

three doors; two lead to the hallway and one leads to the allSpanish

instructed first grade classroom next door. All tables are rectangular

-.
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with the exception of one circular table. Larger rectangles are formed

by combining three or four desks. Some of the tables have been

arranged into a "hoeseshoe" formation towards the front of the room.

When the children divide for instruction, the teacher generally se,..,t2

her students at the 'horseshoe' and the aide seats her students at one

of the back rectangle's. The teacher's desk and a bookcase where craft

utensils are stored are located at the very back of the room.

The front wall of the classroom displays samples of the children's

work, a floral design indicating spring, a chalkboard, and above it,

pictures of animals. The right wall has five windows bordered on one

side by a bulletin board and on /the other side by a list of class rules

in both English and Spanish. The back.wall is decorated with another

bulletin board displaying the children's work. Writing and alphabet

charts are foundhorizontally along the top Of the wall with cupboards

located below, and a bookcase to the right Of theM. The left wall

displays a large calendar with a Mexican flag decorating it. A wide

rectangular strip above a chalkboard appears decorated with Disneyland

figures indicating names Of cOlorS in both Spanish and English; To the

right of the chalkboard is a bulletin board with a clock, accompanied

by the words "What Time Is It?--/Aue Hora Es?" An old square

television set, used for special instructional purposes, and a record

player also comprise part of the classroom furniture.

Dally schedule. At 8:30 a.m. the "early bird" children arrive.

(For scheduling purposes, some children arrive earlier than others.

Efforts are made to keep all children of one family on a similar
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SchedUle.) The children enter the room, sit on the floor for several

Minutes to greet one another and then diVide into groups. Half of the

children go with the teacher and the other half with the aide.

Simultaneous instruction of the same subject matter takes place in both

groups. Spelling in Spanish takes place from the beginning of class

until 9 a.m., at which time reading in Spanish begins. Simple

sentences are introduced to the children, and consonants, vowels and

syllables are reviewed. The children copy the day's lesson in Spanish.

The children are then excused for recess from 9:30 to 9:45.

At 9:45 class reconvenes, at which time the "late t rds" arrive.

Daily business such as the Pledge of Allegiance and roll call takes

place followed by discussion on the date, in both English and Spanish.

At 10 a.m. the children move from one class to another for ESL

instruction (to be discussed further). Sometimes the structured ESL

lesson is subsituted by a trip to the auditorium to see a movie in

English. If there is a structured lesson in the classroom, oftentimes

the teacher will use puppets to i1108trate prepositions such as

"behind" and "in front of". At 10:30 the children return to their

original classrooms.

From 10:30 o 11:15, a Second spelling lesson in Spanish takeS

place; A dictation may be given or new vocabulary introduced. The

children also practice their writing (printing) during this time.

Simultaneously dUring this periodi the aide administerS Mastery Tests

to individual children to review their acquisition of baSiC Skills;

From 11:15 to 11:25 there is an activity period which may consist of
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playing "Simon Says," dancing, or singing, in which case the teacher

writes the names of "Super Singers" on the board. The children are

then dismissed for lunch at 11:25 a.m.

Class reconvenes at 12:15, at which time the children have a short

rest period. The teacher may read a short story or perhaps lead

directly into a math lesson which is instructed entirely in English.

For math the children are subdivided into foun groups; each group is

instructed separately by the teacher while the rest of the children

individually complete their worksheets.

At 1 p.m. the activity period begins. It may consist of cutting

and pasting, 6oloring, or going outside for recreation. When it is

time to clean up, the teacher flicks the classroom lights on and off,

the signal for the children to pick up. At 1:35 the "early birds" are

dismissed. The "late birds" take a five minute break, then return for

reading and vocabulary building in English. The aide also exits the

room at 1:35, leaving the teacher with approximately eight students.

At 2:35 these children are also dismissed.

Classroom language. Both Spanish and English are spoken in this

classroom. ESL, math and "late bird",reading and vocabulary are

conducted in English and "early bird" spelling and reading in Spanish.

Activities are carried out in both Spanish and English. However, when

stories are read to the children, they are usually in English.

As previously stated, both the classroom teacher and aide are

bilingual. There 1.6 evidence that the teacher has learned Spanish as a

foreign language. For example, she consistently addresses the children
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&ISO confuses the twc forms of the infinitive to be in Spanish (ser and

estar). For example, she rsked: "Ouiin es aqui?" rather than the

appropriate "4Quiin esti aqui?" (Who is here?) In Mexican Spanish,

the letter 2" is pronounced as an s; hoWever, when the teacher read

the word zorro (fox), she pronounced it as a Z. All in all, the

teacher speaks Spanish fluently and the children understand her well.

The teacher uses both EngliSh and Spanish to reprimand the

children. For example, when she confiscated a toy from a child who was

playing with it during the lesson, she stated reprimandingly in

Spanish, "I like it very much. Thank you." When a boy found a piece

of gum underneath hiS deSk andieflormed the teacher, she called the

children's attention by saying: "PEOPLE! . . You are in super big

trouble!" If she asks the children a question in English, the.will

accept the answer in Spanish if it takes place in a non- structured

Context. If the teacher has any question regarding the usage of

Spanish; she opens the door and goes to the teacher next door who is a

native Spanish speaker and has her question clarified.

The aide is quite fluent in SpaniSh and the children also

understand her very well. She may sometimes mistake an infinitive for

an inflected verb tense, but again, she haS no difficulty in

communicating with the children. She also reprimands the children in

both English and Spanish.

The children use both languages in the classroom among theMSelVes

and when addreSSing the teacher or the aide. Generally, the teacher
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will accept Spanish under informal circumstances. The children use

either language among themselves.

TWo obtervationt were made regarding this classroom's Spanish

reading book. The first is that some words, unfamiliar to tRs region,

are introduced such as zumo (juice), which. is locally known as jugo.

The teacher commented on the introduction of such "weird" words to the

children. Dialect variability was treated in one of the lessons in

their reading book by taking one term and mentioning equivalent words

used in.various countries.

The third grade classroom. This cIas$ consists of one bilingual

Anglo teacher in her late 30's, approximately 30 Hispanic students, and

two Asian girls. One Mexican-American aide assists the teacher

approximately an hour and a half during the math period. The aide's

primary function is to answer questions for the children as they work

independently on math problems and to correct their worksheets. Part

of her time is spent duplicating worksheets for the teacher. In this

schdoI teacher aides are shared among several claz.srooms.
Fr

Classroom description. The tables in the classroom are arranged

both In rows and at right angles to each other, with the teacher's desk

2ocated at the back of the rooni. The teacher rarely sits at her desk

since almott all of the activity takes place at the front of the room.

.
The ChildrIn carry their chairs to the front and form a horseshoe

around the teacher as she presents the daily lessons.
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The walls of the room are covered blackboards and bulletin boards

decorated with cloWnS and figures whose bodies form punctuation marks,

alphabet and numerical charts, and a list of class ruleS in English;

The multiculturaliSM of the classroom is shown in a figure of a Black

child used to illustrate the concept of courtesy, and a pictureof

BenitO Juarez, the Mexicah hero, drawn by one of the children; There

is a television in the classroom used for special instructional

purposes and two bookcases with special books that children may consult

if they need a dictionary or if they have completed their work.

Daily routine. The school day begins at 8:30 a. m. with the

arrival of the "early bird" children. Between 8:30 and 8:45 vocabulary

words are introduced, reviewed, or a spelling dictation is given to the

entire class. All of the words are given in English. From 8:45 to

9:25 reading takes place. The class is divided; half of the students

go with the teacher while the others remain at their seats doing

individual work. Midway through this session the groups change places.

The teacher reviews the same reading lesson for both groups. Recess

then follows from 9:30 to 9:45 a.m.

Class reconvenes at 9:45 and the "late birds" join the class. The

first 15 minutes are spent on the day's business: roll call,

dispersing lunch tickets, reciting the Pledge of Allegiance and going

over the calendar. The following half-hour, 10-10:30, is reserved for

English as a Second Language (ESL). Children from several classrooms

(one with Spanish instruction only) group together for ESL. ESL

instruction in the combination second and third grade crassroom
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generally consists of going over stbries and exercises such as the

pluralization of words.. Again, one-half of the group gathers around

the teacher at a time. Special activities such as a movie in English

may replace the ESL lesson.

At 10:30 We children return to their original classroom and

practice writing until 11,a.m. Activity period then takes place from

11:00 to 11:25 at which time they are dismissed for lunch. When the

children return from lunch, they rest for several minutes before math

instruction begins. For math, the class is once again divided into two

groups for the presentation of new concepts followed by individual desk

work. At 1:35 the "early birds" are dismissed and the "late birds"

take a five minute break., The "late birds" reconvene for vocabulary

and spelling in English, and the class is dismissed at 2:35 p.m.

Classroom language. For this combination second and third grade

classroom, the daily structured lessons are conducted entirely in

English and there is no fprmal Spanish language learning. Spanish is

used only for particular functions, such as'the teacher's

pronounciation of each child's name n Spanish. The children however,

generally address tier in English as teacher rather than as Mrs. X.

The teacher uses English in addressing the class as a whole, i.e.,

for lessone and classroom management. Under somewhat less formal

circumstances, the teacher does use Spanish. When a child commented in

Spanish that he completed his work, the teacher answered "Oh, que

bueno" (What nice work). The teacher also accepts answers in Spanish

from the children. During a math leSson, the teacher asked a child in
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English hOW a certain answer was obtained, the child responded by

saying, in Spanish, "because we can multiply it." The teacher herself,

hOW6Ver, almost always uses English. Correspondingly, the children

usually an-suer the teacher in English, but among theMSelves Spanish

seems to be the preferred language. The Children also prefer Spanish

when they make informal comments to the teacher regarding such things

as how many "good work" stickerS they have earned.

A very noticeable shift of language choice takes place at the time

the Mexican bilingual aide comes into the classroom; The teacher

generally delivers the math lesson entirely in English but once the

aide appears, the children immediately shift to Spanish both among

themselves and when asking the aide for assistance. Once the aide

leave6 the room, the use of English predominates.

3.4 Family 1:-- First and Third Graders

The AvalOz family lives in a home approximately one and a half

tilet away from the school in a neighborhood populated by elderly

Mex' p,-ople. They are one of the few fatilieS in the neighborhood

Wf:h children. The family consists of Mr. AVAlOz (38 years old), Mrs:

Avaloz (T8 y rs old), Paula (born Tijuana in November of 1971),

LoreL:_ ,hcrn in the U:S. in October of 1974) and three year -old Diana

(born in the U.S.): Both Mr. and W.S. Avaloz are originally from

Durango, Mexico; however, they did not meet until both were living in

Tijuana, where they both completed a 6th grade education. They

immigrated into the U.S. 6 years s15-, and initially lived in suburban

Los Angeles County. Mr. Avaloz is presently a carpenter and a part
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time professional singer but previously worked as an auto mechanic.

Mrs. Avaloz is a housewife who provides day-care for two children of

neighboring families;

Mr. Avaloz learned some English in Tijuana and took English

lessons in Los Angeles. He has an English grammar book which he refers

to sporadically. Mrs. AvaIoz attended a secretarial "Academia" in

Tijuana where she studied to be a bilingual secretary; she learned some

English but did not finish the program. When she first arrived, Mrs.

AvaIoz worked as a domestic and learned some English from her

English-speaking employers. Mr. and Mrs. AvaloF speak only Spanish to

their daughters, and the children in turn use primarily Spanish when

they talk to their parents. Both of our focal students use both

English acid Spanish when they talk to each other. Apparently, Mr.

Avaloz always accompanies Mrs. Avaloz shopping or on an errand so that

she is not forced to use English; she prefers not to speak English

ecause she becomes embarrassed.

The parents try to paicipate in their children's education.

Mrs. AValot attends parert=teacher conferences and special assemblies

put on by the children. She also accompanies her children when the

s hO01 takes them on field tr_ps. Both girls' report cards contain

teachers' comments.on the parents' interest in their children's

education.

Focus on Paula: School. Paula entered Foothill Bch a

second grader. When her parents enrolled her in sch(- ted for

,

}IL:I- participation in the Transitional Language PrOgra:: an the



English Language Program. When initially assessed, she was classified

as a non-English speaker (NES). At the end of the 1980-81 Sdhciol year

(3rd grade) she was classified as a fluent English speaker (FES).

However, her third grade teacher mentioned to the researcher that Paula

probably was classified as FES not so much for her language ability,

but becauSe she quickly absorbs what she is taught. Her excellent

progress in reading and her good work in writing and artistic endeavors

are consistently mentioned by her teachers. She is also described as .

being a responsible student, willing to assist her peers. And as

previously mentioned, her parents are very cooperative and attend the

parent conferences;

Paula is rather well-liked by her peers in the classroom and is

often called upon to do errands for tht teacher and to administer

dictations to fellow .students. The teacher mentioned that Paula

prefers older peers and All of them are Hispanic. She does, howeVen,

tend to dominate them on the playground; she tries to monopolize the

handball game and ofteh argues bilingually with the other girls waiting

in line. At home) PaUla is seen as setting an example for her sisters

and readily reprimands both of them.

At home) Paula always speaks Spanish with her mother, father, and

her 2-year old sister. Ste watches television programs in Spanish

along with them and she is not afraid to ask them to clarify something

she does not understand. Paula is also learning how to pray in Spanish

and though she no longer receives is _ruction in Spanish, she practices

writing it at home, writing down prayers ietically. She speaks
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SpaniSh and EngliSh with Loreta, her sister. Both like to play

schoolhouse and use English at home when doing so.

Although sehbol provides an English language context for Paulao

she prefers to use Spanish there. She hears English primarily in class

bUt when she makes an informal comment to the teacher, such as about

some girls fighting in the bathroom she uses Spanish. During any

structured lesson such as spelling, a request by Paula for information

Will be made in English She uses Spanish with her peera both in class

and on the playground. On the playground she uses some Anglicized

terms such as nate to indicate that someone is out of the game. She

also uses cachis to indicate that a girl haa caught the ball ,too many

times; This vocabulary apparently has bedome the norm on the

playground. But if a single Anglo child is nearby, that one child is

sufficient for Paula to make her contribution8 entirely in English.

Since Paula dominates the entire game, everyone is affected by Paula's

language.

Paula is also sensitive to leXical equivalents across languages.

For example, her sister talked about there being "swapmeets" in

Tijuana. She quickly indicated that there weren't any in Tijuana, but

that they did have "mercados sorrerruedas," a term difficult for her to

pronounce; the approi:riate term is "sobre ruedas" (markets on wheels);

Focus on Loreta:___Schnol. Lorfta entered Foothill Schbbl as a

kindergartener in 1979; Her parents opted to have her folloW the

English Language Program, in contrast with her sister, Paula, Whb was

placed by her parents in the TransitiJnal Language Program. When
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Loreta first entered Foothill School in 1979, she was clasSified as

non- English speaking (NES). Last year's language test results (LAB)

classified her as being limited in EngliSh (LES). She appears to have

made rather good progress last year in the areas of reading, writing,

and math, the latter being one of her stronger areas;

Loreta is a very active student. When in class, she continuously

disrupts it by displaying toys not allowed in the classroom or by

speaking out of turn. This same behavior is displayed in other

context6, such as when she goes to the auditorium to see a movie.

CoMment6 on her kindergarten and first grade report card indidate She

has diffiCUlty in following rules and in main Wing Self control. She

consistently is noted as needing improvement in her citizenship and

homeWork responsibilities; She does not seem to have a very good

rapport with her peers; she tries very hard to get their attention, but

On the playground she is primarily loner. Loreta doe-s not associate

with her sister Paula while at school.

At home Loreta speaks Spanish to both her parents and to her

little sister. She tends to see more television programs in English,

waking up to English cartoons every Mori.ing She generally prefers to

use English at home with Paula. When the researcher asked her which

language she preferred, English or Spanish, Loreta quickly answered

"English" and replied that she hated to speak Spanish. She stated this

in front of her mother and Paula, who &splayed their disgust With her.

When the resertrr Mentioned this stated preference for English, her

teacher thought it peculiar, since Loreta appears to use more Spanish

5 Li
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in the classroom. Furthermore, She is more skilled in school-related
If

tasks in Spanish. For example, on the California Test of Basic Skills

(cTBS) Spanish LOVel B, of a total of 62 reading items, Loreta received .

a score of 59 correct.

It seems that Loreta uses Spanish out of necessity with her

family; in that context it is her natural language f-r communication.

Yet she persists in her struggle to use English although she may not

Understand the rules of the language well and may haVe difficulty in

pronouncing the vocabulary. When given the task of describing

pictures Loreta's responses in English were liMited to one word or

Single sentences consisting of seven words or less. However, when she

began to describe the picture in Spanish, she immediately increased her

linguistic output to at least two or three sentences of approximately a

dozen words, producing a more complete description; Loreta displays

much code-switching in her language, perhaps a natural speech style in

her communication contexts, or perhaps indicative of her desire to use

as much English as possible. Spanish for the time being remains her

stronger language.

3.5 Family 2: First Grade t and Preschooler

The Tenet family lives approximately a mile away from Foothill

School in a neighborhood which is predominantly Mexican- American. The

Tellet hoMe has become a local gathering center for the neighborhood

youngsters. The family is comprised of Mr. and MrS. Tenet and eight

children - -the oldest one is 14 years old and the youngeat almost a year

old. Both parents are from Jalisco, Mexido. The first three children
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Were born in Jali8Co, the follOWing child in Orange County, the next

two Children in JaliSdo) and the laSt two children in Orange County.

The OldeSt child attends a local junior high and five of the Tellez

Children attend FoothAll School; The family lived in this community

for two years, returned to Jalisco, and came back to California where

they have lived continuously for the past five years. Relatives from

Mexico visit the family frequently; for example, Mrs. Tellez' parents

were here recently accompany her duftng her last pregnancy.

Mr. TetIeez is a welder and Mrs. Tellez is a housewife who would

pref-1 to work outside the home. Mr. Tellez speaks some English but

Mrs. Tellez does not. Mr; Tellez speaks both English and Spanish to

the children and Mrs. TeIIez speaks only Spanish. The children; .

hoWever0 speak both English and Spanish to either of them. Mrs. Tellez

says she generally replie6 "tQU4 es eso?" (What's that?) when the

Children talk to her in EngliSh. The oldest child, Anita, who is 14

And Who speaks mostly English to everyone in the family, serves as

interpreter for Mr3. TelleZ when she has an appointment or when there

is a phone call in English; Mrs; Tellez says that when she goes to the

market, however, "she makes herself understood."

Most of the children's friends are Hispanic English-sreakers. The

Tellez home has become a local gathering place for the neighborhood

children, and when they stop by, escuenta (school house) seems to be a

preferred activity. The Tellez' 9-year old. daughter:has a Japanese

girlfriend from whom she has learned some Japanese.
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FOCUS On Juan: ---Sthool. Juan Tellez entered Foothill School as a

kindergartener. When he was registered his parents opted for his

participation in a Transitional Bilingual Language Program. Juan was

clASSified as a limited English speaker (LES) when he initially entered

SCh6Ol; however, last year (end of first grade) he was clasSified as a

fluent English speaker (FES). Juan is apparently an average child who

is described by his teacher as being quiet and shy and well liked by

his peers. He tends to work individually towards the back of the room.

When he does talk it is usually out of turn, WhiCh often leads him to

be reprimanded by the teacher or aide. Though willing to work, Juan

apparently has had difficulty with penmanship, math and English

reading; In March, 1981, his teacher wrote in his report card that

there might be a possibility of retaining him in first grade; however,

he apparently showed outstanding improvement in reading and was

assigned to Grade 2. At school Juan readily partieipates in team

sports such as kiCkball.

In clasS Juan consistently uses Englishi not only during

structured leSSon times bUt also out of these situational frames. He

asks the teacher questions in English and also answers her in English.

On One Occasion Jilar and a male peer were observed playing a memory

card game. The game was first to have been done in English and then in

Spanish. He was twice requested to play the game in Spanish, but

Within minutes after each request was made, he reverted bask to

English. Comments he makes to peers are generally in English, but

occasionally in a private conversation, Juan will use Spanish. Juan
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appears to prefer English, and though hid sentences are not very

elabora*.e; they are basically gramatically correct.

At home Juan speaks both English and Spanish to his father; but

only Spanish to his mother. Juan hat five older brothers and sisters,

and together they like to play schop1house in the backyard Juan's

hose is often visited by neighborhood Hispanic children who-primarily

speak EngliSh when they play; Thus, he has exposure to English both at

home and At 601-001. Juan's story- telling in Spanish and his home

language use demonstrate thit he is proficient in that language as well

as in EngliSh

When the researcher visits Juan, it becomes apparent that his

brothers and sisters are concerned about his learning. In

conversations between the researcher and Juan, several of hiS older

siblings gather around and listen to his responses, and if he makes a

mistake; they correct him without reprimanding him. Juan; in turn;

serves as a model for his younger brother; Raul. When Raul is being

interviewed, Juan has a habit of answering the question for him or

correcting him. Juan has just entered a bilingual second grade

classroom; it will be interesting to see if his prefererice for English

continues.

Focus on Raul: School. Raul, the youngest o the Orange County

focal children, is four years old and has just begun kindergarten. He

is very quiet and shy but is very much the center of attention for his

other six siblings. He is Spanish dominant but has acquired English

from his brothers aid sisters, after whom he models his language.
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Prior to entering school, Raul already had a pre-conceived notion of

what it was and apparently was very enthusiastic AbOut attending.

When initially observed, Raul hardly spoke. His mother suggested

that her presence at the interview Probably inhibited him. When she is

not nearby he speaks freely in both EhgliSh and Spanish. Roil does not

codeswitch. Though he doe-6 speak English, it is generally reserved

only for conversations with hiS brothers and sisters. Raul watches

English-language teleViSion constantly and knows cartoon characters

such as POpeye'S Oile." With regard to topics, he is obviously

influenced by hiS brotherS; he likes to talk about Star Wars and

crashing cars.

Raul speaks Spanish to his parents and seems to be Spanish

dOMinAnt. When telling stories in Spanish, his linguistic output

dbUbleS in comparison to his English-laluage story telling. He is

Very creative, as illustrated by his quo \L. his characters when

storytelling and he seems to be very mu .;:'luenced by hiS mother and

her speech, note the following: . msna v: .3 a aliviar cuando

te duermas" ('after sleeping tonight. you 1-el buter tomorrow').

When his siblings are present, he tends to 66:!, Eng).iSh, apparently

in order to be socially accepted by t: erg, And h-o. '.so attempts to

imitate their mannerisms and vocabulary. When :q,aking Eigl.Lsh, he

continually looks at them as if to ask their 4:4-ov;A. It will be

interesting to note what influence school has upon his language.
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4;0 SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY RURAL SITE

4.1 The Community

the community is approximately 40 miles east of downtwon Los

Angeles in the next county. The terrain is semi-arid foothills;

agriculture and livestock constitute the major components of the town's

economy. Homes in the area range from Older hoUtea in need Of repair,

to small stucco houses -.11 small plotS of land, to better older homes

and brand=neW tracts, reflecting a broad range of incomes and

lifeStYlea fOr the community. The general area is growing very

rapidly, with population expanding out of Los Angeles. There are very

few Mekican ethnic establishMents in the town's business district

Which i8 roughly 4 miles away from the section of town where our school

and focal families are; There are only a few older dairy-related

businesses owned by local community members of Mexican heritage.

4.2 The--School

La SeranilIa Elementary School seems to be of fairly recent

construction; with carpetini; in adu17-traveled areas, and

air-conditioned thro ;hoult Tne one-story stucco buillngs are

scattered around thre difin; playgrounds: an uppe: level with

bIar:ktop and grass, a ?,over 1,vel with grass, and a 860,:,f,Ate area for

the kindergarteners. A g-lssy , ea surrcH,d8 the entram7t of the

school; there is a pr: a

school.

During the traditinn.fl :

the st, and guests in front of the

Z:ncr.F! is an enrollmerr of 900,

diStributed across grades t.": 30 teachers, two
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resource 'specialists, one speech therapist, two music teachers, two

reading specialists, and one psychologist. For Spanish=speaking

Children, who are a distinct minority at thiS school, there is one

bilingual resource teacher one ESL teacher -aide, and one migrant

education aide. Of the regular teachers On the staff, only one, a

Latin American woman, is bilingual. Pride i,n the school and

committment to the education of its Children are evidenced in the

Parent Handbook, a 20-pagei soft -cover booklet introducing school

staff, curriculum, and policies to parents. From the "Statement

Goals" for children at the school we learn that the followihg

objectives are to be supported and implemented: recognition

student as an individual; the student's acceptance of personal 3rd

social responsibility; the development of independent, clear thinking

in the student; the development of the student into a practical,

involved citizen; the development of Lis/her good physical and mental

healtho and ethical and moral values; and the development of his/her

appreciation for nature and the environment.

With regard to language, the Handbo6k specifies that learning

opportunities will be provided in EngliSh. Furthermore; the school

"Shall provide learning opportunities which will develop communicative

Skills and the ability to communicate ideas and feelings effectively."

This includes understanding as well as dkpreasion It is noted. Theae,

then, are the guidelines which teachers at the school follow for

instruction in their own classrooMS. It is clear that language skills

and communication in English are highly valued.
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Language skills are taught via the Scott Foresman Reading Program

for reading readiness in kindergarten and the MacMillan Series 'r' for

reading in other grades. Language arts are taught with the use of the

McCormick-Mathers workbooks, Language, and in second grade children

begin to use Roundup and Corrective English from the same series. For

Handwriting, the Zaner-Bloser series is used, and for Spelling, the

Scott-Foresman series. The curriculum and materials are uniform

throughout the district.

There are fer4er than 40 children Who are LES or NES at the school.

Because of the low rumber of children who are not fluent in English,

all from Spanish-speaking households, there are few funds for a

bilingual program. The school provides a bilingual Magnet program

which is consistent w. heir philosophy of transitional bilingual

education; ie., a rapid changeover to learning in English.

Spanish=speaking students are pulled out of their regular ClASSrooms

for approximately an hour per day and are sent to the bilingual

resource teacher; who has a room in the library. They haVe at their

disposal the Santillana Reading Program in EngliSh and Spanish; the

Spanish Sounds Supplemental Series, and the Idea Kit. The bilingual

teacher has over $700 worth of Spanish language materials in the

library. However, Spanish reading is not taught until the later

grades, usually grade 3, after the children have learned how to read in

English, so that early instruction in English language reading can

procede with a minimum of donfuSion for the child.

1
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Children's placement in the bilingual pull -out program is done

with the consent of the parents. The children are placed into the

special program by means of the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM) language

proficiency test, Administered When they first begin at the school, or

they are. referred by the classroom teacher on the basis of their

demonstrated difficulty with English in the first few days of ClaSS.

4.3 Description of-the-Classraams

First grade classroom of Virgil Saenz. Mrs. D's first=grade

instruction is conducted in English; neither she nor her teacher's aide

speak Spanish. This room is one of several that surround the library,

to which they are connected through a sliding glaSs door. (This door

used by the students who are pulled out for bilingual instruction.)

The room is air-conditioned and carpeted.

Oh a typical day the students enter the bla88 at 8:55 and sit on

the floor for roll call and class bUsineSS. They stand for the Pledge

cf Allegiance followed by singing of "My Country 'tis of Thee." After

instructions' by the teacher, the class breaks up into readiqg groups to

work with either the teacher or the aide. The teacher introduces new

material whi3e the aide reinforces it. At 10:30 the class re-groups

and the teacher reads a story aloud to them. At 10:30 the students

line-up for recess. Class resumes at 11:00, at which time the two NES

students leave the class for the library where the bilingual resource

teacher awaits them. This is during the math period in their regular

class. They remain there until lunchtime, which is at 12:00. Class

resumes at 1:00 with oral reading by one of the students, The teacher
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Selects a different student every day; Social studies begins at 1:20,

With students working on different projects; Recess begins at 1:40 and

concludes at 1:55; Students continue with social stuees unitl 2:10,

when it's "sharing time;" Clean-up usually begins at 2:25 and the

class is dismissed e' 2:35;

Some of the Hispanic students in the class are not limited with

regard to English language ability. The teacher reports that the

ohi.Idr, who do speak Spanish do not use it in front of her, and would

not dc so even when she asked one of them to explain Something to

anoth-2r who did not understand her English explanation. There are only

two N1S students in this class.

When the limited and non-English Spe,-3rS in the Classroom are,

pulled out to vis,t the bilingual resource teacher, the c. ildren in

small groups receive: 20 minutes of instruction or tutoring in one of

three areas: reading, ESL, and math. MP. B, the sole bilingual

t ,:ner on the PertAnent school staff, supervises the two aides who are

: bilingual in Spanish and English;

concentrates on the co..ildrens' ,Plding, the ESL aide

on a daily English yo:!al',ulary k,he ::...)Ant education

Aide tutors them, usually ln nL, but shc AJY -is :telp them in

whatever area they need;.

Ms; D, the 7...Iassroom tescher fels trait. Virgil is quiet and shy,

an:' somewhat to catch on to co-I spi,a. i,hEci Enrique,

Spanisq-:NpeakIng c%,1d bet() is i.elati-Liy new to the United States but

who has already picked up qoite A bit of English. Virgil is slow to

GJ
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decode words when reading, and Enrique tends to tease him.When he makes

mistakes. This is more obvious in the bilingual pull -out session,

Where Spanish is used more fre3ly than in the t.agulat. classroom: The

teacher's attitude and the inevitable comparison between the two boys

has possibly influenced the bilingual teacher as well, who also

considers Virgil to be quiet shy and slow. Virgil is in the lowest of

the four reading groups in his ClASS) although the teacher says that

she does not consider the diffe-enceS in ability in those groups to be

great. Many times Virgil will prefer to Work by himself, te:in when

doing a craft project for a social studies lesson;

First grade classroom of Joel 1.1y-o. Ms. V's class. is another

combination 1st and 2nd grade. By the endsf.;.t.ee year there were./13

second graders and 18 first - graders regularly attending the claSS. The

teacher and her aide are in their fifth year of working with each

other; the aide comes in for the morning hours only and works

exclusively in the math center. They are both monolingual in English.

A typical day in Ms; V's class fi:Ids the children lining up at

8:55 and entering the classroom at 9:), The morning activities begin

Soon After that, which include the flag salute, roll call, and lunch

count. At approximately 9:10 the children go to their learning centers

in this room. Groupings of tables with paper arrows hanging from the

ceiling name the activity to be undertaken at each one of them:

Reading, language, writing, and math. Every half hour during the

morning the children stop work at one center and physically move to the

next. There is a recess from 10:f.1 to 10:40 and class resumes from
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10:45=-11:15 and 11:20 to 11:50. The morning Work accomplished, the

children go to lunch and noon recess from 12:00 to 1:00.

After recess the childrPi, begin a new activity. During our

observations they were studini; nutrition, and made 'food bocikleta'

depicting well-rounded Tne second graders in the classroom

would have a cursive lcso(r during this time. There is another

recess from 1:55-2:%','i their previous projects are resuli

Clean-up begins at and-of-the-day chores are take'. care of

and the homework is ASigned for that evel4hg. Dismi it is at 2735;

Within this pull-out tiwe for the Spanish-speaking

tudens is from 11:00 to 12,00; as for the other first grade class.

Our focal child, JOel; was not participating the program near the

end of the yet.., ts the teacher felt he was sufficiently fluent in

English to benefit from activities in the regular classroom. Another

boy was being sent, however, who had noticeable Spanish language

interference in his English. In the regular classroom; this boy would

often Seek out Joel during group activities. JosI seemec: to be a

willihg and able translator and tutor on these occasions:

Third -grade classroom of Marta-Saenz. Mrs. V, a long-term

substitute; is taking the plade of the regular teacher who is on

maternity leave. It is a second/third grade combination class, which

A
has a morning aide. The teacher and the aide are rficinoll.ngual English

speakers. The claSaroodi is ethnically mixed; indlUding chldren of

Mexican heritage, all of whom can speak English. Mrs. V says she het
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never heard any Spanish spoken in the class, although it includes

several. fluent Spanish speakers;

TypicgI schedule for Mrs. V's class is as follows:

8:55 - 9:15 Opening activities

9:15 - 10:15 Reading Program
(3 groups rotating to spend 20 minutes at
table)

10:15 - 10:35 Recess

10:40 - 10:55 S1lent reading tasks (word searches; crossword
puzzles, etc.)

11:00 - 12:00 Math period (4 groups with rotation every 15
minutes)

12:00 - .12:40 Lunch

1:00 = 1:40 Social Studies

1:40 = 1:55 Language lesson/Spelling

1:55 - 2:C) Recess

2:10 - 2:25 Handwriting tasks

2 :25 - 2:35 Silent library book (reading/clean-up)

:35 Dismissal

The teacher is careful to set a good example in English language

usage. When she addresses the class as a w: lei she is careful not to

contract auxiliaries and negatives, for example, she will say "do not"

instead of "don't." She also corrects the more noticeable grammar

mistakes of the children, such as seen" to "saw." She is careful to

use the accusative ca = after prepositions, using "by whom rather t?--

"by Who." Her attention to the finer points of expression reflect her

expectations for the class in English language arts.
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most of the children in this class are third graders, they are

assuming more responsibility for doing, their own assignments and are,

working independently on many of them. Occasionally one student will

be the leader in a small group to direct a word recognition game. The

aide is a resource person rather than a second teacher. The fact that

there are four second graders in the class partially explaina the

diversity of language abilitieS. There are 3 levels of spellers,

through 4, and 5 different reading levels represented. Therefore,

V prefers ,mall group teaching to Whole class instruction.

4.4 Fatti-1y--1-t- 1=-P8t-and-Third-Graders

The Saenz' lived in Tijuana for 12 years before coming to this

part of California five years ago. For the past 3 years they haVe been

living in this community. There are-a total of 8 children in the

family two younger than the focal children and four older. Marta,

born in Nover:.-er of 1972, will enter 4th grade, and her brother Virgil,

born in May of 1974 win enter 2nd grade in the fall (1981). All of

their schooling has been in the United States. Both parents completed

'primaria.' Mr. Saenz did completed 'secundaria,' although Mrs. Saenz

did not. Both parents would like to learn English, and Mr. Saenz i3

succeeding by taking correspondence course using audiOtapea. MPS.

Saenz, however, remains monolingual in Spanish, although her older

children are bilingual. Mr. Saenz is a construction worker, and his

wife is not employed outside of the home. Mrs. Saenz is very

supportive of her Children'S edUbatiOn, alays encouraging them to

practice their English. She was glad when the family moved to this
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neighborhood because it is primarily English speaking and the previous

one was predominantly Spanish speaking. She hopes that noW her

children will master the English language more quickly since they, have

no choice but to speak it.

Focus onMarta and_VirgiI: Home. As the fifth oldest child in a

family of eight children, Marta is a very responsible girl who gives

the impression of being very serious and intent on whatever task she is

doing. She is not bossy, however, and Will work with her younger

brother Virgil on assembling a puzzle that the researcher has brought.

Virpj.1, as the 6th child in the family, is much quieter than his

third -grade si-er, even at home. This may be because she is very

adept at getting - floor when the researcher is present due t6 her

;:restr fluency in English. Although Spanish is the preferred language

of the parents, ":.ne bilingualism of the older siblings in the household

has made English the preferred language among the children. English

also appears to be the'preferred language with Etztlithapeaking

outsiders who -ViSit the family. In fact, Marta has made the transition

to such a point that she sometimes has difficulty speaking to her

mother, because 'she has forgotten much of her native language. When

this happens, Marta must ask her older sit ;er to help with what she

wants to ta,, in order that she malytell hzr mother in Spanish. Virgil

and Marta -rneak to each other stricLly in English and use Spanish only

with their parents or younger siblings w do A01; speak English.

However, Virgil is still Spanish &Nair-ant ant was limited in his

English at year's end (June, 1981). The children have had no ;

7
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developmental problems With their language; they are very soft=spoken

and tend to mumble their speech. Mrs; Saenz says even her older

daughter does this and must often repeat herself to people.

Focus on Marta 4--School._ In our discussionS With her, the third

grade teacher noted that Marta was a bright child, but would be tarther

dion6 in Sdhb,31 achievement now if she had, known English when beginning

\t_ _

her schooling. .By the end of the school year, She was in the second

highest group in math, but was slightly be1oW grade level in reading.

Her end=Ofi7year report card indicated that Marta had remained below

grade level in reading and maths and at grade level in language arts.

Oral and written language, vocabulary, and reading comprehension were

particillar areas which continued to need improvement throughout the

year.

-Marta first entered La Seranilla Elementary School'as a firSt

grader; having done her kindergarten year in another district before

ier parents moved to thiS community. For first grade, she had MS; Di

the same teacher that her brother was later to have. Her report card

for that year shOWS that language was a problem for her, interfering

with her understanding and following directions in class. She made

rapid progress throughout the year, however, and was e';raluated as

"satisfactory" or better in all of the academic areas; In second

grade, her teacher reported Marta as being eager to learn and always

doing her beSt work; She was selected 'student of the month' in May,

even though her final report card shows her to have finished below

grade level in reading and language arts. Her citizenship was
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considered to be outstanding, as it continued to be in the subsequent

year.

FocUS-on -Vigil: School Virgil's kindergarten report cards show

that he was reluctant to speak even then; How much of this was due to

a language barrier and how much to natural shyness is difficult to

judge. (The kindergarten teacher was nct bilinguaI;) The report card

shows; a need for improvement in partici sting in group discussion,

telling about experiences, and recognizing letters of Ole alphabet.

His first grade teacher evaluated him as needing improvement throughout

c the year in reading and language arts. Vocabulary, reading

comprehension, and oral language (self-expression) continued to be

problems for himj In the first quarter evaluation* she commented that

Virgil had difficulty following directions, which was partly a language

problem (her emphasis) but that he needed to listen more closely wher

instructions were given. By the third grading quarter, he was showing

improvement, althoIgh there were still some problems; The teacher also

indicated that he needed extra help at home in going over reading and

spelling words, although he was shOwing more interest in reading; By

the final quarter, he WAS still below grade level in reading, but ac

grade level in language arts and in math.

4.5 Family 24 First-Grader and--Preschooler

. and MrS; Hoyos live within a mile of the school which their

children attend; MP; Hoyos works as a handyman at a nearby trailer

park, and free rent on the large wood-frame house on the large, rural

lot where they live is part of his pay. The parents moved to the
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United States from San Luis Potosi, Mexico, five years ago. The eldeSt

child, our focal child, Joel, was born in Mexico in December of 1972

and will enter 2nd grade this year (1981); his sister, GertPudes born

in the United States in July of 1976 will begin kindergarten in the

fall of 1981. There are two other girls in the family, one who just

.completed kindergarten and the other who is still a pre-schooler;

/

Neither parent went beyond secundaria 'seconda.y school' in Mexico.

The mother is monolingual in Spanish, and the father speaks some

EngliSh. The language preferred in the home is Spanish;

Joel had litited English-language ability when he entered school,

but now can speak it quite understandably, possibly due to retention in

kindergarten an extra year. Gertrudes is still monolingual in Spanish.

At home Joel'S preferred language is Spanish. Two of his younger

sisters who have not yet entered school speak only Spanish.

Focus-on-Joel _and_Gertrudes: Home. As the oldest of our children

in the family, and the only male, Joel is very much a leader and friend

to his younger sisters; By now a fluent bilingual, he likes to use

English at home in school-type tasks with the visiting researcher, even

when his mother participates or looks on. His two youngest sisters

still prefer Spanish, however, so he does not insist on maintaining

English when there are group activities. He appears to be a very

conscientious worker even at home, such as when the researcher brought

him a paint-by-the-number6 toy as a gift. His admirable mastery of the

English language and helpful nature should serve his sisters well when

they bring school -work hote. Gertrudes is much more outgoing than
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Joel. This will no doubt contribute to her English language'

development when the begins kindergarten in the fall of 4981. AsLher

time until now has been spent strictly with har immediate family and

other Spanish-Speaking relatives, she will begin school as

monolingual Spanish speaker.

Focus on Joell- School. In first grade, Joel is older than most

of his other classmates, having had his eighth birthday in December,

1980. This was because he was retained in kindergarten an extra year,

doing that grade in 1978-79 and repeating it in 1979-80 with a

dLffer nt teacher; His first kindergarten report card suggests

language-related reasons for that recommendation. Throughout that

first year he was evaluated as needing improvement in taking part in

group discussions, telling about his experiences, and listening while

others spoke. He was judged not to talk in complete sentences, speak

clearly, or rhyme words, points of evaluation included on the

kindergarten report card. He also had trouble recognizing letters of

the (English) alphabel, and knowing beginning sounds. His second

kindergarten teacher also evaluated Joel as needing improvement in

group discussion and relating his experiences to Others, and with

rhyming words. Thus; he was seven years nine months 4=!tItl he began

first grade. HiS first v'Rde -z.eacher indicated that he was making

satisfactory progress throughout the year. By the final quarter he was

at grade level in reading, language arts, and math. Hit teacher

commented on his report card that he hail learned English well and was a

hard worker. She also suggested on the card that "it would benefit him
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to have someone at how* who could help him with his homework in

English." UnfortUnately) neither. Wa mother nor father ..r.wld read

these comments and there were no older ..,.othe:: or sisters at home who

could translate them into Spanish.
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III. PROFILES OF LANGUAGE ABILITIES OF THE SUBJECTS

1.0 SOURCE OF DATA FOR THE PROFILES

The constructions'presented here were taken from one of the first

fieldwork sessions that all of the subjects had in common, the home

visits scheduled for July of 1981. During these sessions the children

were required to describe various pictures from the BINL testing

materials (Basic Inventory of Natural Language) in English and in

Spanish. This departure from completely naturalistic data collection

allowed ut: to sample langUage abilities in the performance of the same

task in both languages, and it allowed for the production of narratives

and description, types of cOntext=reduced language which may not have

OtherWise been produced in everyday, naturalistic tnteraction in the

homei

The BINL elicitation sessions were held in the homes of the

Children. The tw,. , focal children plus one other sibling or friend

normally present in the home were allowed to participate in the

activity; The activity was initiated in English for all of the groups.

r;ach child was asked to choRse three pictures to talk about to begin

the 'game.' The adult researcher asked the child to tell a story about

the picture; or to tell what was happening in the picture. If the

child had difficulty, the researcher prompted the child by asking for

further detail and conjecture about the picture. As the BINL Manual

Suggests, the other &41dren in the session were encouraged ,to pose

/--
questions about the picture to the child whose turn it was, so that the

transcripts reflect sibling interaCtign as well. This accounts for

00
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some of the questions found in the linguistic output for the children,

which occurred naturally in the course of participating in the 'game.'

Each child talked about one picture per turn in rotation with the other

..wo participants; EaCh session lasted approximately forty -five minutes

in each language. A few of the younger children were unable to sustain

discussion in English, and consequently there is no sample of their

English language output in the linguiStic profiles in Section 3. All

of the children were able to discuss the pictures in Spanish.

A variety of constructions from these sessions were extracted to

provide the reader with a SCheMatic profile of the abilities of the

children in both of their languages. Brief prose summaries precede the

schematic preSentatiOn, which provide examples for the summaries. The

intent is not to produce an exhaustive catalogue of the children'S

.3utput during the sessions, but to be representative of the structures

and ruleS found in their speech at this time. A discuSSion of the

linguistic constructions selected in English and SOAniSh appears in the

next section of this rport.

The sessions not only provided the speech data for the linguistic

profiles, they also produced data which could be treated as language

assessment samples. By scoring samples of children's utterances from

these sessions,. the children could be compared to others in districts

where the BINL was used for placement in school-programs. The

transcripts from the sessions were used for the extraction of

utterances for BINL scoring. Multiple samples of ten utterances were

extracted for each child in each language. The number of samples per
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Child ranged from one to a MAX:.mUM of five per language. The samples

were sent to the BINL publisher for machine scoring.

The BINL is scored in terms of mean number of words per'language

sample (i.e., ten utterances), and the complexity of the language used.

Not included in the count are repetitions, correctionst fillers, and

words substituted from another language. Vocabulary from the non-test

language is not counted, nor are proper names. Contractions are

counted as two words. The complexity score is derived from a point

system with varying values for complete sentences, phrases, clauses,

and modifiers; A single point foe-each word contributes to a fliiency

measure, and partial sentences are given a one-point credit. The

result is an index of language ability which is the basis for the

determination of the child's average level of complexity for the

language sample. (Berbert, 1979, discusses BINL scoring in more

detail).

As the utterances in the samples reflect variation in the function

they perform in the verbal interaction) it IS not surprising that the

mean length of utterance and, therefore, complexity, varies across

samples. The result i8 variation in terms of proficiency assessment

for the children across samples, which is reflected in the BINL

complexity scores and corresponding placement levels shown in Figures 1

and 2. 1 The mean score in each language has been calculated for each

1Other research on this data set explores the reasons for
variability across these samples in more detail (Berdan and Garcia,
forthconing).
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child and profic':1,ncy level h n plotted; It is notable that the

proficiency level to be assigned on the basis of mean BINL score is

sometimes at odds with the language abilities demonstrated by the

children the session and reflected in che ainguistic profiles.

such discrepancies will be noted in the surmaries for

involved.

Children

2.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF LINGUISTIC STRUCTURES OF ENGLISH AND SPANISH

2.1 English Constructions of Interest

Se' -.ed for display were examples of noun phrass and verb phrase

morphology that had been deemed importar'. in child langage acquisition

studies (e.g., .frown, 1973; Caiden; Car.-cind Rosaht,ky, & Schuman. 1975)

and Synt is ConstrUctiOR3 that linguists working in speech pathology

find h ;i1 describing children's linguistic abilities (e.g., Lee

And Canter, 1971); :t is expecte,t -nat the grammatical categories

identified in the lint of English constructions inventoried are fairly

self-explanatory. an the discussion of the Spanish constr'jctions

inventoried, we present an overview of each category in terms of

Sparsh usage and indicate by means of translations how they compare

with their English language counterparts.

Summary of English Constructions Inventoried

Category Members/Description Example

ARTICLES

Definite. the The boy is t-a.

Indefinite an), some I need an eraser and
some staples.

S.)
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DeMOhs-tive

PRONOUN,

Subject

Possessive

Object

Indefinite

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

Simple

Comp =rat .'e

PREPOSITIONS

MOst commonly
used:

WH- WORDS

'PLURALS

Regular

Irregalar

POSSESSIVE
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tY. 3, that, these The-se ;ogles are good.

I, you,"she, Le, it,
we, they

Be was sorry about it.

my, thine,'yoUr, yours, This is thy book, not

her, his, htrb, our ours, yours or h,rs.

their, theirS

me, you, him, her, it, She gave it to them.

us, them

one(s)

ti,is,,that, those, those

(e,g;) brown, litt).e,
silly

I like the yellow
ones.

Can I hov'!: that?

Read me the Si1-4.
stry.

Adjective, -er, !st ThiS or bigger,

in, on, to, for, froth,
with, at, off, about,
of, by

She looked in the box.
She went with the boy.

who, when, why-, Where, Her mother asked why

what she id it.

how, how much How much does it cost?

/s/, /z/, /Iz/ I saw some chicks,
cows, and horses on
the farm.

vocalic infixes or 7 I also saw some sheep,

chan0 fish and mice there.

/S/ (written -'s-)

b

It is Micha6l'S coat.
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.1a

Present Tens

most forms
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be, am, is, are, was, .

war: (full form and
contracted)

no inflection

3rd sing -s /s/, /t/, /It/

Ahava/got

Pant Tense

regular

rregular

COMPLEX VETP.S'

Progressives

Semi-modals

Modals

/t/, /d/, /Id/
(written -ed)

Internally inflected words
such as: tell, put; went,
got, caught, saw, said
b-oke, etc.

auxiliary with pr sent
participle

gonna, hafta, edta,

oughta, 1,_! better (had
better)

Wi7J, would, tan, could,
may. might, should, shF

I'M tired, and he'-s
sleepy.

eat meat and
atoes.

The doll !deeps and
cries.
He brushes his teeth.

He's Ept a kite.

She stopped the cari
called the police, and
waited for them.

He put on his jacket
and went out the docr.

They were walking
toschool-and their
friend vas_singing.

I'm-gonna go to the
store 'cause I hafte
buy some milk for my
mom;

I could climb that
tree but my sister
might tell on me.

This category includes sentences which have two or more verbs in

the main close. It is found also in the Spanish inventories.
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NEGATION

Auxiliary with
a Negative
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have, has had with a He has been t. e.

past participle

won'ti ain't, can't
couldn't, shouldn't,
haven't, etc.

Negative words never, none, any, at all,
no, nobody, without, etc:.

7)o support

QUESTION _.1,ATION

Wh- rronting,

doesn't, didn't, don't
(and full forms with hot)

interrogative bt-y, HP
sentence, pricer' Aux

Aux inverSic7. auxiliary precedes zu.:,iect

Do support

COMPLEX SYNTAX

Conjunctions

do serve, as the auxiliary
verb for a yes/no question

and, bat, or

My little brother
can't walk yet.

The teacher said no
talking.
There was no sound

..._;he doesn't want to

play with us
Didn't she get in
trouble?

Where is the bike?

Are they friend':

Did he leave on time?
Do you like the zoo?

I like toswimandmv
brOthen'LlIk-es to-play
10-the sand.

Embedded If whetheri wh- word!: Ask my mom _if' I can

questions

This list is merely suggestive of the syntactic complexity_of the

constructions nroduced by the children. Other types of constructions

shovir7 lyntax may hr- lister' in the inventoriesofspecific
children as ii. AlsO, corplex syntax m '_,vident in 3ther

categories the inventory but not ditplayed again in this category

1.
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claunen

Relative
Clauses
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because, so, then

w'Ic , whose, that

I wanted to know so I_-
_could save my money
too.

He wanted the ball
that had the blue
stripes.

2.2 Spanish_ Canstructi n of Interest and Contrasts with English

The Spanish nonstructions selected for dis- ay parallel many of

those selected for English; but also include those found in Spanish

alone. This contrast between languages is of interest because even

wncri the same grammatical category is ;-bUnd across languages; the rules

for the production of the Spanish forth may ,! quite different from

those Cr English. In the following discussion we present t:;&

grammatibal constructibin chosen for display, and provide a brief

outline of hoW they are: used.

-Liclen

Unlike English, which has a ningie, unifiected form f '- the

r.te Article, ,,panish has both a masculine singular and a feminine

singular, el and la respectively, and corresponding plural inflected

"orris, Los and las respectl y. The stem for the masculine plural Icia

in different from that for the masculine singula7 el; it is interesting

that none of the children in the study makes the mistake if inflecting

the singular stem for plurai, which would give the UngramMatical els-

Gender assignment f,..r articles is largely predictable on tne

basis of nominal endings. Usually, -nuns which end in -a are feminine

and those which end in -o are ma= When nouns end in consonants
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there are certain suffixes which are predictably feminine, such as

-cion, -tad, and some which are predictably masculine, such as -,a;

-or. Words WhiCh end in -e may be of:either gender. However; when a

feminine noun begina with a stressed a, the article must be eIi

although the word remains feminine for any further gender agreement it

the senence. Children in this study who otherwise use the definite

article correctly will say la--agua for el agua, attesting to the very

exoeotional or marked nature of this case of -,..;reement

The indefinite singular and plwal articles are una(s) and

_u_no(s) and alguna(s) and alguno(s). Demonstrative articleS (alSO

.ailed adjectives) are esta(s); este/estos all meaning 'theSe,' and

esa(s) an:' ese/esos 'those.' Inter the mASOUlihe singular

stem esteris replaced by the neute u And then i ected

form the plural, estos. Esto is use, alone only as a demo! trative

pronoun, e.g., Esto es . 'ThiS (i-J7:_nfr) is . .' When este is

_:sed alone as a pronoun, it means 'this one'.) It is notable that

there are no errors by these children where esto is incorrectly used as

the article, e.g., esto libro.

2.2.2 Pronouns

In Spanish, subject pronouns are not -)ry, a =q-b in

the sentence will be inflected for the person and iher of the

grammatical Subject. Where the verb inflections do no uniquely

identify 6 subject, c'ntext is the disambiguator !n determining the

referent for the verb
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SJJUiect Prom:- !r,

Sl-n_gular

roLsotros 'We'

to (familia -you' vosotros (not commonly 'you'

used in Mexican Spahl3h)

usted (formal) 'you' ustedes

el 'he' elIos (all male group, 'they'

or mixed)

ells 'she' ellas (all female group) 'they'

Object pronouns in Spanish are realized as either enclitic

7ronOOna or full pronouns. (Encliti pronouns are reduted forms 4:lich

depend on their placement with respect to the verb for stress

assignment..) For both direct and indirect Objects referents may be

specified elsewhere in the sentence in a prepositional phrase by means

of a pronour or a noun. The pronouns Used after prepositions ar- n

most cases, identical ti) the subject, pronouns; Exceptions are 21

yo)- for me apd ti (not tLI) for you (familiar form). The enclitic

of direct object pronouns are 1-0(-8) and -la's). They recede a

conjugated verb or direttly follow an infinitive, present participle,

or a command_ form of the verb. Examples are:

La ten-go.

Quiero Verlo.

Det6ngalas.

ES para MI.

'I have it.'

'I want to see it."

'Hold them(fem).'

'It't for

Indirebt object pronouns are morphologicallY identical to reflexive

pronouns, except for le and les, which are used solely for indirect
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objects; However, a transformational rue may replace le or leS with

se if either pronoun is followed by lo(s) or la(s).

Indirect object pronouns

Sjngular PlUral

first person me nos

second person vas (rarely used in Mexican
Spanish)

third person le 1es

se

The indirett object pronouns presented above are positioned similarly

t.7 the direct object pronouns, in that they precede a conjugated verb

or follow an infinitive, present partciple, or command form of the

verb. The subject pronouns, with the e7.!cptions.noted above, are AlSo

used after a and rther preposi ions to indicate indirect objects. (In

case grammars of ranish ch terms as experiencer0 beneficiary, loser;

patient, and so on suggest the semartic relatiOnShip Of the pronominal

referent to the a pion of t!.$:: .e-b.) Some examples of indirect object

pronouns in sentences art:,

La tintoreria le mandO el
vestido a ella.

'The drycleaners sent her the
dress (to her);'

LLeF abrc la puerta? 'Shall I open the door
them?'

ere que Se lo traiga? 'Would you like me to bring it
to loll?'

que to lo traia? 'Would you(fam) nice me to
bring it to you'.'

iE. carrc? EStiu cowponien=
torcelo.

'The car? They'rr fixing it
fc-n me.'
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As can be seen from the first example in this series, the subject

pronoun may fullow a personal a or other preposition for pur-§

clarification or emphasis of the indire, referent. As

mentioned preVioUS1. the indirect ob clitic pronouns (with the

exception of 1i'!§)), are also usg-d with rer;,exive verbs (i.e., 'true'

reflexives, :,nt reflexives; optiona reflexives) and will be

discussed . verb classifications;

The possessive pronouns; which follow the subject pronouns in

diSplay, have two forms; one when the serve as possessive

adjectives and precede the noun they modify, and another when they

alOne stand for the referent. Both forms can be inflected for number,

but only tne latter can be inflected for person, in which case the

pronoun agrees with the gender and number Of the object it modifies.

Below is a list of tY,_ two forms folloWed by examples o their use.

Possessive adjectives

first person mi
mis

second person to
-b us

'your'

au 'your'
aus

nueatro
nuestros

'ours'

vuestro . 'yours'

vuestros
(not commonly used
in Mexico)

third person au 'his/her' su 'their'

sus sus

Possessive-pronouns

first person el mfo/la mfa 'mine'

1^s miosilas.mcns
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el±nuestro /la nuestra 'ours'
lom nuestroS/
Tan nuestras

second person el tuyo/la tuya 'yours'

los tuyos/las i/7:yyaS

'yours'elsuyo/14 sus::
los suyos/La: SuVas

third person el suyo/la_suya 'his'. 'hers', 'theirs'

los sayeS/1A6 8-Uyas

Examples of possessives in sentences:

/Has visto mi chaqueta?
'Have you Seen jacket?'

/Prefiere su cafe shore, senor? 'Would you prefer your
coffee now, sir?'

Guarde su boleto, senora. '.eep dour ticket; maem.'

El joven perdi6 sus anteojos. 'The young Man lost his

eyeglasses.'

Me prestas to plums? No encuentro

la ma-

'Would You_lend me_your pen?

I can't find mine,'

Tti puedes traer tuS discos y ellos 'You can bring your records

los suyos.
and they can bring
theirs.'

It is interesting to no that body parts aid other items on the

person of the possessor are not usually referred to with the possessive

pronoun a- they are in English. To express the equivalent of, 'HiS leg

hurtsj' the Spanish speaker would say, 'Le duela la pierna.' 'He took

off his shiet' could be translated, 'Se quit6 la camisa.' In Englishi

a similaP use of the de'iitite article to refer to a body part indicates

detatchmenti such as that of a doCtor in a hospital examinatic- room:

'HoW does the arm feel?" While it is nGt ungrammatical in SpAnish to
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use a possessive adjective with an object on one's person, sole use of

such adjectives could indicate influence from English;

Another way to indicate possession is the preposition de with a

noun or pronoun naming the possessor. There is no possessive morpheme

('s) as in English, which inflects the preceding noun indicating the

possessor. A sentence such as, 'I like Michael's car,' would be

translated, 'Me gusts el c.irrO de Miguel.' Where the possessive

adjective su might be confying because of the multiple referents it

!an have, de can be used subject pronouns to state possession more

clearly, as with, 'El 7H es de 41, no de-ella,"The book is his-,

not herS.' (Using posseA.ve adjectives alone would produce: 'Es nu

libro; no es su libro,' or 'Es el suyo; no es el snyo.') Possessive de

is noted under the he;:iding 'Prepositions' in the children's inventories

when it occurs;

Included in the inventories under 'Pronouns', ts passive se. It

is perhaps not a pronoun in fact, as it is used when the speakerAocs

not wish to specify an agent for the action. Because it serves this

function in Spanish, it in comparable to the passive in English,

througi, wnich mention of the agent can also be avoided.

Examples of passive s

Se requiere identificacion. 'Identification is

Se orohibe fumar.

required.'

'Smoking is forbidden.'

Se is alSO used as a reflexive pronoun, and will be discussed further

under 'Verb Forms'.
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2.2.3 Adjectives

Adjectives in Spanish usually f011oW the nouns that they modify,

the exception being when a particular adjective is felt to be an

inherent attribute of the nOUL, as in 'la blanca nieve,"the white

snow.' Another type of adjective which can precede the noun are

quantifiers such as foe 'two,' macho 'many,' mgs 'more,' tantosi-as 'so

many,' an'i 8h some cases may be inflected for gender and

number in ag;,.:0,,,int with tho :ioun. Some examples are:

El me compro muthas flores. 'He bought the many flowers.'

iNo esperaba tarLtas nines! '1 didn't expect so many
girls!"

No sabre que habra mis pan. 'I Oidn't know that there was
more bread.'

Whil English has the inflections -or and -e'L as comparatiVe su±fixes,

Spanish uses a word placed before the noun, such as miS in this feo,

'uglier,' and will specify the -Pst of ugliest by put,..g a definite

article before rcr: - n the noun phrase as in. El mgs se sent6Aunto

a mi. 'The ugliest one Sat down next to me.' There are inflections

used with nouns and adjectives which may sizei such as '-ito'

for 'small' and for 'large,' e.g., pasuetlta 'little package,'

criticOn 'big critic', blit by y may indicate an attitude

of endearment or dispeasure, adding to the meaning of

the adjectl±*P to Whi,n they .are :Iffixeci to. The suffix - te, also

indicating is used by some of the children; The 'perntive

ending -rsimt as in, grandrsimo 'very large;' is not commo- used by

the Mexican Spanish speakers in this study, who use muv 'very' before
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children in the study use quantifier§ or intensifiers on these

transcripts, they will be so noted under the 'Adjective' category.

2.2.4 Prepositions

As in English, Spanish prepositions have any number of semantic

relationships to the main proposition of the sentence. Some of the

more common prepositions that we have noted occurring in the speech of

the children in the study have been: a 'to,' en 'on,' con 'with,' para

'for, toward,' por 'by, for,' and de 'of.' It should be noted that

many prepositions, especially a and de, have syntactic functions which

do not easily translate in terms of their usual meaning. For example,

a is used before a noun or pronoun having an animate referent, so that

Veo a la senora_Sinchez means 'I see Mrs. Sanchez.' The pronoun 4e, as

previously mentioned, is used in possessive constructions such as, la

oasadearlos, 'Carlos' house' and is also used When one noun is used

to modify another, as it casa de ladrillo 'a brick house,' literally,

'a house of brick,' or, dolor de estomag-o, 'stomach ache,' literally,

'pain of stomach.' Some verbs obligatorily take certain prepositions

to introduce their complements, such as, _geisar en for 'think of,' and

tratar de 'to deal with, try to.' For present purposes, a subsample of

the more common prepositions are displayed as used by the children in

the study.
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2.2.5 Plurals

The rule for pluralization of nouns and adjectives in Spanish is

similar although not identical: to that of English; In Spanish, -s is

added if the word ends in a vowel; if it ends in a consonant, -es is

added. If the word ends in a stressed vowel, usually only found in

borrowed words such as rubi 'ruby ' the prescriptive rule is to add

-es. (However, actual current practice varies between -s and -es.) If

the subject of the sentence is plural, the verb will be inflebted for

plural subject. In the display of constructions) the plural morphemes

for nouns and adjectives are underlined; plural subject-verb agreement

Will be evident from the verbal endings in the sentence (discussed in

this section under 'Verb Forms').

2.2.6 Verb forms

Under this heading are displayed three indicative verb

classifications, the Simple Present and the'two past tenses

distinguished by aspect; i.e., the Preterite and the Imperfect. The

Preterite is used to express punctual, completed action, and the

Imperfect is used to express the action as iterative (happening

repeatedly) or durative (happening over a long period of time).

Children must learn an elaborate system of verb morphology which

includes the verb stem, inflections for tense, mode, and aspect as

appropriate to each class of verb, and for person and number of the

grammatical subject; The class of the verb is based on its theme

vowel, that is, the final-vowel in the infinitival endings -ar, -er,

and -ir. The display below illustrates the morphological content of
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one verb in each of the three verb classes; The examples all show the

stem, theme vowel, tense-mode-aspect, and person-number segments for

the third person 01!Iral form of the verb (after Stockwell, Bowen, &

Martin, 1965:105=110)

Spanish verb morph- logy

stem theme tense person
=mode -number

AR hablar 'to speak'

Present habl a

habian 'they speak'

Preterite habl

bablaron 'they spoke'

Imperfect habl a

hablaban 'they used to
speak'

ER comer 'to eat'

Present com

comen 'they eat'

Preterite com ie ro

ro

0

comieron 'they ate'

Imperfect com

totlan 'they used to eat'

IR-ViVir 'to live'

Present v v

1-14Aten 'they live'

a
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Stem theMe tense person
vowel =4,10('e -number

Preterite viv ie ro

Vivieron 'they lived'

Imperfect viv f a

vivian 'they used to
live'

Not included here are the one-word future tense, e.g., pensare 'I will

think,' nor the conditional; e.g., pensarfa 'I would think'; the fomer

because of the usual preference in spoken Spanish for the periphraStic

future, and the latter because it is usually used in contrary to fact

clauses and not common in the data. The periphrastic future (i.e., an

infinitive preceded by it a 'to be going to') is liSted under 'Complex

Verbs,' and any conditionals which might occur will be listed under

'Complex Syntax.'

Reflexive verbs are included in their own category because of

the characteristic inclusion of a reflexive pronoun in their

conjugation, which distinguisheS theta frod other verbs. Reflexive

pronouns are identical to the indireCt object pronouns excel); in the

third person, where se is used for bOth singular and plural; The

inclusion of a reflexive pronoun in a sentence indicates one of several

possible relationShiPS of the pronoun referent to the action of the

Verb, referred to here as .6rue reflexives, inherent reflexives and

optional reflexiVeS. 'True' reflexives are those in which the subject

Of the sentence is also the direct object of the verb, as in Yo me

baft4, 'I bathed myself,' Juanse eort6, 'Juan cut himself', Ella se vio

liLi
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en-ol-espejo, 'She saw herself in the mirror.' When the subject

different from the object, no reflexive pronoun is used, as with, La

mami_banci al niflo 'The mother bathed the child,' or, Juan cort6 el.

arbol 'Jaen cut down the tree.'

Inherently reflexiVe verbs are those which cannot be employed

without 'a reflexive pronoun, e.g., lueSarse 'to complain.' They differ

from true reflexiveS in that the agent is not also the receiver of the

action, and the verb cannot be used without a reflexive pronoun.

Sentences with obligatory reflexives:

El hiflO se-arrepintio de eso. 'The child was sorry about that,;'

TOdos Aerieran del loro. 'They all laughed at the parrot.'

LPor que no te__que_jaste? Why didn't you complain?'

Optionally reflexive verbs are those such as irse 'to go, leave,' and

mOrirSe 'to die,' where the reflexive pronoun may reinforce the

involvement of the referent or slightly alter the meaning of the verb.

A186 included are verbs such as beberse (alg -o) '.to drink (something),'

comer-se (alga) 'to eat (something),' where the pronoun reinforces the

involvement of the agent in consuming something completely and/or with

gusto; Examples of sentences with optional reflexives:

Quiso com4rseIo todo. 'HS/She wanted to eat it all up.'

Me Io Ilevaron a la barbel. 'They (went and) took him to jail
(on me).'

Por poco se morla de 'He/She was almost dying of

verguenza. embarrassment.'

In a slightly different usagei se appears to b--%A false

reflexive, as used with inanimate objects-as subjectS. One function of
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thig type of usage is to cast the blame for an accident away from the

agent or cause and report the person as the hapless victim:

Se ]a hacla tarde. 'It seemed late to hiM/her.'

Se me resbalaron log platos. 'The plates slipped Con te).'

zSe to perdi6 la llaVa? 'Did you lose your key ?':

(Did the key lose itself on you?)

All Of theSe usages of se and the other reflexive pronouns will be

displayed under 'Reflexives' in the inventories. Both the reflexive

pronoun and the verb are underlined in the display of the

constructions.

2.2.7 Ser/Estar

The Seri-es:tar distinction is an important one semantically in

Spanish, and very interesting for bilinguals, as English does not

distinguish between permanent states and temporary conditiona with the

verb 'to be.' Ser is the copula which is used for permanent,

'characteristic attributes of people or things,iwhile estar is used for

temporary circumstances, conditions, or resultant attributes./ Both can

be used as auxiliaries, ser with past participles in the. passive

construction, and estar with past participles and present progressives.

Both have irregular preterites as well, as displayed below:

Preterite Imperfect Example-s

ser Preterite: Fue encarceiado
por_la policia. 1/17.e was

fui era jailed by the police.'

fuiste eras
fue era Iltip-prett: Era una nine

fuimos eraMoS hermosa. 'She was a

fueron eran beautiful child.'
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e8tiAre

68tilViSte
6gtilvo

6gtilvimcs

estuvieron

2.2;8 Complex verbs
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Preterite: El eStuVO en
Madrid tres dia. 'He was in

estaba Madrid three days.'
estabas
eitaba Imperfect: El estaba muy

estibithOs enfermo ese dia. 'He was

estaban very sick that day.,

As noted in the summary of the EngliSh constructions this

category includes sentences which have two or more verbs in the main

clause. The first. type of verbs to be displayed are in the subjunctive

mode, which are usually part Of t dependent clause; For example the

subjunctive is used when the agent in the main clause expresses the

intention of inflUending the subject of the dependent clause, or when

the Main dlaU66 contains an opinion or an emotional reaction to an

action in the dependent clause; Examples of subjunctive usage:

QUiero que Maria venga maAana. 'I want Maria to come
tomorrow.'

Lea pidieron que se callaran; 'They asked them to be quiet.'

Temo que la maestra este enferma. 'I'm afraid that the teacher
may be Sick.'

Next in the display is the paraphrastic future: it -a 'to be going to'

followed by an infinitive phrase, such as, Voy a comprar-mediclna, 'I'm

going to buy medicine.' it compares directly with 'going to' in

English;

Included under 'Progressives' are those verbs affixed with -ando

or -iendo, the present participle, and which have any one cf a number
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of conjugated verbs as their auxiliary. The mote common of such

auxilgAies are:: ester 'to be,' a blar 'to go around' (colloquial), it

'to goie;and venir 'to cote.' Often, the. participle gives the sentence

added information as to the tanner in which the action was taking

place, as in, Iben dorriendO-a-la-case, 'They went running to the

house.' Both the auxiliary and the progressive participle will be

underlined in the display.

The verbs ShoWn as 'Modals' are verbs that precede infinitives

and Are semantically like English modals, although they do not act

syntactically as verbal auxiliaries as modals do in English, e.g.,

moving tb sentence-initial position in questions (Subject-Aux.

inversion), as in; 'Would you mind . .?' Rather, these verbs are

conjugated as the main verb in the sentence and behaVe syntactically as

the main verb. However, a comparison may be made between this class of

verbs and the so-called semi-modalS in English, such as _gonna (going

hafta (have to), wanne (want to), which also take'infinitive

complements:

koder 'to be able to' can

deber 'to ought to' should

necesitar 'to need to' should

tener que 'tb have to' must

Other meanings traditionally associated with English modality may be

expressed by verbal suffixes, e.g., -ria 'would' as in hablaria 'would

talk,' or set phrases, such as puede que, 'it might be that,' tal vet

'maybe,' quiti8 'possibly, maybe.' Under the classifibation 'Modals'
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for this display of constructions, we present only the previously

discussed infinitive modifier type.

2.2.9 .Nagation

Negation in Spanish is different froth English in that; in

addition to the negative word no occurring before the verb; any other

elements in the sentences which are part of the negation must be

negative as well. While English haS something like negative concord in

sentence such as, 'I don't want any' (the positive request would be, 'I

want some,' not, 'I want any'), in Spanish; the negative 'word usually

begins with an -ni such as in, 'No quiero nactait or, 'No busco a

nadie.' As in English, negative words may odcur in a sentence without

corresponding negation of the verb; as in Nadie me hablci, 'No one spoke

to me.' Unlike English, the negative no in Spanish is alwayS a

separate word; it cannot serve as a bound morpheme, such as the

Contracted hit of didn't- Examples of both verbal negation and

negative lexicon will be displayed in the inventories for the children.

2.2.10. Question_formation

Two types of questions will be noted here; the first; those

utterances which contain an interrogative Word. The more common

Spanish interrogatives are listed below:

por que 'why'

cuindo 'when'

cOmo 'how'

quien 'who'



cual

Para que

que
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'for what reason, to what purpose'

'What'

When the words above are used in questions, bbth direct and indirect,

they have an orthographic accent over their phonetically str'ssed

vowel. When these words are used to introduce relative clauses or

adverbial phrases, they have no accent; Only their interrogative

function will be displayed here.

Another way to indicate a question is with final rising

intonation; Sometimes, the intonation alone is sufficient, such as the

Spanish echo question, Leh?, similar to English, huh? or hmm? Of

course, whole declarative sentencesmay be made questions by a rise in

intonation.

2.2.11 Complex syntax

F:Lnally, we note some of the more complex constructions used by

the children, such as the use of subjunctive clauses, 'why' clauses,

sentence conjunction showing cause-effect or simply temporally

subsequent relationships, clauses with comparisons or SiMilieS, and the

like. The list presented here does not attempt to be comprehensive,

and it is expected that the reader will find other examples of complex

syntax and efforts at expressing complex semantic content in other

categories as well. Here we can only hope to suggest the linguistic

resources found in the productive competence of the children at this

point.

10
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2.3 Orthographic COnventians_for_These. Displays

Although for the most part, the traditional-orthographic and

spelling conventions have been used in representing the children's

speech in theSe inventories, the utterances displayed here were taken

from natural conversation, and the interactive nature of such

conversation may be reflected in some of theSe utterances. A re-start

of an incomplete utterance will be indicated by a dash (--), and a

pause will be shown by a comma. The comma will also be used

Conventionally, such as after terms of direct address, or to separate

members of a series of like items. Some writing conventions will

follow Spanish usage. In Spanish, direct quotes are preceded' by

colon and are not contained in quotation marks as they are in English.

In titles of books and stories, for example, only the first word is

capitalized.

Further, the Mexican Spanish used by many of theSe Children

reflects pronunciation, morphology, and lexical usage OO on to that

region. Some words Or usages are not covered by the rules for

conventional orthography in Spanish and will be represented in the

inventories as they were used; -For example, the common way to express

'only' in this variety of Spanish is nomis and not s&l- or salamente.

It appears to be treated as one word by the speakers in the community,

and is written as such here. Other words which are different from

conventional orthography are pos for pues, ama and A21 for mama and

paps. Pa' the reduced variant of para, is written with an apostrophe

in the inventories. Morphological differences include the ending for

1 u
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the second perscin familiar form of preterite tense verbs, where sites

or lstes is used rather than the -iste ending which traditional

grammars prescribe. Such linguistic variants are represented in the

children's utterances as they occur; they are not errors of Spanish.

Where there appears to be an utterance not consistent With those for

the adult grammars of the community, or where context (Which we have in

the transcripts from which these inventories were taken) shows an

utterance to have been ungrammatical, the utterance is followed by a

'+'. Missing words or morphemeS, i.e., segments which should be

included to make the sentence grammatically correct, are indicated by

3.0 LANGUAGE PROFILES OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS

In this section of this report we present profiles of the subjects

in terms of their EngliSh and Spanish language abilities they exhibited

during the first few months of our fieldWOrk with them, in July Of

1981. As has been stated
previously, thiS Was a session which elicited

picture description and storytelling from the children in, interaction

with the researcher and their peerS. The constructions selected were

intended to be a representative subSample of the children's output

during these sessions.

As there are sixteen children in thp Spanish-EngliSh sample, the

profiles are grouped according to age, with the younger children (aged

3.8 -5.6) first, the middle children (aged 6.9-7.6) next, and the older

children (aged 8.7-9.8) last. It is expected that thiS order of

presentation will make it easier for the reader to compare abilities

I U ,)
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across Children Of the same age group. The prose summaries of each

child's production in English and Spanish is presented first, followed

by the schematic presentation of the constructions inventoried in each

language, which provide the examples for the summaries.

1 u,)



3.1 Younger Children
Ages 3.8-5.6

1
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3.1.1 TM, Age 3.8, Grade Pre=K, LACzSuburban

Summary of TM's English. In English, TM appears to be acquiring

all the essentials, even at the age of 3;8. She correctly produces a

number of articles, and pronouns. She shows correct adjective

placement, a number of prepositions, plural morphology, and present and

past tense verb morphology. She can use copular constructions, as well

as more complex verb tenses exemplified by the use Of semi-modals, and

progressives. It is unclear, however, whether her use Of modals is

semantically appropriate (I -could go to school right now). She even

uses a get passive construction, once with a correct past participle

(got cut) once incorrectly (got bleed), which may indicate that she is

still sorting out the forms; Syntactically, she keeps to simple

Subjedt=Verb=Object order, varying it poSt=verbally with predicate

adjectives, locatives, or time expressions. She Will correctly omit

the subject in direct imperatives (Get Out of here). She appears to

conjoin noun phrases rather than spontaneously using a plural in the

Sentences displayed as 'Complex Syntax' (the seat and then another

Seat).

Summary of TM's Spanish. In Spanish, TM does not offer as much

evidence as she does in English that she is well on her way to knowing

all of the essential rules. She sows evidence of a fetinine definite

article (la), and a masculine indefinite article (un), but no evidence

of gender or number agreement (MIO horsis; un mosca). She produces a

limited number of subject and object pronouns, but has a surprising

variety in the 'Demonstrative' category. The adjectives she uses are

ri
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preposed because she has borrowed both adjectives and nouns from

English to insert in her Spanish sentences (Tiene un brown truck; Tiene

un'yellow truck). She shows evidence of present, preterite, and

reflexive verb forms, but no imperfect past tense. She can use the

periphrastic future (ir a + Verb), but does not exhibit the subjunctive

or modal verbs; She uses ser correctly to show possession or a

permanent attribute, but her use of estar to show temporary location is

incorrect because hay is preferred in those constructions (EStg Una

acibf adentro .). She does not show evidence of negation beyond the

use of no, and, other than que, relies on intonation rather than

interrogative words to indicate questions. In sum, her Spanish

language development appears to be secondary to her English language

development.

11ti
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TM, Age 3.0, Pr-6=K, LAC-Suburban

Construction Pagettura Example -

ARTICLES

Definite 1/12 In the house;
2/8 The boys;

Indefinite

DemonStrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Demonstrative

Indefinite

ADJECTIVES

1/14
1/22

bigger.+
It's a boy.

2/6 This one don't got one.+
1/4 Put that toy in back.

English/TM

4/6 She's getting the Tic Tac Toes.

1/2 I picked up toys.
1/22 it's a bOy.
6/1 They open the thing.+

5/9 Fre s falling down.

8/14 tly baby toys.

8/22 I have My dress.
10/12 My mother is gonna take me.

7/22_ They're gonna get me.

10/12 My mother is going to take me.
11/6 I hurt it.

6/1 Open this, tha_t_, and then he opened

that.+

7/13 That's the real way, liar;
8/8 One of that-.+

2/6 This oae don't got one.

Simple 3/1 Just one house,

7/13 That's the real way, liar.
8/12 My_baby toys.
8/26 It's big right now.

Comparative 1/14 A bigger.+



Construction

PREPOSITIONS

PLURALS

Regular

Irregular

VERB FORMS

Copula.

Present Tense

have/got

Past Tense
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EngliSh/TM

Page/turn Example

1/2 I picked up. toys;

1/4 - -put that toy in back.
4/4 Get out-of there;
5/9 He's falling down.

2/8 The_boys;
2/10 Twos.;

4/12 The flowers.

6/20 My feet.

1/22 It'S a boy.

2/16 It's just a bike.

2/12 ThaT's,a_cup.
4/21 They're in here.
3/1 That has to be ti-e door.

4/4 Get out of here.
6/1 They open the thing.

10/4 They hit me.

8/22 I have my dress;

2/6 This one don't _got,one;+

regular 1/2 I picked up toys.

irregular 9/16 I felt down;

9/18 I _got_ cut.

11/6 I hit fly leg.

11/10 He got :bleed

11/6 I hurt it:

COMPOUND VERBS

Progressive 1/6 Eating. _

2/20 He is doing that c00.4-,_

4/6 She's_getting,the Tic Tac Toes.

5/9 He's falling down.
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Semi-modals

ModalS

NEGATION
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English/TM

Page/turn Example

7/22 They're gonna get me.

8/10 I'm gonna eat that.

8/24 I gonna go_dariCe right now.

10/12 My mother is gonna take me.

3/1 That has to be the door.

7/20 .1
could go to McDonald's right now

10/24 My mother can go school right now.+

DO support 2/6 This one don't got one.+

IDIOMS 7/13 Cut it out

COMPLEX SYNTAX 2/20 The seat and then another seat.

6/1 Open this, that, and then. he opened . . .+
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TM, Age 3.8, Grade Pre- , LAC-Suburban

Construction- 4
Pagetturn_ fxample

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

12/2

17/15

14/16
15/4
18/11

19/13

PRONOUNS

Subject 14/2

Possessive 13/2
14/4

Direct Object 19/15

Indirect Object 14/6

Indefinite 19/15
18/7

Demonstrative 3/2

ADJECTIVES -

PREPOSITIONS

Possessive

Spanish/TM

La agua.+
Se caye) la troca.+

Un pollo aqui.
Un casa.+ _

Este, mi ápá tiene un truck.
Est un mosca ahi.4:

Yo voy a'cribir.+

ESo es Mio._
.

Porque es de ma- apa.

Est una aqui adentro pa' tenia.+

Me V6 a comprar mi hOrSie.
.......

EStg una aqui adentro pa' tenlo.-#:

Mi aPITiene at-ro.

Es-a es mi,,_o;

13/4 Estas_.--J-
14/14 Con estas-

. ---2,-- ..

14/22 Mi apa me compro esta.

15/6 LEsto?

16/4 tEsa?

18/15 Tiene un brown truck. Tiene un
yet -low truck.

19/19 OTandes.
19/18 L'Ta sola?

14/10 Porque me cal -go de allg.4=

19/15 Estg_una aqui adentro pa'
14/14 Con estos.

14/4 Porque es de mi apg.



Construction

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

Reflexive

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Ester

COMPLEX VERBS

_

Periphrastic Future

NEGATION 14/8

QUESTION FORMATION
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Spanish/TM

Pa -ge/tu_rn Example

13/25 Todas.

14/14 Con estos.
14/20 Estos dos.

14/18 LIT-

16/22 iQue es esto?
18/11 Mi apltiefts un truck;
14/10 Porque me salsa de allg.+

17/18 Se ca yi.:$- la troca.

14/22 Mi papa me ramprei esta.

14/10 Porque me_cai ;o de allg.

17/17 Se caY6 16 troca.

13/2
14/4
16/22

Ego es mio.
Porque es- dc mi apg.

/Que. es esto?

0

19/13 Etta un mosca ahi;+

19/15 ETET- una aqui adentro pa' tenlo.+

14/12 Yo voy a 'cribir (escribir).+

14/6 Me va_a_comprar mi horSiet.+

14/12

Na aqui.
De aqui no.

Interrogatives 16/22 IQug es etto?

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

14/18
15/6
16/4

lEttg_tole?
/Ettp?
/Eta?

19/15 Cgt5 una aqui adentro pa' tenlo.+



3.1.2 RT, Age 4.8, Grade Pre-K, 0C-Suburban

Summary of RT'3 English. At the age of 4.8, RT shows good

progress in the basics of English grammar, although there are some

errors in this learning phase. He does not exhibit the,full complement

of articles, although there are a variety of pronouns in the correct

for for subject, pbsSessive; object, demonstrative, and definite

usages. He has correct pre-nominal adjective placement (one boy; the

black one), knoWs the comparative suffix -er, and appears to be

acquiring prepositions, although there is evidence that in /on may not

be diStinguished yet (swinging in the ladder). PluralitatiOn do66 not

seem to be a problem, nor do simple verb tenses, althoUgh there are not

many produced in this session. The more complex tenses, such as the

progressive, semi-modals, and modals appear to be in place, although

there is occasionally omission of an auxiliary (He 0 going ; ) or

present tense morpheme ( . . he need 0 to go). He does not show as

extensive a command of subordinating and coordinating devices as he

does in Spanish, displaying only becauSe and and-then in this session

under 'Complex Syntax'. He attempts tOpicalization, twice with

inanimate subjects, but copies the subject incorrectly with an animate

pronoun (And then the bUS, he need to go; . because the car, he

could crash). He doe6 not exhibit the facility either with formal

grammar or with storytelling technique that he does in Spanish.

EngliSh is clearly a weaker language for RT.
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Summary of RT'sSpanish. RT'S command of Spanish is very

impressive for a child of 4.8. He seems to have no problems with the

correct use of articles -- definite, indefinite, and

deMonStratiVe=-inblUding the rules for gender and numb agreement with

the nouns they precede. His correct production of pronouns in the full

complement of grammatilil case relationships is also notable. He

correctly places the adjective post-nominally (gorro verde; pelt)

blanco), exhibits consistent use of pluralization rules; althoUgh

sometimes dialectal variants (unos papases) and employs A number of

varied. prepositions correctly. His use of verbs AlSO demonstrates good

progress in his native language. He seems to have present, ppeterite,

and imperfect verb tenses in control, except for a few irregular, stem

changing verbs (se dormieron). Verb usage, as exemplified by the

correct use of reflexives and ser is correct, although some learning

still needs to take place in the case of estar (. . . estaba el pelo

bIanco . . .+). He exhibits competence as well in a number of complex

verba] constructions,* such S the subjunctive, periphrastic future,.

progressive and ModalS. His command of complex syntax includes

temporal Coordination (y . . ;), subordination (. . . porque ya

era noche), purpose 6Iauses (pa!_que 10 curaran), and-appositive

relative clauses (. el- mufleco, a que tenfa la escoba . . .). This

excellent command of formal grammar is completed by the rhetorital
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devices he uses as a storyteller, such as quoted speech (Nomis dijo:

tque pas6 alli?) and the rhetorical question to emphasize a point

(. porque si no, tcOmo to queria curar?). PT is clearly an

exceptional Spanish language user.
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English/RT

RT, Age 4.8, Grade Pre-K, OC-Suburban

Construction

ARTICLES

Definite

Demonstrative

_Pa_g_e/turn Example

11/16 And then the bus, he heed to

5/23 That one.

17/9 --The girl friend of this one .

PRONOUN

Subjirt 9/7 I know. I know.

6/9 'Cause she was swinging in the ladder.
6/3. . . . and then he go to--go in the

back.4=

7/8 They were_running.in the ladders.+
11/20 Hey, you knOWthat?

Possessive

Object

Demonstrative

Indefinite

ADJECTIVES

Simple

Comparative

PREPOSITIONS

5/14 I know one girl. Her name is

9/10 I know what his girl friend

11/14 . . . he want to'..give 4 to him.+

13/5 and then I 'tie her up.

19/9 Me. I'll show you.

9/21 He got it.
11/14 . . . to give it to him.

6/13 She was running like this and .

5/23 That one;
17/9 --The girl friend of this one .

7/4
17/3

12/25

Walking with one boy.
The mom, the black one, e's going
to more food.+

He going faster because the car

6/9 'Cause she was swinging in _ - ladder.+

7/4 Walking_ with one boy.

7/1 TO the bus.
7/8 They were running In the ladders.+

12,
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Construction Page/turn Example

PLURALS

Regular 7/8 Theywere rtffing in the ladders;
6/3 Therboys is--are talking . .

VERB FORMS

Present TenSe 6/3

11/20
11/22

The boys is--are talking and then
he 9.2 to--+
Hey; you know what?
Arid then I think--

have/got 9/21 He got it.+

Patt tense

regular

irregular 6/17 She fell-down.
11/12 He went and then the bus.+

11/14 He stayed up.

COMPOUND VERBS

Progressive

Semi-modals

Modals

COMPLEX SYNTAX

6/9 'Cause She was swinging in the ladder.

6/3 The boys is--are talking and then he
go to7-

6/7 And the cars is- -coming right there
ehd . .

..

7/8 They wererunning in the ladders:4

17/1 He going to eat.+
17/3 And then; the food is going to be good.

n11/16 And then the bus; he need to go.+

12/25 He going faster because the car he
could crash.+

19/9 1'11 show you.

12/25 He going faster because the car he
could crash.+

11/12 He went and then the bus.4-
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RT, Age 4.8, Pre -K, 0C-Suburban

Constructs -or Page/turn Example

Noun Phrase

ARTICLES

Spanish/RT

Definite 1/3 Y luego el arbol se--se iban a
vaer lasFojas.

6/11 Y luego los niflos vinieron a la
escuela y luego llegaron tan tarde.

3/1 y luego, am, le--le sacaron toda
la sangre y fueron aL doctor.

Indefinite 6/11 Un dia, ah, unos Winos iban a
venur a la

1/1 Y luego un dia habia una casa
blanca.+

Demonstrative 5/2 /Noma's ese cuento y ya?

7/11 TO dijiste que ibamos a jugar
este juego:

PRONOUNS

Subject 25/17 Y yo tambien quiero uno._

7/11 adijiste que ibamos a jugar
este juego.

3/1 Y luego se tenia que sentar en .

el basso, ella Oorque Si no, Lcomo
lo queria curar'

PoSSeSSive 3/1 Y luego su thar. Jr hablaba pa'
que le cortaba el pelo,

Object 2/1 Se_tenian que_estar aqui en el
bano pa' que lo curaran.

Indirect Object 3/1 Le iban a cortar los pantalones
a ellos.

3/1 Y luego ya su mama le hablaba pa'
que le cortaba el pelo;

Indefinite 25/17 Y yo tambien quiero uno;

Demonstrative 26/8 Y luego unos estaban patinando
con esto, . . .

1
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Cons-truct_i_on Ragekturn Example

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

regular

irregular

Imperfect

Spanish/RT

1/5 El que tenia el gorro verde.
1/1 . . . un dia habia una casa

blanca.

3/1 . . . pero estab, el polo blanco.+

2/1 Se tenia que estar aqui en el
4 baho pa' que'lo curaran.
2/18 Y luego que yo tenia que curar

con una toalla;
6/11 Y_luego los niiibSjueron a la

misa y luego que_lbS ninos ya
Vini_er-oh de la misa y Ilegaron
ya de noche.

1/3 Y luego que el grbot, se iban a
yaerlas_ hojas:+

26/8 Un dia habian unos papases porque
andaban en la nieve y luego ahi
habia grboles y . .+

6/11 Ya era noche y luego se dormieron
las ninas y lo ninos.+

8/14 Yo tengo uno.
25/17 Y yo tambign quiero uno.
6/11 Y ya es todo.

3/6 Y luego cuando le cortaron el
pelo .

2/18 Una--un dia; yo me pegug en el
bano; y luego me salio sanore.

1/5 Y luego el muheco, el que tenia
la escoba; nomgs Z.-Cue OaS6

ahi? y luego , .

1/5 Y dijeron: si, y luego se fueron.

6/11 Ya era noche y luego se--se
dormieron las nihas y loS ninoS.+

6/11 Linos nihos iban a venir porque
ya era de . .

26/8 Un habian unos papases porque
andaban en_la nieve y luego ahi
habia arboles y . ._.+

3/1 . . . pero eStaba el pelo
blanco . .+

6/11 Ya era noche.



Construction

Reflexives

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Es t a-r

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive

Periphrastic Future

Progressive

Moda)
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Spanish/RT

Page/turn Example

2/18 Y luego que; que dijo la nina

mahanate,vas a aliviar cuando
te-duermas.;

6/11 Ya es hora de venirse a la escuela.

2/17 Un dTa yo me ';"Ter7rT el bano y

luego me salio sangre.

31 Y luego se tenTa que sentar- en

el bano . .

6/11 Ya era noche . . .

6/11 Y ya es todo.

2/18 Se tenian Out eStar aqui en el

bano . .

3/1 Pero estaba 61 pelo blanco,

2/18 Y luego que, que dijo la nina:

mahana to vas a aliviar cuando

te duermas.

2/18 Se tenian que estar aqui en el

bahci pa' qUe lo curaran.

2/18 Y luego que, que dijo, la nina:

mahana te vas_aliviar cuando

to duermas.

1/5 Si, dijo; ya nos vamat a i

26/8 . . y andaban patihandO en la

sieve, y luego unos eStaban
patihando con esto . . .

2/1 Se tenTa que estar AOUT en el
bano pa' que lo curaran.

2/8 Y luego que_no tenTa que cUrar
con una_toalla.

8/15 T6 me tienes que quitarMe Lino y
yo te tango que guitar otro.



Construction

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives

COMPLEX SYNTAX
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Spanish/RT

Page/-tu-rn Example

3/1 . porque si no, Lcomo lo
queria curar?

8/10 Tu na tienes que decir a mi.+

3/1 porque si no, /Come lo
queria curar?

1/5 Nomgs dijo: Lque paSei ahl?

6/11 Un dia unos nuhos iban a venir--
iban a irse a la escuela, porque
ya era hora.

6/11 Y luego los nlhos ya 1Legaron al
bus y sefue_ron_en_el bus y luego
Ilegaron a la escuela y luego se
fueron_a_ta_casa.

6/11 Y luego se fueron a la casa y
luegas-eALLnleron pa'--se tenian
que-dor_rni_r_yor_que ya era noche.

f/17 Yo me pegue en el bzno, y luego
me_sali6_5angre.

2/17 Se tenian que estar aqui en el
baho pa! que lo curaran.

1/5 Y luego el muheco, el que tenia

la escoha, nomgs dijo: /clue pas6

ahi?

1 2
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31.3 GH, Age 5.0, Grade-P-re-KI--SHC-Rural

SUMmar-Of GH's English and Spanish. In English, GH could not

perform the picture-description/storytelling task requested of her

She could not comprehend the instructions for the task When given in

English, nor could she respond in English when they were explained to

her in Spanish. Therefore, we have only a Spanish sample for her.

At the age of 5.0, GH appears to communicate well in Spanish,

although she is not extremely tAlkatiVe. She produces articles and

their inflections for gender and number, and pronouns in the full

complement of grammatical Cases==subject, object, indirect object,

possessive-A8 Well as demonstrative (ese, eso). She correctly uses

the passive se, when no animate agent needs to be expressed (Se hace

noche . . .). She appears to know pluralization rules, a nuMber of

prepositiOnS, And gender and number agreement in her use of predicate

Adjectilies. Simple verb tenses do not appear to be a problem,_Although

She produced only present and preterite in the session. Her use of

reflexive verbs and ser and estar also show no problems. She appears

to be acquiring the complex verb usages, such as the subjunctive,

periphrastic future, progressive, and modals. She shows command of two

negative forms, no and nada, and the interrogative word, 2112.; (LQue

estis haciendo?), which she can also use as A subordinator (. .

comprar). Other examples of her complex syntax are a temporal clause

(Cuando se acaben esos . . .) and a comparative clause (Mira esta como

esti de IA cars). As she Was still a pre-schooler when this sample was

taken, and the task was unfamiliar to her, she did not speak as freely

19-4
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as she might have otherwise. From this sample, we can only conclude

that there are no serious deficiencies in her Spanish language

development. This is not the conclusion we wol.ld reach from her mean

BINL score, however (p. 78), which would put her in the Non-Spanish

speaking category. As can be seen from the constructions she produces,

she can indeed communicate in Spanish.
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GH, Age 5.0, Grade Pre-

COnstructlo,n-

, SBC-Rural

Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 1/1?

5/26

Con la man°.
Y la, tiene el plgtano
manzana y las flores.

PRONOUNS

Subject 2/11 Y vP agarrg;tres;
16/2 Listed_ le estg diciendo.

Possessive 8/4 Yo tambign me los lavo con mi
cepillo.

Object 9/26 Y a mi no

8/4 Yo tambign me los lavo con mi
cepillo.

Indirect Object 5/4 Eli le dice a Carlos: Calo, asi.

13/16 Mama Le va a ayudar.

Demonstrati,ve 5/9 Ese no.

6/23 Cuando se acaben esos van a
jugar y corren bien pronto.+

Passive se 6/23 Se hate noche cuando se acaben

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

-asos . . .

12/13 No estg

15/7 La ropa tamblen bien mojada.

1/12 Con la mar*:

5/4_ Eli le dice a Carlos: Calo, asi.

15/2 Mira gsta como esta, de la cara.

1/22 De mujer.

5/26 . . . la manzana y las- flores.

14/6 Frijoles son.

15/2 Mira esta -como eStg, de la cara.

5/26 Y la, _t_reel_73-Fano y la
manzana y las flores.

5/4 Eli le dice a Carlot: Calo, asi.



Const_ruction

Preterite

Reflexives

SER/ESTAR

123

Spanish/CH

Pageltura Example .

2/11 Yo ya agart...6 tres.

15/20 Yo ya acab4.

8/4 Yo taMbign me los lavo con mi

cepillo.

6/19 Luego que se d-ue -rman.

.1LL
10/10 Es leche.

14/6 Frijoles son.

Es tar
12/13
13/15

No ester bonita.
Yo ya estoy cansada.

COMPLEX V:RBS

Subjunctive 6/19 Luego que se dUermam.

Periphrastic Future 6/23 Cuando se acaben gsos van_a

pagar y corren bien pronto.+

Progressive 5/22
9/19

Modals 12/15

NEGATION 12/6
6/11
12/13

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives

COMPLEX SYNTAX

'Comiendd Otgtano.
Anda jUgandO.

No quiero estar alli.

Yo Ya no quiero gse.

Nada.
No ester bonita.

15/16 LQue ester's haciendo?

6/23
Cuando_seacabeh gSoS van a
jugar y correr biers pronto._

15/2 Mira gsta c6mo ester de 14 cara.

14/24 Para ver que comprar.

13o
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3.1.4 MR, Age 5.6, Grade Pre-K, LAC-Urban

Summary of MR's English and Spanish. At the age of 5.6, MR

seems to be developing well in Spanish, his native language. He was

not able to understand or respond questions pi868 to him in English,

So the Spanish sample was the only one that was tal:en. He demonstrates

a command of masculine and feminine definite and indefinite articles,

indicating knowledge of gender and number agreeMent. He produces a

number of pronouns. in several, although not all, grammatical

categories--subject, object, indirect object, demonstrative. H

exhibits correct adjective placement, shown here as the adjective of

quantity precedes tne noun (Y habfa mucha cgua). He appears to be

acquiring prepositions, and demonstrates application of the rules for

pluralization. He shows knowledge of the simple present and imperfect

verb tenses, and several instances of the semantically complex

reflexive, as in the true reflexive (Se esta baflando), and as in thi8

optional reflexive often used with verbs of consumption (Se la van a

comer). He shows evidence of the imperative, ser and est., and

complex verb constructions such as the perlphraStic future and the

progressive, of which there is great variety. He demonstrates

knowledge of reveral interrogatives (Para que, cugl, lug), and also

conveys questions by intonation. He does not appear" to have any

problems with communication in Spanish, although his BINL placement

level would erroneously place him in the Non-Spanish Sptaking category

(p. 78).

13;
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MR, Age 5,6, Grade Pre-K, LAC=Urban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Spanish /MR

Definite 24/14 Los ninos est5n coMprando.

33/15 U dia.
33/15 Se est5 tallando la cars.
33/21 En el bah°.

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

Subject

Object

Indirect Object

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

PLURALS

15/15
16/7

12/19
13/20

31/16

24/11
24/16
32/11

Es una escuele.
Un poste.,

Yo le pregunto.
Yibrio me S4 ite.
Ella.

Las_vienden todas.+
Se la Vena comer,
YO no me los 54.

13/20 Yo le pregunto.

13/20 Yo no me s4 Zse.

25/5 Falta esa.

25/9 /FaltaTiTtas o 4stas?+

33/17 Y habia mucha agua.
32/13 Rojo.

2/6 Voy a ander en esedele.+

2/8 Voy a andar a escui,16.+

16/1 De aqui.

30/25 Con_ropa.

33/21 En el bah°.

33/24 En ,_una pila

8/15 Est5n sertadoS en sofa.+
.

24/11 Las viendentodas.+
30/13 Aqui hay Oalot.

24/14 Los nihos eStin comprando.
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Spanish/MR

Construction Page/turn Example

VERB FORMS

Simple Present 12/19 Yo le preganto.

23/14 Quiero agarrar algo.

30713 Aqu; hay palos___

31/3_ Luego tisnen pelo.

32/11 Yo no me los se.

Imperfect 33/17 Y mucha agua:

Reflexive

Imperative

SER/ESTAR

E-s-tar

COMPLEX VERBS

33/12 Ss- estg hanando.

903 Ya me- cause:

33/15 SsTs-TriTiando la cara.
24/16 Se la van a comer

32/11 Yo no ms los se.

31/1 Tu no digas.

15/15 Es una escuela.

33/6 Es blancO.

8/15 Estgn sentadoS en sofa.

Periphrastic Future 24/16

Progressive

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Interroaatives

Intonation

Se -la vam_a comer;

2/6 VON/ a andar en escuela.+

23/8_ Aqui estgNisndo que haY.4=

23/12 E-g--114n-ca_da;

24/14 Losninos estSn comprando.
24/20 SaCI anda dic_iendo.

33/12 Se es_ta_hafiando.

1

14/4 Yo no se.

26/6 Ya no falta.

31/1 Tr.' no digts.

32/2 /Para qUe?

15/21 LCugl?

20/21 LQue hay aqui?

25/9 1Falta eStaS o eStas?+
14/9 LEh?

13,,



3.2 Middle Children
Ages 6.9=7.6
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3.2.1 LA, Age 6.9, Grad- 0C-Suburban

Summary of LA's English. In English, LA, at age 6;9-, does not

seem to be able to express herself grammatically nor fluently; She

displays some articles--definite, indefinite, and demonstratiye--but

does not use them in great variety. While she shows evidence of

pronominal forms, subject, for example (He going run+) or possesive

(She's dress . . .+; The boy-is wash their teeths+), and demonstrative

(. . and this?), she uses the subject_ pronoun incorrectly with the

possessive suffix 's, and makes adjective agree with the

following noun as in Spanish. She produces only a few adjectives,

exclusively color terms, and does not produce many prepositions. She

demonstrates her awareness of the use of Wh- words in questions, but

will often omit the auxiliary verb in question formation (Where 0 the

kid going?+), or will fail to invert the auxiliary and the subject

(What he's doing?+): She demonstrates command of the regular

pluralization rule, but seems to be having trouble with the iri7ogulat.

forms (. . . their teeths+). Although she produces present tense forms

(iS, are, eat), one is produced in a context in which a native English

speaker would use the present progressive. For exampa, 'He eat food

and he going outside to play', would be better said, 'He is eating his

food and then he's going. . . . While she does attempts the present

progressive, she often omits the verbal auxiliary (Where 0 the kid

going+?) or may omit the nine progressive suffix (The boy is wash their

teeths+). She is successful only once in a completely grammatical

question (What color are the ducks?) and she uses'intonation as a

13
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strategy for questioning as well. Froth thit sample, it is evident that

LA has extensive limitations in English language production;

Summary of LA!-S-Spanish. In Spanish, LA demonstrates a much

greater command of a number of grammatical constructions than she does

in English and appears to be very fluent in it; She has masculine and

feminine forms for definite and indefinite articles, and demonstrates a

varied set of pronouns -- subject, possessive, object, indirect object,

and demonstrative--as well as command of the impersonal se (. . . otra

cams que se baja).; She shows command of adjective placement,

pre-nominal in the cans of quantifiers (dos banos)0 and free w j order

in predicate adjective constructions (Etta grade la casa). She even

shows the productivity of an intensifying morpheme, -otota, which means

'very large' (grandotot-a). She shows command of prepositions,

including possessive 4e (. .,. la de mi tfa)i and the pluralization

rUlet Which affect all elements of the noun phrase; She produces a

variety Of present tense, regular and irregular preterite, and

imperfect verb tenses; She correctly uses reflexive verbs (Y luegb se

e.

van ; .), and demonstrates the correct semantic and morphological

usage of ser and estar. Her proficiency with more complex verbs

includes the subjunctive progressive, and modals. She can use

negation (no) and interrogatives (como, que), although they are not

plentiful in this sample. 'She demonstrates complex syntax such as the

embedded imperfect subjunctive .(E1 nifio le dijo que parara) and
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temporal sequencing with y luego as the coordinator (. y luego el

senor ya le di6 la paleta). In sum, LA's Spanish is far superior to

her English, although she may prove to be merely average with respect

to monolingual Spanish speakers of her same age.
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English/LA

LA, Age 6.9, Grade 1, OC-Suburban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 13/3 Where the kid giaing?+
10/17 The teacher.

Indefinite 4/10 Put some Water.

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

14/8 And this car?

10/9
14/4

What he's doing?
He going

Possessive 8/16 The boy is wash their teeths?+
13/6 Wiat color shes shorts?+
13/13 She's- dress what color?+

Deflonstrative 11/11 Whatcolor is this?+
13/8 And this?

ADJECTIVES 8/8 Blue; Navy. Blue navy.+
9/21 Yellow.

--

PREPOSITIONS 13/9 Why the kid going to the school?+

Wh- WORDS 10/9 What he's doing?+
13/3 Where the kid going?+
13/19 Why the kid going to the school7+

P'..URALS

Pe9ular

Irregular

11/3- What color are the ducks?
12/18 And the shoes?
12/24 And the trees?

8/16 The boy is wash their teeth_0+

r'OSSESSIVE 's_ 12/10 And the boy's shirts?

13,
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English/LA

Construction Page/turm Example

VERB FORMS

Copula 10/13 What color is the hair?+

11/2 What's blde?

PreSent Tense

COMPLEX VERBS

Progressives

13/23 He eat food and he going outside
to play.+

10/9 What he's doi-m0+

11/20 What the kid doing?+

13/3 Wherethe kid going ?+

14/4 Ht going run.+ (i.e; was running)

8/16 The boy Tsash their teeths.+

QUESTION FORMATIA

frontiog 10/9
11/20
13/3

Aux inversion 11/23

Intonation 14/8

What he's doing?+
What the kid doing?+
Where the kid going?+

What color are the duckS?

And this car? Color?

COMPLEX SYNTAX 13/23 He eat food and he going-outside
to play.+
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LA, Age 69; Grade 1, 0C-SubUrban

Construdtjom Page/turn Example,

ARTICLES

Spanish/LA

Definite 14/14 El niho le dijo que parara.

14/14 El nino le dio el dinero y luego

el senor ya le dio la paleta.

20/6 En los ranchos hay puros swap

meet . . .

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

4/12 tin d6lar.

14/17 Una peseta.

.?3/9 Unos no.

3/4 Le dio unas pero buenas.

Subject

Possessive

Object

14/14
23/13
1/12

19/19
19/19

19/15

El iba a comprar una paleta.
Yo primero.
Ahora

Ya estgs en to casa, LOkay?

Ya se puede meter a su casa.

Me 1-o_ va a;--romper.

19/11 Tiene la Ilave de esta casa pa'

quene_ cierren y la abren.+

23/3 Y a mt.

23/9 Este no to dije.

Indirect Object 14/14 El nihole dio el dinero_y luego

el senor ya le dici la paleta.

Impersonal se 16/11 Pero tiene otra came_006 se Baja.

16/13 Tiene un colgadero alli, y se
ponlr.

Demonstrative 15/18 Como este se parece a la de mi

tia . . .

19/11 Esta viene pegada con es-ta.

ADJECTIVES 17/9 Y tiene dos bahos.

18/2 Estg gramme la casa.

Intensifier 19/5 Esta' grandotota.
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Spanish/LA

Construction Page/turn Example

PREPOSITIONS 19/19 Ya se puede meter a su casa.
19/19 LYa estSs eft tu casa, okay?
19/13 Cuando pasamos For el parque.

Possessive de 15/8 . . .'se parece a la de mi tia.
1/8 LY el del mina?

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

20/12 Y ahi compran cosa_s_ y luego se
van allg al rancho y hacen cositas.

19/13 -y'se ponen todos lo-s_ patos_
y nomgs ve los patos . .

17/11 AM' puede poner cuatro camas.
21/1 Y van a Tijuana otra vez . . .

19/11 Tiene la have de esta casa pa'
que la cierren y la abren.

Preterite

regular 1/2 Le agarr6 una toallita . .

irregular 20/2 Porque _era rancho;
14/14 El nine le Alla que parara._
14/14 El nino le dio el dinero y luego

el senor ya le dio la paleta.

Imperfect

Reflexives

SER/ESTAR

Se r

14/14 El i_ba a comprar una paleta.
22/13 COM-Th.71 ellos .

19/19 Ya se puede-nrielera su casa.
20/12 Y luego se- van allg al rancho y

hacen cositas . . .

20/2 Porque era rancho.
18/18 Es Tijuana.
18/16 No es ahi.

Estar 19/13
19/19

.

V estg grande.
Ya estSs en tu casa.
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Construction Page/turn Example

COMPLEX VERBS

Spanish/LA

Subjunctive 14/14 El nino le dijo que paeaea.

19/11 Tiene la Ilave de esta tata pa'
que la cieiren y la abren.4=

Progressive

Modals

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMAT;ON

Interrogativet

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

1/2 Le agarrO Line toallita y luego

le es_t5 limpiandO la tahgre.

17/11 Ahi puede poner cuatro camas.

18/18 ALIT puede poner la ropa de su
familia.

23/9 Este no lo dije.

23/5 Este no.

20/6 No habia tiendat.

15/23
16/15

15/18
15/6

LC6Mb?
LQue?

LVerdad?
LEWL

14/14 El niho le dijo queparara._

14/14 El niho le dio el dinero y lueso

el setiora_le_d_i_o la paleta.

16/11 Pero tiene otra cama que se baja.

20/12 Y ahr compran cosas y lbego Se_

van-ettg_al_rancho y hacen coSitaS=
y Tuego se ponen a vender.
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3.2.2 ER, Age 6.11, Grade 1# LAC=Urban

Summary of ER's English. ER, at 6.11 years of age, is still

struggling with English and has much to learn in terms of basic

grammar. He uses definite and indefinite artiCles, but here he only

demonstrates the invariate forms the and a; the latter is incorrectly

used with a mass noun (A cheese +) where another word would have been

appropriate (i.e., some Cheese); He can use simple adjectiVeS (kia,

Breen and white) and tries to modify another color adjective (. . a

littlebit green). He has problems with prepositions, notably to

( take the sheep to a walk+). He shows knoWledge of words as

interrogatives (jlab are they . .?)0 and as relative clause

subordinators (They're taking 0 where the cow lives). He produces

regular plurals, but still has problems with irregular forms (Baby

sheeps+). He produces the copular fOrm6 II, are and be, and present

tense and past tense forths. AS nor more complex verbal forms, he can

use the progressive tense correctly and uses semi- modals, primarily

gonna to indicate future tense. He has the contracted negative forth

with the auxiliary, for example, don't in negative utterances, bUt he

has -roblems with negation in embedded sentences (They're thinking the

cow don't be dead+). He also has a problem with subject-auxiliary

inversion and omits the auxiliary do in one of his questions (Why the

boy cut hiS hair?+). He deals with complexity of expression with

purpose clauses and sentence embedding but his knoWledge of

graftatidal rules is not adequate for expressing hit needs (He's seeing

working his fathert). It appears that ER it on his way to learning
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English but he still needs to acquire fluency along with some of the

basics.

Summary of- ER's Spanish. Based on the data from this session,

ER appears to do much better in Spanish than he does in English.

uses definite, indefinite, and demonstrative articles without a

problem, and he commandl a wide range of pronodiTSsubjedt, possessive,

object, indirect object, indefinite, and demonstratiVe. He.cOrrectly

places destriptive adjectives post-nominally, (paleta fria), and

quantifiers pre-nominally (son dos d6Iares).- He produceS a variety of

prepositions, but seemsyhave problems with some of thet (e.g.,

Porque no se pueden it a un carro en la agua+). He haS control over

the rules for pluralization, and appears to handle a number Of verb

tenses easily--simple present, regular and irregular preterites, and

the imperfect past tense. He demOnStrAte8 facility with reflexive

verbs (e.g., Se fueron corriendO pa' SbAjo y se le osycl la paleta y se

rompi6). He knows the forms and semantic functions of ser and estar,

and commands a number of complex verbal constructionsthe subjunctive,

periphrastic future progressive, and modals; He demonstrates

knoWledge and correct use of negative forms (no, nunca), and creates

questions with the appropriate interrogatives (dOnde, por slue) and

subjettAUxiliary inversion (e.g., Nu& es esto?). He expresses

complex ideaS in Spanish by the use of conjoining sentences, embedded

sentences, and dausee ;ect clauses (e.g., . . porque si no termina

su tarea, £ pa manana), but is not always entirely successful. ER can

be said to be a fair user of Spanish, having learned. most of the basics
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but not having them completely under control. Even so, his Spanish

language competence seems better than his English language abilities in

this sample. However, his mean BINL scores would place him at the same

proficiency level for both languages, Functional English Speaking and

Functional Spanish Speaking (pp. 78 & 79).
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EngliSh/ER

ER, Age 6.11, Grade 1, LAC-Urban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Oeffnite 17/17 They're taking where the cow liveS.+

9/10 The bciy and the cows--

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

8/10
17/5

A cheese.+
A big house.

Subject 9/3 Why are they looking to each other?+

9/20 It'S gonna fell down.4-

PosSesive 4/11 He's seeing working hiS father.

4/9 Why 0 the boy cut his hair?+

Object 10/2 And the by is gonna give it--

17/11 And give her milk.

ADJECTIVES

Simple

PREPOSITIONS

WH -WO R DS

16/9 The cows are -big.

16/17 And his hat IS green_and white.

16/17 His hat is green, a little_bit green.

9/4 And the_bdy is gonna take the sheep

to a walk.+

16/3 And theY go to the store to give in

the milk.+

9/20 It's gonna fell tlown.+

9/3 Why are they looking to each other?+

17/17 They're taking where the cow lives.+

PLURALS

Regular 16/9 The cows are big.

Irregular 10/10 Baby theeps-+

14
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English/ER

Construction Page urn Example

VERB FORMS

Copula 17/9 They're thinking the cow don't be dead.+
9/12 And the sheep -is- the mother.
16/9 The cows are big.

Present Tense 2/3 Because they want to play.

have/got 4/7 I have a question.
11/20 I gnt a question.

do (ellipsis) 9/1 I do.

Past Tense 4/9 Why 0 the boy tut his hair ?+

COMPLEX VERBS

Progressive

Semi-modelt

NEGATION

Do support

QUESTION FORMATION

Aux. inversion

COMPLEX SYNTAX

4/11 He's seeing working his father.+
12/22 I think they're-going to the trjp.+
9/3 Why are they looking to each other?+

9/16 They're_gonna_ run.
9/12 And they're gonna play;
9/14 And the boy is_gonna take the sheep.
10/2 He is gonna gave food to the sheep;+
9/20 It's gonna fell down.+
2/3 Because they want to play.

17/9 They're thinking the cow don't be dead.+
17/23 I don't know.

17/9 Why 0 the boy cut his hair7+

9/3 Why are they looking to each other?

2/3_ Because they want to play;
16/3 And they go to the store to_gtve-Tn

the miik;+
12/22 I think they're going to the trip.+
4/11 He s seeing working hi_s_father.+

1,4
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, Age 6.11, Grade 1, LAC-Urban

Construction Page /turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 5/9

15/9
11/17

Indefinite 1/24

5/19

Demonstrative 3/14

PRONOUN

Subject

PotSetsive

Object

Indirect Object

Indefinite

Demonttrative

Spanish/ER

Porque no te,puederir a un carro
en la agua.+_
Yo me voy a banar e sSbado.

Se SUbi6 al bus, y--

Sabia qUe era un nirto menos era

Oh japonat.+
Porque se hunden en un carro.

A este lado.

15/9_ Yo me voy a bahar_el s5bado.

15/18 Y Ala no se puedia vehit

cam' nando;+

12/10 Ella no le quiere levantar.

1/1_3 LEse es el tuyo, Pilo?

14/25 porque si nO_termina su,
us tarea, y pa' Manana.

15/20 IDOndehes to casa?+

17/13
12/6

13/9

LTe lo doy, o--?
. . y ot-- pa' el.

Y ni la ayud6.
Yo creo no la quiere.

2/23 LTe _16 Joy,_6-7?

17/23 Porque_On diente se le iba a caer.

12/8 Y la nine no le quiere ayudar a

ella.

18/14 Que ya no let iba a comprar.

17/13 Dot,hieves pa'--Un' pa' su hermano

y.otra pa' el. ,

1/15 .04 yo querra este. .

1/13 LY g-sos, Andy?

2/13 LEte- es eltuyo, Pilo?

3/22 Como 6tas.

4/19 Andy; todo esto.
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Construction

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

PLURALS

141

Spanish/ER

Page/turn Example

17/15 Porque comi6 paleta frig._
11/9 Y_las otras nihas--todas las

nihas no le ayudaron, nOings una.
17/19 Porque le_mordi6 un 9rande pedazo.+
19/5 Son dos d6laret.

3/10 Jban al otro lado aqui_con
.;

un barco.+

3/12 V por eso se van a un barco.+

5/9 Porque no se pueden it a un carro
en la agua.+

16/17 Yo creo con sutnovio.+

11/9 Y las otras ninas--Today las
nina-s no le ayudaron; nomgs una.

12/14 Camisas. Tambicinchaquetas.

17/5 Y le di6 dos paletas.

VERB FORMS

Simple Present 2/19 Andy; Ilo quieres?
4/15 Si; sirve; ST pega.
17/23 Que quieren una pale--otra paleta.

Preterit(:

regular 2/19 Ya asarre ocho.
11/9 Y una nina la ayud6 a levantar.-.4=

11/13 Se golpe6 su--Se rompi6 aqui.
1Se cort6.

irregular 17/3 Un niho vino a comprar una nieve.
21/10 Ya se to dije que aqui es.+

Imperfect 1/15 Yo queria gste.
12/2 Y le duelia (dolia) la, la pierna.+.

Reflexive 3/8 La senora y la nina se mojan.
11/9 Y todas se subieron al bus.
11/13 Se golpio su--Se rompi6 aqui.

Se cort6.

15/9 Yo me voy a bahar el sgbado.
15/18 Se fueron corriendo pa' abajo y

se le cay6 la paleta y se rompT6.
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Spanish/ER

Coqstruction Rage/turn Example

SER/ESTAR

Ser 2/13 /Ise es_ tuyoi Pilo?

4/17 /Qui es esto?

15/20 LY d6nde es tErEAS6?+ /Aqui?

Ester 4/13 Yo lo hice y esti Oocuito gordo.

6/18 Porque es_t5 oscuro. ':

8/7__ LY por (574-estin en la sala?

15/20 /Esti cerquitas?

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive

Periphrastic Future

Progressive

Modals

18/2 Que_ se le taiga el diente y ya

puedan comer.

20/6

__

/Por qug dijo Su mama que_vayan

caminando?+

5/25 to va a romper -:

3/18 Yvan Comorar unas cosas.+

11/7 Esteban CorrTenda;

12/4 el nitio, ester le-nomis la

estabe viemthp_.

11/5 Y . . . y despas la ni6a Se

f06 corrTendo y se cayS.

15/18 LY elle no se podia venir caminando?

5/9 POrque nose pueden it a Uh carro

en la agua±___

18/8 Porque su_mamg ya no leS 8perta

cOmpra-r otra._

3/6 No podian it en la ague, porque

3/10

NEGATION 11/9

13/9
15/18
17/25

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives 15/20
4/17
15/16

15u

_despugs se mojan.4=

Y no quieren estar mojadas.

y, y las otras niriaS--Todas las
.

Minas no le ayudardni Womas une;

Ya no- se; Yo tee() no la quieren.

LY ella_no se podiavenir caminando?
Nunca se le ceiga. Y pa' ya no.+

06nde es to casa?+

/Por qui?
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Construction Page/turn Example

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

Spanish/ER

5/14
15/18 /V ellalo Se puedia venir

caminando7+

14/25 Si es algo, porque si no termina
su tarea, y pa' mahana.

5/9 Porque no se pueden it a un carro
en la agua.+

13/9 Yo creo no la quieren.+
17 Des-p-u&s se la cortireTin y le duelia

uri_dfente_.+
18/4 Se fueron corriendo pa' abajo

y se le_cay6-la paleta y se rom0i6.
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3.2.3 , Age 7.2, Grade 1, SBC-Rural

Summary of VS'-a-EngliSh; At the age of 7;2, VS seems to have a

fair command of English, although he was not very talkative during this

Session. He produces definite, indefinite, and demonstrates articles

with no apparent problems; and correctly uses an rather than a before

words that begin with stressed vowels (; . ; an ice cream) i He

produces pronouns appropriately, although there is evidence of only

subject, possessive, and object pronouns in the sample elicited. He

produces some adjectives in response to direct questions, and uses a

variety of prepositions, although they still pose some problem for him
110

(At the grass+; He's getting out the bus+). He uses an interrogative

Wh- word (what) correctly, and shows that he can use pluralization

rules as well as the possessive suffix -s (. . . my friend's hOU86).

He seems to have no problems with the various verb forms and tenses,

producing the copula, present tense, regular and irregular past tense

forms correctly. He also demonstrates correct usage of progressiveS,

semi-modals, and modals, as wel7. 66 the rule for the cbiltrabtiein of the

negative not to an auxiliary verb (Won't, don't): He can conjoin

sentences to relate two ideas, uses sentence embedding, and produces

purpc , clauses as evidence of hi ability to deal with more complex

expression in EngliSh. VS appears tc be an able speaker of English,

With a command of most of the basics although his shyness in this

session may have presented too limited a picture of his t le
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Summary_of_VS's_ Spanish. In Spanish, VS also can be said to

have a fair command of the language, althrugh the same relOctance to

talk that he exhibited in the English session may have carried over

into this one; He can use definite, indefinite and demonstrative

articles; he 'displays knowledge of subject, object, and possessive

pronouns, and produces a demonstrative adjective in an apposition to

the noun it describes (Y el tUdhadho ese lo abuse.). He displays

several prepositions, including possessive de; He seems to have no

problems with the rUldS for pluralization. In this sample there is

evidence of hiS knowledge of the simple present, the regular preterite,

and the imperfect tenses. He also demonstrates knowledge of reflexive

verbS, although he omits the perfective auxiliary in one case (Por que

no se 0 puesto sus zapatos?+). He demonstrates the correct use of ser

And eStar. He produces the subjunctive, the periphrastic future, and

the progressive verb, forms correctly, as well as displaying two forms

(no, nada) for use in negative utterances. He produces two

interrogative words (cp4i dOnde), and also use: intonation for

expressing an intended question. He did not produce evidence of

exceptional syntactic complexity, however. In SUM, from this sample it

is difficult to say whether his competence in Spanish and English are

veiled by his lack of talkativeness, or whether he is truly limited in

the use of bne or the other.

15,
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English/VS

VS; Age 7;2; Grade 1, SBC-Rural

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 2/6 The cows are leaving them kids.+

3/3 At the grass.+

Indefinite

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

PoSSeSti've

2/11 To a farm;
4/16 The girl is eating a banana.

2/8 You want an ice cream?

3/10 His mom makes some holes and
puts them into them;

2/10
5/11

That one;
This one?

1/5 I think his name is Joe.

3/8 They eat grass.

5/5 He wanted to buy an ice cream.

1/3 What's his name?

3/12 His mom makes some holes and puts
them into them.

6/8 I might go to my friend's house.

Object 2/6 The cows are leaving them kids.+
4/19 Give it to the cows.

ADJECTIVES 3/15 Happy.

3/17 Sad.

PREPOSITIONS 1/13 What grade he's in ?+

2/11 To a farm;

3/3_ At the grass;+ 41

3/10 His mom makes some holes and puts
them into them;

5/11 Gonna take the ice cream out.
11/5 He's getting out the bus.+

Wh- WORDS 1/13 What grade he's in?+

PLURALS 2/6 The cows are leaving them kids.+

3/10 His mom makes some holes and puts
them into them.

6/12 Cars.

15;
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English/VS

Construction Page/turn ExaMple

POSSESIVE 's 6/7 I might go to my friend's- house.

VERB FORMS

Copula

Present Tense

1/5
2/2

3/8'

3rd sing. -s 3/10

PaSt Tense 5/5

regular 10/21

irregular 12/16

COMPLEX VERBS

Progressives 2/Er

4/7

Semi-modals 5/11

Modals 6/8

NEGATION 14/19

!)o support 14/E

QUESTION FORMATION

Wh- fronting 1/13

1/3

Intonation 2/8
5/11

COMPLEX SYNTAX 1/5
10/21

1 think his name is Joe.
'Cause he's big.

They eat grass;

Him mom makes some holes and puts
them into them.

He wanted to buy an ice cream.

And he brushed his teeth to go to
school.

The boy fell down.

The cows are leaving them kids.+
They're going somewhere.

Gonna take the ice cream out.

I might go to my friend's house.

So he wont get hurt.

Don't push.

What grade he's in?+
What's his name?

You want an ice cream?
This one?

I think his name is Joe-
And he brushed his teeth to go to
schoo1.

3/10 His mom makes sooe holeS and puts
them into them.
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Spanish/VS

VS, Age 7.2, Grade 1, SBC-Rural

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 10/17 Y el muchacho gSe to abuS.
10/23 A la escuela.
16/19 Del-

Indefinite

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

Object

Possessive

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

PoSSesSive de

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

regular

15/14
1/14

niha;
Unos seis.

10/13 Este niho est5 cantando.

1/20 Ya no se:
4/12 Y elLas van tirando la leche.

10/17 Y el muchacho gse lo_abusa;
5/15. Estaba hablando con el.

17/13 Su papg.
1/2 Porque no se puesto sus zapatos.+

10/17 Y el muchacho gse to abusa.

10/21
10/23
5/15

Eh_el bus.
A la escuela.
TStg hablando con gl.

16/19 Del niho.

3/4 tDonde viven los- pato_s_?

1/2 Porque no se puesto sus zapatas-+
6/15 Porque ensuciaron log sillones.

10/17 Y el muchacho ese la abusa.
3/4 LDonde viven los patos?.

6/1 Tire la leche;
6/15 Porque ensuciaron los sillones.

15
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Spanish/VS

Construction Page/turn Example

Imperfect 5/1 Estaba tirando cosas.

Reflexive 5/9 Riehoose;
1/2 fore TIO se Ruesto sus zapatos.+

SER/ESTAR

Ser 9/10 LQue es su nombre?
.

Estar 17/7 Est5 haciendo calor.

COMPLEX VERBS

SubjunctiVe 6/11 Que ya no hagan eso.

P,:riphraStic Future 6/13 Se van a eriojar.

Progressive 10/13 ,
Este niho esta tahtando.

15/8 La vaca ettg comiendo.

4/12 Y ellos van tirando la leche.

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives

1/2 Porque no se puesto sus zapatos.+

12/t' Nada_;

6/11 Que ya no hagan eSo.

900 /Clue' es su hoMbre?+,

3/4 LIDOnde viven toS patos?

Intonation 11/4 LEh?
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3.2.4 JT, Age 7.2, Grade 1, OCp.Uburban

Summary of-JTI-8ng1ieh. At the age of 7.2, JT shows that he is

Well on his way to English language learning, and has mastered many

grammatical rules already; He correctly produces forms for definite,

indefinite, and demonstrative articles. He also seems to command a

range of pronouns -- subject, possessive, object, indefinite, and

demonstrative; Pre,nominal adjective placement All different ones),

and superlative suffixation (Biggest to smallest) are competently

demonstrated. He also produces a range of prepositions, and correctly

uses Wh- wordy in questions (HOW did the girl fall down?). He appears

to know the regular rUleS for pluralization, although he may apply them

Wrongly to irregular forma (two thent+); He shows command of a number

of verb fOrma and tenses, including the past and present tense copula,

present and past tense inflections on regular verbs, and many of the

irregular peat tense fOrMa for other verbs. In the more complex verbal

constructions, he prodUcca progressives, semi-modals, and modals

Without error; and even attempts a perfective participle, although he

omits the auxiliary (. . . 'cause he done two4); He correctly produces

sentences with do support in negation (I don't know where they were),

And in questions (row did the girl fall down?), the latter of which

alSo exhibits subject- auxiliary inverstion for the correct question

Syntax. He demonstrates that he can embed questions eorrectlyci join

Sentences with and, and introduce subordinate clauses with b:scause. In

this sample JT exhibits a good, although not perfect, command of

English.

15
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.

Summary of JT's Spanish. JT appears to have a good command of

Spanish, Ev; well. He produces definite and indefinite articles,

displaying correct use of gender and number agreement. Ht displays a

wide range of pronominal formssubject, possessiVe, object, indirect

object, and demonstrative- -and knowledge of_both predicate adjectives

(. . . eStaba gorda) and pre- nominal adjectiVe placement for

quantifiers (. . ranchos libros). He exhibit8 a variety of

prepositions, including possessive de, and correct application of the

rules for pluralization; His commandof verbs is also in evidence; as

he produces the simple present, th regular preterite, and the

imperfect past tense. His usage of reflexive verbs show no errors

E. y una niMa se iba a pOner sus . .), and he displays correct

usage for estar (Por eSso estaba gorda), although no comparable evidence

was voduced for Ser in this session. He uses the progressive tense,

negation, but no interrogative wordsin this session. He shows that he

can produce Compl-ities in syntax by his use of coordination of

sentences and temporal clauses EY luee cuando Venimdis de la escuela,

nos poneMoS . ;); Because JT did not appOar to be extremely

taLkatiVe in this session, no conclusions can properly be madeas to

the range of his abilities in Spanish althOUgh there is evidence that

he is a competent speaker of his native language. JT's BINL placement

levels on the basis of his mean scores in each language would be

Limited English Speaking and Proficient Spanish Speaking; In English

JT exhibits only a few grammatical problems; the assessment of Superior

Spanish is based on little data.

15j
111
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English/JT

JT; Age 7;2, Grade 1, OC-Suburban

Construction Page/turn Ixample

ARTICLES

Definite 6/8 How did the girl fall dOWn?

Indefinite 2/1 Once upon a time there was a
donkey and two men.

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Indefinite

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES ,

Simple

Superlative

16/5 That one.
12/6 Oh; he's gonna put it right

he because this one is .

20/16 You moved thee three

2/3 They lived in a house . . .

2/9 I don't know where they were.

4/22 Well, he helps them.

6/12 She was walking up?
8/24 You know one day; . .

10/11
14/1

15/14

10/22

4/22
10/4
12/6

15/6

12/6
16/4

7/11

Her friend helped her.
In ,-.11e-ir_ garage.

Ther he was s_Ingi_ng with
his .

No, mine.

Well, rilps them.
Her fi.;nd her.

Oh, he- jonia pc. it right here

becaus riiE one . . .

Me firs.

.is ;:e iS . .

All differ'ent

Shat `s F:ot:.-1'.1 School.

20/20 I have one yellow one.

16/4 All different ()het.

19/24 Biggest to smallest.
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Construction Page/turn Example

PREPOSITIONS

Engligh/JT

2/3 They lived in_a house . . .

2/3 Once upon a time there was a donkey
and tWoMens..1-

6/24 To the bus.
8/18 NOt on the sidewalk.
12/16. And then she threw it at her dress.trew

WH- WORDS 6/8
2/9

PLURALS

Regular 16/4

Irregular 2/3

2/1

VERB FORMS

Copula 7/11
2/1

2/9

Present Tense e/24

3rd pers. -s 14./22

Past Tente

regular

irregular

l'/J,

11;il
12/16
14/20

COMPLEX VERDS

Progressives

HoW,did the girl fall down?
I don't know where they were

Because somesnakes, . .

All different ones.

Once_upon a time there was a donkey
and two mens;+

. a donkey and two men.

That's Foothill School.
Once upon a time there was a donkey
and two men.
I don't know where they were.

You know, one day

Well, he helps them.

They laughed;
They, walked by

Wer-t. He went;
Anc (hen she thre. it at her dress.

Nc;-. I'm gonna do is one 'cause he
done two.+

r; Yr1:. 1 d

0/12 . v..As walkinq up?
was singing with his .
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Semi-modals

154

Page/turn Example

12/6 Oh; he's gonna put it right
here because this one . .

14/20 Now I'm gonna do this one,
1 causeThe done two.+

English/JT

Modals 2/1 \ Where he could hit the ball?

Perfective 14/20 Now I'm gonna do this one 'cause he
done two.+

NEGATION

Do support 2/9 I don't know where they Were.

QUESTION FORMATION

Wh- fronting &
Do support

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

6/8 How did the girl fall down?

6/12 She was walking up?

2/1 Once upon a time there was a donkey and
twa-mom .

2/9 I don't know where_they were.
14/20 Now I'm gonna do this one 'cause he

done_two.+
12/16 Oh, he's gonna put it right here because

this one is . . .
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JT, Age 7.2, Grade 1, 0C-Suburban

Construction Page /turn- Example

Noun Phrase

ARTICLES

Spanish/JT

Definite 4/17 Una vez unos ninos an-debar, jugando
en la nieve . . .

4/17 . . . y los_otros ninos andaban
jugando un juego.

7/15 . . . y el niho la cuideba
much6.

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

4/17 Una vez unos ninos andaban jugando
en la nieve . . .

4/17 , . . y 16 _otros ninos andaban
jugando un juego.

4/17 . .
y una nina se iba a poner

sus de gstos y los otros ninos .

1/17 V osotros tenemos munchos
libros .

4/17 y una nina se iba a poner

sus de gstos.

1/15 y a mi hermano le gusts leer.

7/15 y el niho la cUidaba

mucho.

5/12 Mira, la de gsta 'de Mauricio se
la quitaste.

Indirect Object 25/14 A mi me gusta colorear.
5/12 Mira, la de itta de Mauricio se

la quitaste.
7/15 Le dabs de comer . .

Demonttrative 4/17 . . , Y_Una nina se iba a poner
sus de gttot y los otros ninos

4/17 . . . no tiene el otro el de gste.

ADJECTIVES 7/15 Y 10ego la vaca comia macho. Por

eso estaba go-rda.

1/17 Y nosotros tenemos machos
libros .
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PREPOSITIONS

Possessive de

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simile Present

Preterite

regular

Imperfect

Reflexive

SER/ESTAR

Es ta r

156

pKT/turn Example

4/17

7/15

Spanish/JT

Unavez unos ninos andaban jugando

en la nieve . . .

lueao cuando creciO, ya no
jugs; coniella.

/17 . y tambign vamos a la_escuela.

Y luego cuando venimosde la
escuela .

1/17

5/12 Mira; la de esta de Mauricio se

la quit5ste.

1/17 V nosotros tenemos muchos
libros . .

4/17 . ; ; y los otros nihos andaban

jugando unjuego.

1/17 . y tambigh VaMds a la escuela.

1/17 Y nosotros tenemos muchos libros.

7/15 Y lbego cuando crec -i-6, ya no

jugaba con ella.

5/12 . . . Se la oui- taste.

5/1
Andaban jugando en la nieve, o

hohabia
4/17 Y luego uno andaba hablan--

7/15 Y luego la vacacomia mucho . .

7/15 Le daba de comer .

7/15 Y luego cuando creci6, ya no
jugaba con ella.

4/17 . . y una nina se iba a'poner
sus de eSt05

1/17 Y luego cuando venimos de la
escuela; nos ponenos a leer
libros y a hater tarea.

7/15 Y luego la vaca comia mucho.
Por eso estaba gorda . . .

1
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Spanish/JT

Construction Page/turn Example

COMPLEX VERBS

Progressive 4/17 Una vez unos ninos andaban jugando

en la nieve

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Intc- jon

COMPLEX SYNTAX

4/17 . . ya na jugaba con ella.

4/17 No tiene el otro de este.

7/3 LMe lo quito?

4/17 Una vez unos ninos andaban_jUgando
en la nieve y_una niha se ibka
ponex_sous_de estOs y los OtrOS
ninos andaban jugando On juego,

7/15 V 'uego la vaca comia Mucho, Por

j estabi gorda y el ninci la

cuidaba mucho.

7/15' Y cuando c-eci6 Yä no
jugaba con ella.

1/17 Y luego cuando veniMOS de la

escuelai nos pOnemOS a leer
libros y a hater tares.
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3.2.5 1211114./2 7.5 Grade 1, LAC-Suburban

Summary of VM's English. Althbugh VII; at the age of 7.5, has a

few problems with the English language, she can be said to be a fairly

competent speaker. She displays definite; indefinite, and

demonstratiVe articles and the appropriate rules that make them agree

in number with the following noun (these two). She demonstrates a wide

variety of pronouns in a full complement of uses--subject, possessive,

object, demonstrative, and indefinite. Adjective placement is

pre=nominal (. . . a little bathroom), although the differences in use

between much and many must still be worked out (How much ducks are

they?+). She uses a number of prepositions and Wh- words, the latter

especially as interrogatives, and is comfortable with the rules for

regular pluralization, although the irregular plurals still need some

_

Work (What color are their feets?+). She displays familiarity With and

mastery of the various forms of the copula (is, am, Was, etc.), and

knows the present tense agreement rules. One problem is that she

treats past tense got as a present tense an: uses the third person -s

marker With it (She gots it+). She alSo has some errors in irregular

past tense forms (She thinkS it bite her+). More complex verbal

constructions do not seem to be a problem, as she correctly produces a

number of utterances using the present progressive, modals, and

semi-modals. She exhibits negative forms with no and don't, and shoWS

evidence of the uninflected don't. !. nonstandard usage, such as with

third person subjects (. ; she don-`_' want . .); and with' as A

main verb (I don't got no more vest3ons+). however, these should not

1 6
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be viewed as errors but as oral language modeling according to

prevalent local peer usage. She demonstrates correct question

formation rules by her use of' aubject-auxiliary inversion and the

fronting of Wh- words (itter:n:gatiVeS). He complex syntactic'

expressions include coorenation of sentences; embedded infinitive

phrases, for...tO conlemen',;ifion, -&nd if clauses ('Cause Toni don't

know if she's gonna :e' kt.)5,' From this sample, it AppearS that

VM's command of Englih v,_ty fluent; although theff:

nonstandard features in speech;

Summary of Vm-----pani In Spanis!", !.s. as varied nor

fluent in her production as in Er:gIisa. S!.:u .cmonstatea a variety of

ticles==definite, indefinite; and demonstrative, and ha8 only one

minor problem with gender and number agreement (1A agua +). She also

uses pronouns in a variety form:classessubject, possessive;

indirect object -- -and knows indefinite as-well as demonstrative forms.

She demonstrates a command of adjectives and knowledge of adjective

placement (poquita bIanca; muchas cosas . . .). She produces a variety

prepositions and demonstrates knowledge of pluralization rules

(muchas banana50. She has a command of common verb tenses--simple

present; regular and irregular preterite=-although not many were

elicited in this sample. She shows that she is aware of reflexiveS (Se

estgn sentando, although she does not always apply that d_natrUctiOn

only to the right verbs (Y se van a estar gordos). The exam ?le just

cited also reflcetd incomplete semantic generalization fde ,a-star; which

in Spanish has fewer domains than in English be hAS. English influence
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may be the explanation for the previdu8 example as well as fOr the

incorrect Use of estar 'to be' for had 'there is' in: Y estg- hielo

. . .+). ShE 21.so shows command Of more complex verbal constructions

in the periphraEtic future and present progressive, and of negatioo

With the forms no and in 'Without'. She demonstrate8 knowledge of

question formation by her use of the interrogativeS At161 and como,

although she omits the de in asking 'Nue c . . .?' instead of 't1>_

quo color?' as should be done in Spanish. In terms of complex syntax,

She demonstrates subordination, coordination, and temporal clauses, but

not to the degree that might be expected frOM a seven year-old,

monolingual Spanish speaker. In sum, her Spanish which is fair, does

not seem to be as developed as her English.
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VM, 7e 7.5, Grade 1, LAC-Suburban

Const;uction Page/turn _Example

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

Demonstrative

PRONOUN::

Subject

Possessive

Object

Demonstrative

English/VM

9/i6 Where are the fruits at ?;'
13/. He's waiting for them to cross the

street:

1/16 Pick a_ card; Toni;
5/15 She's taking a bath;

2/17 I'll wear that one and
wear this one;+

13/22 This girl or that one?
26/17 There are only these two.

S e could

2/13 She ots it.+
2/17 71-1-1 ,!ar that one . . .

3/10 Are y u picking for Toni?
7/16 It looks like if she's taking a oath
8/2 What are they doing?

3/8 Pick mine.
18/1 Yours ere right there.
5/17 She's washing her body.
18/1 Those are my. cards.
20/18 , He's brushing his teeth.
23/21 What color are their teeth?

2/13 She gots _i_t,+
11/1 Don't play with them yet.
14/10 Toni; let me do one.
16/22 She thinks that the dog bite her on

the back;+

3/15

4/2
18/1

2/17
I

I can talk about these.
Is this in English?
I have to move it like that.
Those are my cards,

I'll wear that one and she could wear
this one;
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Construction Pam /turn _Example

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

English/VM

7/13 She yots brown hair.+
7/21 This is easy one.
7/18 On a little bathroom.+
24/11 And how much ducks are they?+

3/2 Take it for Toni.
3/21 Is this in English?
5/6_ LOok down there.
7/16 It lOoks like if She'S taking a bath

on a little one.+
9/15 Where are the fruits at?
11/1 Don't play with theM yet.

WH- 1/ORDS 9/15 Where_are the fruits at?
25/3 How muh twins_are there?+
8/2 What are they doing?
18/18 And what color is her pants?+

FLURALS

/.15__ Where are the fruits at?

18/18 And what color is her pants?+

21/14 HiS shoes is brown.+
.._._

Irregular 21/12

VERB FORMS

Copula

PreSent Ter-P

3rd pert. -t

have/got

23/21

He'S thinking that his teeth are
going to get
What color are their feets?+

6/5_ Because she was dirty.
7/21
10/5

This is easy one.+
I'm next;

26/17 There .as only these two

19/21 Or it can be a bike.

25/16 Let me see if I know.

19/14 That lam, like her sister.

16/22 She thirKs the dog 5:to her

on the back.+

2/13 She gots

7/13 She got brown huir.+

21/24 I got lots of questions for you.

_I



Cons-t-ructi_on

irregular

COMPOUND VERBS

Progressive

Semi-modals

English/VM

Page/turn EXample

25/16 Only if I saw the box;

17/4 She thinks it bite her;+

3/10 Are you picking for Toni?

5/15 She's taking a bath.

5/17 She's washing her body.

6/3 She's getti-ng_ clean.

6/7 She was washlng her nose.

24/17 'Cause Toni don't know if she's '

2onna let you guys.
21/12 He's thinking that his teeth are

12-I-n Elaget clean.
24/15 You don't have to say lots of them.

4/2 I have_to move it liKe that.

ModalS 207 I'll wear that one and sht could
wear this ; . .

3/5 I can talk about_these.

19/21 Or it can be a bike.
4/20 I'll start.

NEGATION

Do support 6/9 'Cause she don't want to be dirty;+

11/1 Don't play with them yet.

20/15 I don't got ho, no more questions;+
24/15 You don't have to say lots of them.

QUESTION FORMATION

Wh-frontiny f
Aux inversion

COMPLEX SYNTAX

23/21 What color -are their feets?+

8/2_ What are they doing?
3/21 Is this English?
24/11 And how -much ducks are they?+

2/17 I'll Wear, that one and she could wear

this one.

13/1_ He's waiting for them to -cross the street.

25/16 Let me see if I know; .

17/4 She thinks 4-t_bite_her;+

6/9 'Cause she don't want to be dilty.+

214/17 'Cause Toni don't knowTrshe gonna

let you-s +

7/16 It looks like if she's taking a 'th .
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VM, Age 7.5, Grade 1, LAC=SdbUtban

Constructi-ori
Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Spanish/VM

Definite 5/1

9/5

11/2
11/4
11/12

va a comer muchaS Manzanas

y la mujer va a comer muchaS

bananas.
LOS hinds estgn en el barco y

hay MUchO hielo;
Am; en la_ agua;+
Del MUndo, en eJ LChinete?

Pci.gue los hielos.+

Indefinite 3/20 y una manzana.

10/15 Y hay un lazo, y hay palos.

Demonstrative 6/15 Yo quiero ese dibujo.

PRONOUNS

Subject 3/16 Elba estg coMiehdd. .

10/25 Cuandoxo digo muchas cosas,
I2Lquiero prequntas.+

y

17/19 Pero LcOmo juega uno charas?

Possessive 7/11_ t(lug color es pelo?

13/20 `suLQug tiene en su manosi4

Indirect Object 15/23 Ya me preguntaste eso.

Indefinite 17/9 LCOmo juega uno charas?

Demonstrative 15/23 Ya me pregunt6Ste 'eso;

10/8 Mommy, Lciui son estos?

ADJECTIVES

I

4/18 Se van a_estar _gordos+

9/8
Y eSti hielo y 1;1 ague estg

pogUita blan-ca :+

11/9 Estgh donde estg frio.+

12/15 Hay muchas cosas en el barco.

1?L
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Spanish/VM

Construction Rage/turn Example

PREPOSITIONS 13/20 tQug tiene em su manos?+
16/7 De banana y_de coconut y muchas+

.--

17/10 Jugando con_ tierra.
16/17 A la casa, a jugar.

PLURALS 5/2 El nino va a comer mochas manzanas
y la mujer va a comer muchas
bananas_.

7/7 tCugntas_ retratos_ tiene su cgmara?

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

3/20 Y hay una plants; una mesa;
3/26 Y la nina tiene pantalones.
6/15 Yo quiero ese dibujo.
10/25 Cuando yo digo muchas cosas, y

yo quiero preguntas.+

regular 15/23 Ya me preguntaste eso.

irregular 5/13 YO dije.

ReflexiveS 3/24 Se estgn sent-a-n-do.
4/18 Y se van a estar gcrdos.+

SER/ESTAR

St r

Est_ar

COMPLEX VERBS

Periphrastic Future

7/11 tQug color es- sL! pelo?+
10/80/8 Mommy tqug son estos?
8/18 No.Porque no tiene dinero si

es doming°.

9/5 Los ninos estgn en el barco y
hay macho hielo.

9/8 Y ester hielo y la aqua esza
poquita blanca.+

4/16 Que van a comer mucho.
4/18 Y se vaila egtae gordos.+
5/1 Que el ninova acomer muchas

manzanas y la mujer va a comer
muchas bananas.
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Spanish/VM

Construction page/tUrn Example

Progressive 3/16 Ella eStg colm_i_endo;

7/19 LQug ester pensando?

3/24 Se eStgn sentando

NEGATION 8/18 Porque no tiene dinero si es
domtngo.+

3/22 LTiene zapatos o s_in zapatos?+

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogative 7/11 LQug-color es su pelo?+

7/1.9 LQue ester pensando?

10/8 LQue son 6stos?

13/20 LQue tiene en su manos7+

17/9 LTIOTiO juega uno charas?

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

11/4 Del mundo, en el LChinese?

8/18 Porque no tiene dinero si es_

domInvo.

5/1 El niho va a comer muchas manzanas
y la mujer Va a corner muchas_

bananas.

9/5 Los nihoS_eStgn en el barco y_hay

mucho hielo.

10/25 CUando yo digo muchas_cos_as, y
yo quiet° muchas preguntas.+

17;
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3.2.6 SRI Age Grade 1, LAC -Urban

Summa ry- of- -SR s_ English arid- Spantsb. At the of. 7.5, SR has

no apparent problems with Spanish languai., pros ration, although he did

not start speaking until the age of 5, according to his' mother. Having

been in the Unite( ..'rates for only a year prior to this session,

however he was not able to perform the task in English, and so Spanish

is the only language sampled for SR. He shows eommand of definite and

indefinite articles, including gender and number agreement with the

nouns they introduce. He exhibits knowledge of a wide variety of

pronouns in several form classes--subject, possessive, direct object,

indirect object, and demonstratiVe. He exhibitt knowledge of

adjectives in both simple descriptive (. . . el pelo negro) and

predicate modifier (la llave es blanco) usages. he even demonstrates

command of the irodUctiVe morpheme -ote which adds the meaning 'large'

to the word it is suffixed to (paquetote); He demonstrates a number.of

prepositions aid knowledge of pluralization rules. His command of verb

tenses is notable, as he uses the simple present, preterite, regular

and irregular, the imperfect and imperative with no apparent probl,m).

He also uses a number of reflexive constructions (En la maMana sc va a

lavar los dientes), and demonstrates command of ser and estar. His

command of complex verbal constructions is no less impressive,

demonstrated in the subjunctive periphrastic future and progressive.

He demonstrates know/edge of negation and negative placement, question

formation by the use of interrogatives (corm:), donde ALIO and

intonation. He demonatratet that he can produce complex syntax
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adequate for the demands of conversation in purpose clauses (. pare

thjuagar el cepillo) temporal clauses (cuando acabe) and pronominal

copying of noun phraSes (. las manos las tiene . .). There

appears to be a good command of Spanish here; he shows no evidence that

language was late in production.
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'IR; Age 7.5, Grade 1, LAC-Urban

Construction Page /turn Example

ARTICLES

Spanish/SR

Definite 1/8 Un niho se va a lavar los
dientes . .

1/8 Y luego abri6 la Ilave para
enjuagar el cepillo.

1/18 Y luego las manos las tiene . .

2/2 Y luego la pared es amarilla . .

8/8 Cloy a it al baho.

Indefinite 1/8 Un niho se va a lavar los
dientes . . .

5/12 Unos nihos no tenian papg.

8/24 Que nomgs es un color.

9/1 El ya tiene un paquete.
9/8 LCada quien un cuento?

PRONOUNS
_

Subject 10/2 Yo tamblen me voy a cansar:

9/1b El ya tiene un paquetote.

possessive 16123 Es mio.

5/14 Unos ninos los mand6 s_u pap::.

Direct Object 2/2 Para que se lavara tambien los
dientes y se la die);

2/16 Yc quiero la otra para mi.

5/14 Uoosnihos los mand6 su pa0g
que fueran a sembrar.

7/9 LEse cl5nde la pongo?

Indirect Object

Demonstrative

1/8 Un niho se va a lavar los dientet
pa' que no se le caigan.

7/19 Dile de la casa que habia viborat.+

2/2 ,Para que se lavara_tambien lot
dientes y se la d16.

3/11 teemo se llama esa7

4/9 Yo voy a hater

9/22 Pero yo me pongo esto,Lverdad?
8/10 Este nomgs son estas.

8/14b Yo quiero esta.

8/23 Entoncet yo agarro

1 7



Construction

ADJECTIVES

Int6nSifier

PREPOS IJIONS

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

170

Spanish/SR

Pageiturn Example

1/12 Y 1660 el_tepillo rojo.

1/12 Y luepoi_tiene blarito tuego

tiene 6261 el hint).

1/16 Y despITTiiene el pelo negro.

2/2 Y luego is Have es tlamco.

9/1 El ye tiene un paquetote.

1/8c Y 1660 abriO lallave pares
enjuagar el cepillo.

1/14 En la CaMiSeta.

2/12 Ya CUandd acabe lavarse los

dientes seva a comer,+__

2/16 Yo qUieto la otra para mi.

8/8 Voy a ir baiio

1/8 Un Wino se va a lavar los dientes.

3/7 Para con tbschivos;

5/12 Unos nihot no tenian papa.

8/10 Este, nomas son estas.

1/12 V luego tiene blanco.

2/16 Yo qutera la otra Para mi.

7/13 Hay viporas.

7/9_ LEse donde lo pongo?

8/23 Entonces yo agarro esta.

regular 5/14 Unos nihos los mand6 Su papa que

fueran a sembrar.

9/16 LYa se parOy

11/17b El niho se tent6 la cars:

irregular 2/2 Para 06e_Se lavara'los dientes
y se la did,

8/11b Es que me hizo reir;

Imperfect 5/12 Unos Winos no tentan papa;

10/8 Y luego habta_ nubes.

Imperative 12/2 No me digas.

17,



_nhStrUctiOn

Reflexive

SEk/ESTAR

Se r

Estar

t'ERBS

Subjun:ive

'eriphrastic Future

Progressive

1/1

Spanish /SR

Page/turn Ex

1/8 Uno ni ) se va a lavar los dientes
para no se le calciaTI-

1/10 Y se c :5 cepillando para que
no . .

2/2 Para qUe 5e lavara los dientes
y se la dio

2/12 En la man-an-a se V8 a lava-r los
dientes:.

2/12 Ya cu8ndo acabe de 1- aV8rse los

dientes se va a comer:+

1/12 Y luego el ce0i116 e; rojb.
2/2 Y luego la IlaVe es blancb.
8/11 Es que me hi2b reir.
8/24 Que_nom5s es un color.
8/2

_ _

NomgS son estas.
lb/23 ES mio.
20/5 Y luego el igua es

29/15 'DornUe ComOr6 muchos Plgtanos
eStaba contenta.

1/8 Un nino Se va a lavar los dientes
para que no se le oai_gart.

2/2 Para que se lav,,Jra los dientes y
Se la Jib.

2/12 Ya cuandb acabe de 1 varse los

dientes . .

5/14 Linos ninos los mand6 su pap5 que
fueran a .

8/8 Voy a i_r al bano.

4/9 Yo vay_a_hacer ese.
10/2 Yo tambi6n me voy_a cansar.
1/8a Un nino Se va_a_l_avarse los

dientes ; . .

1/10 Y se e_s_t_l_cepillando pa ra que

no ; .

21/6 Un senor est5 comiendo adentro
Est5n comprando.

I



Construction

NEGATION

MEI-TIOr FORMATION

rrrrogatives

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

17f

SpanNt,h/SP.

Pie /turn Example

1/8 Un niF':0 56 va a lavar los dientcs
pa' cue ri__ se le caigan;

5/12 Unos hihos no tenian papa. 1

10/21 ZNo las yes?__
12/2 No me digas.
12/17 Y8 no se" ma's.

20/26 No 1J se;

3/11
10/21

15/17

Que se llama 6sa?
-106noie ve las viboras?

9/8 LCada quien un cuento?

/

LY se par6?
1/%digo?

1/8c Y luego abri6 la have
enjuagar el cepillo.

2/2 Para que se lavara tambian los

dientes y se la di6.

7/19 Dile de la casa que_habla viboras.+

6/14 Los mand6 su papa a_que_semb,-aran.

2/12 Ya cuando acabe de lavarse los

dier..es se va a_c_owne_r +

1/8 Un Wino se va a lavar los ,.!;entes

para que no se-le caigan.

1/18 Y luego las manos las tiene .

5/14 Unos nilos los mand6 su paper .
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" Crade_1* LAC-Suburban

Summary of AF's English. At 7.6, BF appears to speak English

fluently, although she is still learning some cf the basics of.the

gam:Lar. She produces definite* indefini"_30 and eer rst. ative articles

without a problem, and shows ao-'wicie range of pronoun;:

pos essive, object, and deMonStnative, indefinite She shows

m 0,ry of adjectiveS, bOth in her pre=notinal r174cement (And her bit

brother?) and the comparative suffix (Mine is lonLer); She commands P

range AriouS prepositions, although she uses in for on incorrectly

in one case (. . . bubbles in her nose); She demonstrates knowledge of

Wh- words (What, Who; vtiv), which she uses in questions* and alsr

exhibit: e correct usage of pluralization rules (e.g., laces; teeth),

and of live (mother's name) She uses verb forms correctly;

Such as the copula resent tense "lections, and regular past tense

forms; except for is'3ated irregulars such as broke which she

incorrectly inflects with -ed (. . and it broked+). Shr uses more

complex verbal constructions easily, including the progressive;

sem -modals, and modals. However; the perfective poses a problem; both

in participial form (. . . that he had in his bike +); anal in the

agreement of the auxiliary with the Subjecb (NO; he havenJt finished

She uses contracted not and do support in negative statements (don't,

didn't, does_ t) but alSO has the non-standard rule for double

negatives (I don't have no more+). She shows understanding of question

formation* including do support and subject-auxiliary inversic and is

able to express complex ideas with the coordinaton of sentences using
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and_; and or, wth becaus clauses, ahl embedd-d sentences teginning

with that; In sdn; her Eriglish language abilities are good, although

she is still in the croces.' of acquiring all of the basics.

Summary of BF's nanis' . BF's Spanish is also fluent and

demonstrates competence in self-expression, but she is still leas: ng

here as we T. Sh,' appear to have mastered the =,rti7'es, using

definit ihde Mite, and demonStrative formS in this session,

h-cluding the :.:]-es for gender and number agreement. She han;.les:

Wide range of. pronouns---ubject, posSssiVe, object, indiry ' object,

demonstative--and even uses passive s-01 (Y la ruerta atri6). Shy

dem'r.strates correct post - nominal adjective placement (canello

and cdn use predica adjective: conneotly although n one casE she

borrows a ha .--coion term from English 3a. nifs:,, blond). handler

prepositions without prof em, including possessive dei and uses the

correct ruIos :or pluralization; She can hand] a number c vPrn

forms, here demonstra ed by the simple present, tne regular and

irregular preterites, the imperfect past, and reflexive verbs. She

shows knowledge of formal and semantic differences between ser and

estar, and correctly produces the subjuilct periph.rastic future, and

modal terts. She demonstrates ability to handle negation (ric) and

question formaton with interrogatives (zQue no les puedo decir?) and

intonation (1,Fin?). She expresses more complex relationshiOs with the

coordination sentences, subordination a ng lue, and purpose clauses

using pare cue, at runs into trouble in not being explicit enough
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abo relationShipS (Terri st botas y nomis tense un oie). in sum,

BF's Spani.!.'n langitze a-iiity sems to be far to gooc for her age; and

apperS to e 1 to her EngIi:-n language ability.



BF, Age 7.6, Cade 1, LAC Suburban

Construction

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

Page/turn

176

Example

iglish/BF

12/16 What: _the boy's name?

14/4 Who bought him the clothes and
the_ flauta?

2111 He's buying a ice cream here.+

3/13 He's taking a bath.

DembriStrative 3/5 I didn't LJ that one.+

P7AOUNS

t,ubject

Possessive

Object

Demonstrati,t-

Indefinite

ADJECTIVES

Sim;

Comparati.

1/7 don't know._
2/1 You put this_in your ear, huh?
2/1 He almost fall down.+
6/5 Why did she pick the fl ,er-S?

2/1 i _ this in your ear, huh?

5/9 'liS MdtheT'S name?

7/7 , big brother?
11/8 Are you coming to our house a ,in?
17/21 1 was just tyirl my shoelaces.

6/10 HiS daddy is gonna spank him 'cause

2/3 She .._gilled it off Sylvia and it broked.+

14/4 Who bought him the clothes and the
f lauta?

2/7

7/22

3/3

Just get this and then the thing in
there;+
Is this a boy or a girl?

Don't :cad the same one.

22/7 His little pretty sister.
22/2 His little bad girl.

7/7 And her big brother?_
22/1 She's nice because she's cleaning

ris cut.

11/2 Mine is longer.



Construttio

PREPOSITS

WH= WORDS

PLIRALS

,Regular

Irregular

177

English/CF

Page /turn Example_

2/1 You put this in your ear, huh?
2/3 She pulled it off Sylvia and this

broked
2/16 He almost f21 down.+
2/18 From the uus.
2/14 He's putting it on here, huh?
8/14 And then she puts some bubbles in

her nose.+

12/16 What's the y's name?

14/0 Who bought him the clothe,:, and the
flauta?

6/5 Why did she pick the flowers?

18/8 And :!is shoes and hi% socks and his
ca 1 zonti 1 loS:

17/fl I WaS just tying my shoe laces__

14/23 'S brushing his

VERB FORMS

6/20
7/19
5/9
12/6

Are )u going to Veronica's hou-=?
The .,,ame like NoelLs?+
What's his mother's- name?
What is the boy.ls name?

Copula 1/1 I'm seven and he's eight.
4/5 I'm t.!ady.

7/22 Is this a boy or a girl?
8/24 She was all muddy.
11/2 Mine is longer.

Present Tense 3/24 I want this one.

2/7 Just get this.. .

3rd pers. -s 8/12 And then she pU -t -s- bubbles in her tub.

have/got 9/23 got tapes on yours, Noel.

13/12 doeSn't he have no socks?+



Construction

Past Tense

regular

irregular

com,c.An VLRBS

Progressiv':

Se-j-modals

MOdals

Perfective

.:EGATION

support

QUESTION FORMATION

Pa.ge/trirn
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Example

English/Br

17/3 Because the baby pulled hiS hair.
14/16 Her mother died.

'3/14 He fell down the cement.
21/15 He had a blister.
14/4 Who bought him the clothes?
2/3 . . . and it brokea.+

9/3 --

11/23
16/2
17/15

16/10

16/14

2/24

She was plE,Hng in the dirt ; .

brushing his teeth .

Thi.; boy is bru5h_i_mg his teeth .

I was just r-Lti my shoe laces.

His daddy is gcw-171 spank him 'cause
he hit her little baby sister;
T'- --'s_ganna call the police

'ice :s___gonna find him.+

LA_ see it

18/4 But his father didn't knc that he had

going in his bike.+
8/3 N haven't 'rinisned.+

8/3 No, he haven't finished.+

1/7 1 don't know.

3/5_ 1 didn't wantea that one:+
10/2 Mihe doesn't.
18/17 I don't have nc more:+

Wh- fronting & 14/4 Who bought him -!othes and the flauta?

Do support 13/12 Why doasn_'__t he ',dye no socks ? ++

Aux. inversion

Tag Q

6/5 Why d-id she pick the flowers?

7/22 is this a boy or a girl?
11/8 Axe you coming to our house again?-

L/1 You put this in your ear, huh?



Construction

CCMPLEX SYNTAX
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English/BF

_ fF

Is this a boy or a girl?
1/1 I'm seven and he's eight.
!6/10 His daddy is gonna spank him 'cause he

hit_her_ little baby sister.+
18/4 !Lit his father didn't know that he had

_going in his bike.+



bF, Age 7.6, Grade 1, LAC-Sub:,rban

:onstructioft

ARTICLES

DefHite

Indefinite

Demonstrat;ve

PRONOUNS

bject

Possessive

Object

Indirect Object

Demonstrative

e s_e
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Spanish/EL:

Page/turn Example

2/1 Este nino tiro su leche en el
asiento del bus--caMi6n,

3/18 LL estudio se llama; 'Tirando
leche,'

9/21 Los nihos est5n comiendo una
banana y una manzana.

13/21 Y luego cay6 de laS escaleras
se est5 agarrando.

9/21 Los ninos estan comiendo una_
banana y una manzana.

2/1 Este nino tiro su leche en el

ento del bus --camiein

2/6 Este nino se est5 riendo.

la

y

1,2 Yo si.
IC 7 Ella qUiere 61; quiere a e11a.4:

5/12 Este no era mio;

2/1 ESte nino tir6suleche . , .

4/4 Le dijo a s_u_ novia que tiro su

leche . .

2:14 Nb dejan a Alma hacerlo.
Lo van a regeiar.

13/8 .Low van a llevar a jail.

4/4 Le dijo a su novia que tiro su

leche en el caM16n y 16 hina le

dijo al que est5 menejando.

1100 V mss le gust6 caYi-Se . . .+

9/15 A_mt_me gustan laS bananas.

5/12
11/1
3/i8

4/1

Este no ere.: mio.

Y eso es: The Fnd.

Co771Tsta.

Y la Horta se abriO.



Construction

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIC'

Pcssessive de

PLURALS

VERB FORMS
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Sranish/BF

Page/turn Example

6/9_ i'bee.
10/1

7-----ci nino tiene cabello chino.
10/1 '," la mina blbnd.
14/1 Pc rque era muy traviesO.

2/1 Este nielo tiro la leche en el
asiento del- camiOn.

8/8 Con gsta.
10/17 Estgn ad_n_tro_be la casa
10/17 So, se fueeon a la casa y se van

a besar.

2/1 Este nifio tire' la 12, he en el

asiento del- camiOn.
5/12 Era de_ Noel.

9/15 A mi me gustan las bananas.
9/21

,

Los ninos estan comiendo una
baTiana yuna manzana:

Simple P-esent 2/14 No dejan a Alma hacerlo.
3/24

,
Lo tiene en su mano y se esta
riendo.

17/4 LQu6 no leS Puedo decir?

Preterite

regular

irregular

Imperfect

15/0
13/11
2/1:

Lo delaron ir.
El ninose Ty6 del bus.
Este su leche en el
aS:ento.

4/14 Le dija a su novia que tiro su
leche en el clmi6n . .

5/2 Porquo4ais.
10/17 Se fuerom a la casa y se van a

barlar

14/1 Porque era_ mu.i, trav',:!so;

11/19 Es_t_ahamn la ventan. los ninos.
14/1 Tentan botas y nomgs tenra un pie.



Construction

Reflexives

SER/ESTAR

Se r

ES ta r

COMPLEX VERBS

182

Spanish/BF

Pae/turn Example

2/6 EH o5t5 ri_endo..

10/17 Se .,-1,, a --,r,

13/11 El Wino se cay6 del bus:
10, :7 La historia Se llamaba :

5/12 Este no era mio.

6/9 Es pobre,
Y F.o es: The End.

1C/lb Y est5 negrito y est5 blanco.+

10/17a Est5n adentrci de 16 Casa.

11/19 Estaban en la ventana las ninas.

Subjunctive 13/13 Y loS Winos del cami6n lo est5n
agarrando pa' que nc se VaYa a
Caer v lo vayan a machucar.

3/22 . . . y lo-----t-I agarrando pa' que

no pase.

Periphrastic 4/1 Lb van a Pagd_Na_r.uture
4/11 No le van a decir que-

Progressive 2/6 Este niho se est5-riendo:

3/20 Yel neo se est5 fiend°.
3/27! El negrito se est_5_fiendose y lo

eSt5 -a-garranzio_ ,-'a' que no pare.+

Modals 17/4 LQu6 no les puedo decir?

NEGATION 2/14 No dejan a Alma haCerlo..

3/22 . . . y lo est5 agarrando pa' que

no pare.

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives 17/4 LQue no les puedo de ,r?

Intonation 12/4 LFin?

1



Construction

COMPLEX SYNTAX

183

gage/turn Example

)3/21 Se caY6 de lag escaleras y_s_e
se est5 agatrando.

4/4 Le dijo a su novia que-tjr6 su
'eche en el tartaion y_la_nilla le
dijo al_que estg_ranV_anplo.+

13/13 Y loS nihoS del camion_lo estn
agarrando pa!_que_no se vaya a

taer y lo-vayan_a_ machucar.

3/22 El negrito se est5 rienclase y lo

ett5 agarrando pa' clue nd Pare:

Spanish/BF



3.3 Older Children
Ages 8.7-9.8
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3.3.1 JH-,--Age E.7 ,_Grade 1, SEC-Rural

-Stimmary_of JH's English. .At the age of 8.7, JH appears to be

well on the way to English language fluency, although there are still

some aspects that are not completely under control. He demonstrates

correct production of articles--definite, indefinite; and

demonstrative. He also produces a number of pronounssubject;

possessive, object, and demonstrative =- correctly. He shows correct

pre- nominal placement of descriptive adjectives (This white thing

. . .), and Can AltO use them as predicate adjectives (. ; 'cause the

sun is too hcit). While he appears to use a number of ?repositions,

they are stometimes used awkwardly in places where other constructions

might better serve the intended meaning (They're going in the boat, but

in the water of the mountains+). He handles interrogatives without a

problem; however, and produces a number of Wh- wordS in questions with

appropriate do support and subject-auxiliary inversion (What do you

think?). He appears to know the rules for regular pluralization,

although here he demonstrates confusion with an agreement rule for a

mass plural noun (The people is . . He does well with verb forms

and:verb tenses, using the copula, present tense, and regular and

irregular past tense forms correctly, although he incorrectly inflects

sol with the present tense, third person singular -s (The,oy gots a

cut), not uncommon in children'S English. He uses more complex verbal

1.

forms correctly, demonStrating progressives, semi=modals, and modals in

sentences. He uses the appropriate forms for negation (don!t, no,

never):. JH'S main problem with English can be illustrated by his
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attempts to convey more complex thoughts such as in the following

sentences: I think he stops or he's still going somewherefl Then when

she's all eating she keeps on fighting with her, with her brother+. JH

seems to have many Of the basics under control, but he needs to work

out the means for more complex expression.

Summary of JE!s_Spanish. JH appears to be more competent in his

Spanish language production thlAn in English. He deMonStrAteS knowledge

Of definite, indefinite, and demonstrative artioleS, including their

gender and number agreementxules. He produces a number of

pronouns--subject, possessive, object, indirect Objett; indefinite, and

demonstrative, and he shows command of Adjettives including correct

placement and agreement. He shows control a variety of

prepositions, and appears to have no problems with the rules for

pluralization. He uses forms such as the simple present, regular and

irregularpreteriteandtheimperfecttensescorre ctly, although a

regional dialectal form is in evidence in his use of -ites rather than

standard -iste (Esas ya las hickates). He shows understanding of

reflexive verbs and the semantic and formal differences between ser and

estar. With more complex verbal forms, he produces the subjunctive,

periphrastic future, and progressive with no difficulty. He

demonstrates two negative forms (no nada), interrogative words (44110,

and Shin./8 evidence of subordination in purpose clAuSeS (a, que) and

19,
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temporal clauses (y de!ipuea . .). Although JH is not a very

talkative child, and May;not have demonstrated the full range pf his

abilitieS in thiS smitple; it seems fair to say that he appears to have

Very few problems with his native language and speaks it competently.

On the basis of our evaluations of his language produCtiOri in

Spanish and English, JH seems a better speaker of his native language,

Spanish. However, his placement on'the basis of mean BINL scores would

be Limited Spanish Speaking and Functional. English Speaking, i.e. , he

is evaluated as being more competent in English. ThiS would appear to

be contrary to his demonstrated Inguage abilitieS as shown in his

linguistic profile.
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English/JH

JH, Age 8.7, Grade 1, SBC-Rural

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

Simple

3/3 The kids are going in a boat.
13/7 The car.

3/3 The kids are going in a boat.
13/9 The boy is carrying some books and the

Qirl's carrying some,instruments.

3/7 They're wearing that suit.

-3/7 And, xhts kid is making . . .

3/13 This white thing, that's snow.

3/5 They're going in the boat, but in
the water of the mountains

4/8 It's orange.
4/14 I think they're sad.
6/12 Vo, she's not. She's laughing.
10/22 What do you think?
13/17 I think he stops . .

18/2 Scratching her nose.
4/18 Isthink they're going to their house- -

to them house.+
4/15 My,head
18/17 His sister is cleaning,the-cut and theri

he's--she's gonna put a band-aid.+

7/16
12/12

13/4
20/18

16/4

13/13

'Cause the sun is too tot for them.
I_ never talk to her in'English-TEUse
She doesn't know what I tell _her.

Smash them.
The girl tripped tam.

Where do I put this_?
This white thing, that's snow.

3/13 This white thing, that's snow.
7/16 'Cause the sun is too hot for" heth.
13/9 The_boy is carrying some book§ and the

girl's carrying some instruments.



Construction

PREPOSITIONS

WH- WORDS

PLURALS

Regular

Irregular

VERB FORMS
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English/JR;

.Page/turn fxample

3/3 The kids are going in a boat.

3/5 They're_going in the &Oat, but in

4/2_

the watlr of the mountains,.+_
Go to t e snow and walk inthesnow.

7/16 'Cause the_sun is too hot for them

8/14 They_'re thinking to put some water
to theM.+.--

8/16 At a farm.

10/22
12/12

16/4
17/18

What do you think?
I
neVer talk to her ih English 'cause

the doesn't know what I tell her.

Where. do I put this?
Then when she's all eating she keeps_

on fighting with--her, with her brother.+

8/6 The ducks keeps on running.+

3/3 Tile kids are going in a boat.

7/2 The people is happy becaute the
flowers_ are big.+

19/8 Clothes.

7/2 The people is_happy because the
flowers are big.+

Copula 3/13 This white thing, that's sncw.

4/8 I t 's _orange. 77-

4/14 I think they're sad;

PreSent Tense 4/2 Go to the snow and weklin the snow.

12/12 I
rieVer talk to hel- iin English 'cause

she drieSh t knowwhat I tell her.

3rd pers. -s 13/17 I
think hestops/Gr: he's still going

SOM6Where.+

have/got 18/15 The boy gots a cut . . on his ankle.+

Past Tense

regular 17/14 And then when she finished
eating she's gonna-- +

20/18 .The girl tripped him.

.19;
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Construction Page/turn Example

irregular

'COMPOUND VERBS

Ef4glish/JH

12/18 . the kids 9ot off of the bus.

Progressives 3/3 The kids- are _going in the boat.

3/7 And, this kid is making the water so
the boats could go more.

6/12., She's laughing.,

Semi-modals 15/3 . . . they're gonna go in there and
see cartoons.

18/17 . . . She's gonna put a band-aid.+

Modals 3/6 . . . so the boats could go more.
6/1 " They might go and they might . .

13/11 That they better stop or the car
will smash them.

NEGATION

Do support

Other

QUESTION FORMATION .

Wh- fronting &
Do support

COMPLEX SYNTAX

3/15
12/12

M don't knOW.
. . . She doesn't- know what I tell her.

6/5 No, they're mat.
12/12 I never talk to her in English.-

16/4 Where o I put this?(

3/7,. And; this kid is making the water so_the

hnats_could_go more.+

3/5 They're going in the boat, but in the
water of the mountains.+
That they better stop or the car will
sluLak.. em.

13/11

12/12 I never a rk to her in English 'cause
she does t know what -I tell her.

19/19 !Cause she's going to the bathroom
get some paper.

13/17 I
think he stops or he's -still

going somewhere.+
17/18 Then when she's all eating she keeps

on fighting with her, with her
brother

to

193



JH, Age 8;7, trade 1, SBC-RUrai

Const -ruct i on

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

Demonstrative

190

Page/turn Example

SpanIsh/JH

2/19 La muchacha estg arriba _del toro.

2/23 Y C1 toro estg comiendo zacate.

3/8 Del deste laVia de los rboles.

11/10 Las mamase4-

2/21 Estg tocando con un pito del

9/1 Le hate 'brbrbr' nomgs una vez
y ya acaba.

11/25 Ya acab6 eStas- dos.

PRONOUNS 4

Subject 15/10 Yo ya acabg.

13/17 Tambign

Possessive 5/19 "Ese agarr6 . . . del tuyO.

3/15 Con siu.papg i su_ mama`.

Object 4/2 Que el toro camina pa' tumbarlo.
1/4 No; sugltala.

Indirect Object 10/46 Pregilntales:
',..

11/8 Les van a pegar y despugs los dos

se van a pelear.

9/8 No le ha OregUntado.

Indefinite

Demonstrative

11/19 Nomgs falta una.

5/19 Ese agarr6 . . . del quyo.

14/10 Esto.

14/21 Esta es ropa.+

ADJEZTIVES

3/4 Frio.

10/22 1161 traVieSos.

1/8 Qua bueno.
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Spahish/JH

Construction , Page/turn Example

PREPOSITIONS 2/22 Estg_tocando con_pito del . . .

3/8 Del A!este lado de los grboles.
8/7 La crema-se le echan a los

dientes.
9/10 A comer;
2/19 La muchacha estg erribe del toro,

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

2/8 Ya son todos.
11/25 Ya adabi5 estas dos;
11/8 . . . despugs los dos se van a

Oelear.

Simple Present 3/21 Ahr no hay dande enchufarla.
4/2_- Que el toro camina pa'
14/21 Esta es ropa.+
12/23 Hay chinitos.
8/7 La crema se la echan a loS dientes.
9/1 Le hate 'brbrbr . . y ya acaba.

Preterite

regular 5/19 -Ese agar:r6 del tuyo.
9/24 Ya acabe.

irregular 12/5 Esas ya las hicites.+
15/24 Fue el perico.

Imperfect 12/3_ Terries gsta..
15/22 Era el perica.

Reflexive 7/25 El muchacho se estg lavando lbs
dientes

8/7 La crema se las echan a los
dientes.+

11/8 . . . despugs loS doS se van a
Wear.

Imperative 10/16 PreguntaleS

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Ester..

14/5

13/24 _

14/21
2/10

No son chiles.
.

SI, es clerto.
Esta es ropa.+
Ya son.tres..

2/19 muchacha este arriba del toro.
8/13 Que ester acostado.



COnStruction

COMPLEX VERBS
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Page/turn ExampTe-

Spanish/JH

Subjunctive 4/4 Que el toro camina 'que_tumbe

el muchacho.+

Periphrastic Future 9/6_ Va a decir: 5i.,

11/8 Les van a pegar y despues los doS

se van a peleae.

Progressive 1472 La gente e5ti compranda fruta.

2/21 Esti tocando con UM pito . . .

pato.

2/23 Y el toro esti conaendazacate.

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives

COMPLEX SYNTAX

2/27 NO Si.

3/21 NO hay donde enchufarla.

8/23 Nada.

14/5 No son chiles.'

14/8 tQui es eso?

11/16 LQuiquerres?+

4/4 Que el toro cartaha pal_que_tumbe

e_l_muchacho,+

11/8 Les van a Oegat y cvesdags_io§ dos

se_van a pelear.
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3.3.2 MS- A e 8.8- Grade 3, SBC=Rural

Summary of MS's English. At the age of 8.8; MS can be said to
4

be on her way to competence in English, although she does not appear to

have everything mastered yet. She produces definite, indefinite, and

demonstrative articles without difficulty, except- for what could be a

performance error with a rather than an (A boy is eating a apple+),

which She later uses correctly (The girl is eating an apple). She

produces a number of varied pronounssubject, possessive, object, and

demonstrative- -and shows ccirrect pre-mominal adjective placement .

happy faces). She uses a variety of prepositiona correctly, and

displays knowledge of question formation with Wh= Words (what) as well

AS relativization (. . he'll tell his mother whet he told his

grandmother). She seems to have no problem with pluralization She

diSpleys her knoweldge of verb forms and tenses in producing the

copula, the present, and the regular and irregular past tenses.

more complex verbal tenses, she correctly produces progressives and

modals. She correctly produces a negative command; with contracted not

and do- support (Don't step this), although she fails to incorporate

do support when the main verb is 4 in one of her questions (What kind

of work he did?). She shows a number of devices for the expression of

complex ideas, such as embedded commands in indirect discourse, (His

dad told him to go fibbing), temporal clauses (When he gets home

. . .), and relativization'of Wh= words in indirect diabOurse (; .

he'll tell his mother what he told his grandmother and he'll tell her

whether grandmother did). The fact that.she den handle such
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complexity '1Jrc)uld indicate that she'is very competent in expressing

herSelf in English. Her rather limited production of language in this

session may have been due to shyness or reserve.

Summary-of MS's Spanish. In Spanish, MS appears to know the

basic rules of correct production, but her reticence to talk in this

session leaves little evidence as to the true degree of her ability.

She produces be masculine and feminine definite and indefinite

articles, including evidence of plural agreement. She uses subject,

possessive, and objectpronouns, and a pre-nominal adjective quantifier

correctly.--She correctly uses a number of prepositions, including

possessive de in a question (0e qui6n es la vaca?). She shows correct

use of pluralization, of the Simple present tense, of reflexive verbsi

and of ser, although no sentences are produced here with estar. She

seems to be able to use several of the more complex verb forms, such as

the subjunctive, periphrastic future) progressive, and modal

constructions. she demonstrates negation with the use of 116; and

interrogatives with several interrogative Words (cOmo, Rai, quien),

using correct subject:auxiliary inversion (LCOmo se llama la canciOn?).

She shows some evidence that she can express complex ideas in Spanish

by means of sentence conjoining, and temporal clauses, and embedded

relative clauses; While she appears very competent in English and at

least basically competent.in Spanish) her BINL placement would be the

same in these two languages. Her mean BINL scores would have her

assessed as Limited English Speaking and as Limited Spanish Speaking.

2'J ii
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English/MS

MS; Age 8;8, Grade 3, SBC-Rural

Construction Paige/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 3/1 The girl is eating an apple.

8/18 The afternoon. i

Indefinite 2/19 A boy is eating a apple:+

3/1 The girl is eating an apple.

DemoihStrative 7/5 I think that boy would go back

PRONOUNS

Subject 2/1 You pick three pictures_out,+

3/3 They look like they're laughing.

3/9 I think they're in the liVing room.

Possessive 8/10 This -boy is brushing_his teeth.

7/5 I think that,boy_would go back to
his house and tell hiS mother if
he could go to his Friend's house.+

Object

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

2/1 Then you make stories out of them;
like what they're doing, and um . .

15/16 His dad told him to go fishing:
1/4 Watch it.

1/4 Don't step on this-
,

2/1 You pick three pictures out.
4/13 ''Cause 01Y11& making happy faces;

3/9 I
think they're in the living room.

4/1 Came back from school.

7/5 They'll-make a little houSe for
the cars

7/7 s They get the car and they leave the
front open with the guy that they're
playing witlx.

Wh- WORDS 9/9 What kind of work.he did?+

9/19 . 'he'll tell his Mother what
he told his grandmother . .

204 4r
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Page/turn Example

English/MS

PLURALS 3/11 'Cause they have the couches.

14/12 I think the girls and boys-pushed
him because they wanted to get out

first;

VERB FORMS

Copula 16/11 There is a lot of water.

3/9 I think they're in the living room.

Present TenSe 2/1 You pick three pictures out.

2/1 Then you make stories out Of-them

3rd sing. -t 11/1 He said he'll probably go to
school after he brushes his teeth.

Past Te.Se

regular

irregular

14/12 I think the boys -and girls pushed.him
because they wanted to get out first.

8/10 Before he brushed his teeth he ate,'
then he brushed hig teeth.

11/1 He said he'll probably go to school

after hebrughes his teeth; --,.

-4/1 Came back from_school;+

9/19 And when he getS home he'll tell
his mother'what he told his
grandmother and W1 tell her
what her grandmother did.

COMPLEX VERBS

I

Progilessives 2/19 A boy is eating a apple.+

3/3 They look like they're laughing. -

8/10 The boy is brushing his teeth.

Modals, 7/5 And if she said yes, he wou d go

N

and he will play cards and hey' g.

make a little house for the cars.
) 2/1. What would they do after, w at

would they do before, and what
would you do over there wheno. . .?

7/5 I
think that b..)y woallig go back to

/
his house and tell his mother if

he could go to his friend's house.+
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NEGATION

D) support

QUESTION FORMATION

h- fronting

COMPLEX SYNTAX
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Page/tom Example

1/4 .

Don't step on this.

English /MS

9/9 What kind of work he did?+

2/1 -Then, like, youlmake stories out
of them, like what they're do-i_mg,
and. . .

7/5 I think that boy would go.back to
his house and.tell his mother
he could go to his friend's house.

15/16 His dad told him to_so_fishing.
47 After they finish they go outside

to play?

7/7 They get the car and they go and
leave the front -open with ehe guy
that thWrep_Laying__with.

9/19 And when_be_gets_bome he'll tell'
his mother what he told his
grandmother and he'll tell her
what her grandmother_ did.

2u6
z.
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MS; Age 3.8, Grade 3, SBC-Rural

Construction Pagel-turn Example

ARTICLES

Spanish/MS

Definite 7/11 La nina se anda agarrando el
;Tstido y se va a cambiar pa'
la escuela.

8/1 Entonces se va a lavar los dientes.

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

Subject

14/3

3/9

9/15
9/16

Un parque.
Una casa.

YO no s6.
YO tampoco.

Possessive 8/5 Tambign tiene que bacer su pelo.

1 8/3 Con sus Oiyamas;

Object

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

3/5_ Viveri con ellos.

13/5 El carro la va a agarrar.

8/7 Dos trensas.

7/11 La nina se anda agarrando el
vestido y se va a cambiar pa'
la escuela.+

8/1 Entonces va a it a la escuela.

8/3 Con sus piyamas.
9/8_ Cuando viene de la escuela.

10/8 En la escuela

Possessive de 16/8 /De quien es la vaca?

PLURALS 3/13 Van a mojar los patos-.

8/7 Dos trensas.
10/6 Que va a saber muchas cosas-
8/1 Entonces se va a' lavar los__

dientes.

kJ;
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Construction Rage/turn Example

VERB FORMS

Spanish/MS

Simple PreSent 14/8 Me paseo en los coluMpios.
9/6 Hate- su tarea.

9/8 Cuando viene de la escuela.

Reflexive 7/11 to nina se anda garrando el
vestido . . .

14/8 Me paseo en los columpios.
2/4 Se van a mojar.

7/2 tCOmo se Haman los nombres de
ellos?+

12/10 /Como se_llama la canciOn?

SER/ESTAR

Se r

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive

16/18 iDe quien es la vaca?

7/5 tQue. son los nombres de ellos?

7/18 En.onces cuando se cambie va a ir

abajo y .

Periphrastic Future 7/11 se.va a cambiar pa' la

_escuela.'

8/1 --va a ir a _comer. Entonces se
va_a_levar los dientes.

3/ an a correr.

Progressive 7/11 La nifia se-anda agarrando el
vestido . . .

12/17 Se arkla cayendo.
2/17 Andan caminando.

Modals 8/11 Tambien tiene que lleva-r sus libros

pa' la escuela.
8/5 Tambien tiene que hace_r su pelo..

12/15 El niflo quiere agarrar la suera.

NEGATION

9/19_ 'Yo no se.
13/11 Porque no tiene la suera,

2 u
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Spanish /MS

Construction Rage/turn Example'

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives 7/2 /C6mo_se llaman los nombres de
ellos?+

7/5 /Que. son lot iitiMbret de ellos?

12/10 lCo se llama la cancion?

16/18 /De clUien es la vaca?

COMPLEX SYNTAX 7/11 La hifia se anda agarrando.el_
vettida y se V8 a-taimbLiar Ra' la

ts-cutla.

7/18 Ehtbnces cuando se cambie va_a ir

abajo y va ir a ccmPr;

3/7 Yo se ande viven tamblen;
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3.3.3 NF4_Age_8_.11_;_Orade-3-;--LAC=SUburbAn

Summary_of NF's English. vi at the age of 8.11, seems to speak

An English which is fluent and colloquial. He uses articles correctly,

AS he demonstrates with definites and indefinites. His production of

pronouns 16 Wide and varied, including subject; possessive, object,

indefinite, and demonstrative forms. He utilizes correct pre-nominal

adjective placement (The right clothes . .) and predicate adjective

usage (They- were poor). He uses a number of prepositions correctly,

although it appears that en for English in may be a pronunciation

overlap from Spanish. He indicates knoWledge of the rules for

pluralization, and a number' of verb forms and tenses--the present and

past tenses of be, present and past tenses of other verbs; incltvng

regular and irregular pasts. He uses a variety of complex verb forms,

such as the progressive, semi=moda16, and modals. He shows mastery of

rules for negation, with never and -Mot: the latter IS used in

contracted form with acceptable auxiliary verbs (won't, Can't), and a

less acepted and more colloquial form, In his form-Atl:in of

questions h

control,

shows that

even though he

she Lot a sponge in her

he ha8 do support and VI=

incorrectly treats Lot as

hand?+). To express more

fronting under

a main verb (Why doeS

complex

relationships, he can embed one sentence into another with that and

be-Cause; he can cQnjoin sentences with and, and can subordinate

relative clauses With What. The following example illustrates a

dependent clause with that and conjoining with and: One day they said

that they wanted to go pick Some flowerS and they did. In sum, NF

21u
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appears to have many of the basic rules of grammar in place, and

expresses himself well in Engliah.

Summary-6-f-NFIs Spanish. NF's Spanish also-appears to he fluent

and wide-ranging in the variety of structures he employs, but there are

ihdicationa that it is influ6nced by his English. While he producea

both masculine and feminine articles; and showa number) agreement with

their nouns, he has not yet learned the exception that feminine nouns

have a masculine article if they begin with a stressed vowel so he

incorrectly produces la agilai-; He demonstratet command of subject,

possessive, object, and indirect object pronouns; but he incorrectly

uses the personal a, used for animate referents with an inanimate

referent (. . pard matar a animales). He shows correct prenominal

placement of quantifiers (muchos arbolea; mucho zacate), and correct

Use of predicate adjectives (Porque eati pare), and comparative forms

(. mis que todoi . tan 'ridh'): However his syntax here may

reflect English influence (muchas Maa cosas = many more things). He

uses prepositions correctly, inClilding poSsessive de, although again he

incorrectly uses it after tener, which itself indicates possession

(Tenfan un rfo de ellos+). He knows the rulea fop pluralization,.

present tense verb forma, regular and irregular preterites, and the

imperfect tenses. He produces reflexive verbs correctly for the most

part, but has not sorted out the semantics of llamarse, in saying that

'the title calls itself' (El tftulo se llama . . .). He demonstrates

knowledge of the formal and meaning differences between ser and estar,

and adequately handles more complex verbal constructions such as the
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subjunctive, periphrastic future, progresAve, and modals. He knows

how to use negation (no, ni), and interrogatives (por qu4),_although he ,g

fails to use the preferred word order'in Spanish which inverts subject

and verb in questions: Y por clue la mama le dijo? rather than, . . .

le dijola-mama? To express complex relationships, he uses sentence

conjunction, comparative clauses, purpose clauses and indirect

discourse, to name a few. In sum NF appears to be a very competent

user of Spanish, but exhibits interference frm English in some areas.

Our conclusion that English may be NF's stronger language would

not agree with his placement in terms of the BINL. His mean scores

would assess him as being Limited English Speaking and Limited Spanish

Speaking.
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English/NF

Age 811, Grade 3, LAC-Subur%en ;

Construction

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive:

Page/turn Example

1/11 We have to 'say what's happening in
the picture.

6/3 That their mother would love the
flower.

3/17 The right clothes is a good idea.
4/23 Just a story.
12/18 He's a Chinese.+
14/3 Because he ain't an animal

,...,
.

1/11 We have to say what's happening . . .

2/8 You hafta pick three pictures, Belinda.r
2/14 I'm gonna take one out.
3/10 It says: Ah Wong of China.

5/1 They yved in the forest.

5/1 And her name. was Belinda.
5/1_ HE caught a/gutterfly for his mother.

.5/1 They all liked with their mom.
6/3 That her mother would love the flower.
12/16 His name was Chin Chon Chong.

Object 2722 You buy_them.

3/21 Let meSurpon the stereo;
1/1 what di lrOu give-them:
1/14 The elephant jumped on him and he

squashed him like a tortilla.
14/9 He sot it from a tree;

Indefinite 2/14 I'm gonna take. one out.

Demonttrative 20/19 She just says thy'_.

ADJECTIVES 2/8 You hafta pick three pictures, Belinda.

3/17 The -jet clothes is a good idea.

6/8 They were pov.
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English/NF

-Construction Page/turn Example

PREPOSITIONS 1/11 We have to say what is happening in
the picture.

2/12 Eh Tijuanai look like.+
2/14 Trm donna take_one out.

3/21 Le me turn on the stereo.

5/1_ They_all lived with their mother.
11/16 The boy got mad at the elephant.
18/18 They went to the North Pole.

PLURALS

Regular 2/8 You hafta pick three ,pictures; Belinda.
4/19 This girl is picking flowers in the

forest.'

6/8 Because they didn't have any shoes.

VERB FORMS

Copula 3/17 The right clothes is a good idea.+

1/3 I'm going to _he nine.

4/4 I'm ready.
14/3 Because he ain't an animal.
5/1 And he name was Belinda.+
6/8 They were poor.

Present Tense 3/21 Let me turn on the stereo.

3rd pers. -s 20/19 She just says that.

have/got 5/1 And the girl got ten for his mom- -
for' her.

5/1 They didn't have a father.
6/8 Because they didn't have any shoes.

8/20 Do you got a question ?+
9/4 Why does she got a sponge in her hancr+

Past Tense

regular

irregular

5/1

5/1

3/2

They lived in the forest.
They all lisied with their mother.

He fe-11-.

21.4
r
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English/NF

Construction . Page/turn pcample

COMPOUND VERBS

Progressive 1/11 We have to say what's happening in

the picture.
4/19 This girl is picking flowers in the

forest.

9/21 I
would say because she was playing

in the dirt.

Semi-modals

Modals

NEGATION

Do support

QUESTION FORMATION

1/3 I'M gonna be nine;

2/14 I'm gonna take one out;

2/8 You hafta pick three pictures, Belinda

3/10 I could look in the back.

4/10 T.T11E speak Spanish that good.

6/3_ That her mother would love the floWer.

9/21 I
woul4- say because she was playing

in the dirt;

14/3 Because-he ain't an animal.

16/19 The' worO__t_ put kids in jail, hUh?

4/10 lcan!t speak Spanishthat good.
6/1 They never got married.

6/8 Because they didn't have any shbes

9/6 I .don't got anymore questions.4.

Do support & 1/1 .What _did you give them? .

Wh- fronting 9/4 Why d6es she got a sponge in her hand?+

8/20 Do you got a question ?+

Tag'Q 16/9 They won't put kids in jail, huh?

COMPLEX SYNTAX 1/14 The elephant jumped on him and he

squashed -ham -liken tortilla.

1/11 We have to say what's happening in the

picture.

5/1 One day they said that they wanted to

go pick some flowers and they did.

9/21 I. would say because she was playing

the_dirt.

10/11 It s just like if you're a superstar.+

10/13 You're holding it like a microphone.
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, Age 8;11, Grade 3, LAC-Suburban

torts_truction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite

Indefinite

Demonstrative

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Indirect Object

Spanish/NF

3/12
;

Se cayo la lethe.
4/12 Juan vive en el campo.
5/7-_ LY por que la mama le dijo?+
12/5 Les gusta estar en la-agua mss

que todo.+ a

5/22 ESt4 agarrando leche de las chichis
de lavaca.

6/14 Se quit6 los zapatos.

4/12 El vive con una vaca.
18/1 Tenian un rancho, muchas frutas
17/5 La mamS7Te compro para su regalo

cinco bicicletas . . . y tams_

calzones.

11/8 LPor que no pones asa cosa para
que me oigan?

4/15
,

10/12
12/1

-El- se llama Ally;
Yo como frutas afuera:
Mos vixen solos:

5/5 LY por que' quiere gastar su dinero?

18/7 Le van a abraZar y van a vivir
con ellos.

6/18 Porque se 16 encOntro.

5/7 La va a marar.

5/7 LY pot que' la mama' le dijo?+

6/4 Les gusta estar en el cerro
porque hay_mucho zacate.

6/i8 Porque se lo encontr6.

9/10 A mi me gusts.

216
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Spanish/NF

Cdrittruction Page/turn Example

ADJECTIVES

Simple 6/6a Hay muchos grboles, y hay mucho
zacate.

6/12 Porque estg_p_obre.

Comparative 17/30 Y una pihata_y_muchas m5s cosas.+
12/5 Les gusta estar en la agua Mgt

que todo.+
17/15 Y luego eran tan, am, L "rich "?

PRSPOSITIONS 4/12 .

Juan vive en el campo.

4/12 El vive con una_Vaca.

17/9 Y les comprel mileS de cosas.

Possessive de 5/22 Estgagarrando lethe de las chichis

de la vaca.
18/1 Tenian un rro -de ellot.+

PLURALS

'ERB FORMS

Simple Present

Preterite

regular

irregular

Imperfect

_17/5 La inaM5_10 comprO para su regal°
cinco bititletag, diez carros;
veinte carritos de juguetes:
SeiS cartas-- paquetes de cartas,
veinte juegos, cincii&ita y mil
dulcet y unos calzones.

412
Juan vive en el campc.
Yo no7.77

10/12 Yo coma frutas afuera.
11/8 LPo7Tuq no pones esa cosy para

que me oigan?
11/16 Es divertido cuidar loS gansoS.

5/1 /Por qug la ti?
8/19 Yo empecg con--

5/3 /Y por qui quiso ?_

5/7
1,i/Y por que la mama le 41a?+

7/18 °Ya hicimos tet.

12/1 Le dieron_Una fota--foto y aqui
lo anda Vierido.

8/1 Tenran MUchaS pistolas para matar
a aniMalet.+

17/15 Y luego eran tan, am, Irich?

2



Construction

Reflexive

Reciprocal

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Esta_r

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive

Periphrastic Future

Progressive

209

Page/turn Example

ca yo la leche.3/12 Se
o, porque se quite). los zapatos.

9/16 As se llama la historia?
58 El tri-ulo se llama, Juan de

Colombia.+

Spanish/NF

10/18 Y se_besa_ron, como Belinda le
hate a Tino.

18/17

11/16

O''16

6/4
6/12

Gabriel era nomgs un nin-un
hombre de veinteahos.
Es divertid6 cuidar los--

El niho estg en una vaca.+.
Etgh en el terro--
Porque eStg pobre.

11/8 /Por qug no me pones esa cosa
,para que me -of -gan, para que pueda
decir mucho.

12 /'lc Para ctue los gansos. coMan.

7/3 LCugnta leche va_a_tener la vaca?

7/7 Luego va_a_f_r 'piu, piu,' y se 1

va a ir.

5/22 Estg_agarranido leche. de las
chichis de la vaca.

8/21b Yo dije que andaba tachand6 la
vaca.+

11/20 Las nihas y los nihos les andan
poniendo agua a los gansos.

12/1 1 Le dieron_una f6to y aqui
lo anda Vie06.

Modals 11/8 1 . . . para que pueda decir mucho?

NEGATION 12/15 Pos.ni le dice. --

15/17 /Por que" no le gust6 ese niho o
qua'?

18/19 Y no -le gusta loS yuguetitos de
carritos.
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Spanish/NF

Construction Page/turn Example

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives 11/8 LPor qui no me pones esa cosa .

A
para que me_oigan, para que pueda

decir mucho?

5/7 LY por que la_mama le dijo?+

5/2 LPor -que la tiro'?

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

17/15 Y luego eran tan, am, Lrich?

18/7 Le vati_4 abrazar y_van_a_Vivir

Con ellog.
6/4 Les gusta estar en el- cerro porque

hay MUChO zacate.

12/5 Les gusta estar en la agua ma's

que todo.+
11/8 LP-or OUi no pones esa cosa para

que me atjan?
10/18 Y se besaron; como_Belinda le

hate aTi_na;

7/7 Luego V8 a Jr Ipiu, piu,' y se

8/21 Yo dije queestaba cachOndo la
vaca.+

fW4 Les gusta estar en el cerro porque
hay macho zacate.
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3.3.' RR, Age 9.3# Grade -3;--LAC -Urban

Summary Of RR's English. RR, at 9,3 years of age, appears to

communicate well in English with a good Command of the basic

grammatical rules, although he still demonstrates a few problems with

theM. He displays competence in using definite and indefinite

articles, andoroduces arrange of pronounssubject, possessive,

object, and deftnstrative. He shows correct pre- nominal adjective

'p'lacement (lifcht violet), and predicate adjective usage. He attempts a

comparative, but appeare to e confused as to the restrictions on the

use of the suffix versus the use of more (And give them more

healthier+). He exhibits familiarity with a range of prepositions,

although he appears to be in the process of sorting them out as well

(. . . sbe fell On the mud +; spilling their milk on the seaton

the bus+). He demOnStrates correct usage of W1.1 words (whv, when), and

appears to know pluralization rules for regular and irregular plurals

(horns, teeth). He produces both -contracted and non-contracted copulas

('re, are, is), and demonstrates awareness of present and past tense

forms, although the regular past tense morpheme, -ed is mis-applied to

an irregular verb (pated, from 2u1). HO uses more complex verb tenses

such as the progressive,
semi-modals; and modals competently, hoWeVer.

He shows both the full for not and its contracted variant (in don' -t)

in his negative Sentences?' and shows correct usage of question

formation rules by the inversion of the subject and auxiliarY in

sentences such as: Why are they throWing . .? He expresses related

ideas by conjoining sentences with and, or and then, by subordination
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with because, by embedding sentences with that (They think that . .)i

which are the devices he uses in this sample. It seems fair to suggest'

that RR is a fluent speaker of English, although still in the process

of learning some of the exceptions to the rules of grammar.

Summary of RR's Spanish. RR appears to be slightly more

comfortable in Spanish than in English, as evidenced by this sample of

speech. He shows correct usage of definite, indefinite, and

demonstrative articles, including the rules for gender and number

agreement. He exhibits a wide range of pronouns -- subject, possessive,

object, indirect, and demonstrativeand, in ddition, passive se which

eliminates the need to express the agent (Se ye como un barco).

correctly uses adjectives, both as predicate modifiers (. . . son

muchos), and descriptively in pre - nominal position (El otro dia).

demonstrates knowledge of prepositions, and the rules for

pIutaIization. He appears to produce a number of verb forms without

problem--the simple present, regular and irregular preterites, and the

imperfect past tenses. He also uses the re lexive correctly (Se le

olvido su caja de lonche), and knows the co rect forms and semantic

constraints on ser and estar. As for more complex verb formS, he

correctly produces the subjunctive, the periphrastic future, the

progressive and modal verb's. He competently demonstrates negation and

question formation with intonation and interrogative words (-q-u-e-,- per

q, donde), although there is an error in subject -verb agreement and

inversion in one example (,Y por que los-demis no les ayud67+).

expresses more complex ideas by the conjoining of sentences with by

2 r)
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clauses relating indirect discourse and by dependent clause introduced

by temporal words (4espues) and other subordinators (porgue). From

this sample it is fair to suggest that RR'S Spanish' is good, and that

it is slightly better than his EngliSh language ability; However, his

mean BINL scores would place him in the Limited category for both

Spanish and English.

22:
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English/RR

RR, Age 9.3, Grade 3, LAC-Urban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 4/12 That's why he putted the hat.+

5/6 The kids are eating fruit.

Indefinite 2/5 I have a question.

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

Simple

Comparative

PREPOSITIONS

4/12 He doesn't have any hair.

5/10 They think that the fruits are good
for them;

11/6 And his_ is black.

5/16 They think that the appiet and bananas

are good for their teeth.

6/19 And he's, and7Wri, and she's- -And her

sweater is yelloW.

7/2 And hers is white.

5/10 They think that the fruits are good
for them?

5/14 And give them more healthier?+
5/4 I

don't have another story for this

4/12 That'S why he putted the hat.+

6/15 And his shirt is light violet.

8/17 The kind of silver things.

12/21 And her skirt is white, purple, orange,

yellow, red;

5/14 And give them more healthier.+

2/1 They spilling their milk On the seat

on the bus.+
9/4 They're laughing.tO each other - -+

9/6 Because they're_ laughing at each other.

12/14 Going on a field trip.

12/16 Maybe go to_the zoo.

13/16 They were playing tag and then she
fell on the mud.+

till



Construction

WH- Wordt

PLURALS

215

English/RR

Page/turn Exarplt

1/7 Why_are they throwing - -?
4/12 That's why he putted the hat.+
14/18 And then when she's finished she

gonna put away the bubble.+

Regular 5/6 The kids are eating fruits_.+
17/20 Their horms_.

Irregular 6/9 For their _teeth.
)

VERB FORMS

Copula 5/16 They think the apples and bananas are
good for their teeth.

7/4 And hers is white.

Present Tense 5/20 I don't know.
6/1 They eat fruit all day
6/5 And they like apricots.

have/got 1/5 I have a question.

Past Terise

regular 4/12 That'S why he putted the hat-f-

irregular 3/16
_ _ .

tagThey were_playog a and then she
fell on the mud.+

COMPLEX VERBS

Progressive

Semi-modals

Modals

4/2 How come the kid Ls palling the hair
out of the cow?

12/9 How comeheAs_caxxylng the luggage?
1/7 Why am they throwing - -?
5/6 The kids are-eating fruits;

14/14 And then she is 22222 .put shampoo on
her head;

14/18 And then when she's finished she
gonna put away the bubble.+

15/14 She could clean her nose.
5/4 Could I change?

13/:4 So they friends cannot say the'S dirty.+
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NEGATION

Do- support

QUESTION FORMATION

216

English/RR

Page/turn Example

13/14 So they friends cannot say she's dirty.+

5/4 I
donit have another story for thit.

4/12 He doesn't have any hair.

Wh- fronting & 1/7 Why_are they throwing--?
--;-- _ .

inversIon 5/4 COuldt_change2+
4/2 How-come the kid is pulling the hair

out of the cow?

COMPLEX SYNTAX 5/16 They think that the apples and bananas-

are good for theie teeth.

9/4 They're laughing to each other because

the fruits arefun.+

13/16 They were playing'tag and then she -fell

on the mud.+ -

4/12 That's why -he_p_utted the hat.+

5/10 They think that _the fruits are -good:

for them.+

13/14 So they friends cannot say she's dirty.+

\e'

2
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RR, Age 9.3, Grade 3, LAC -Urban

Cams-tructi9n Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Les gustan libros;
Y gste es de la fantasia.

Definite 6/1_
6/11

Indefinite 5/8
8/12

demonstrative 7/1.4

PRONOUNS i

Subject 8/19

Possessive 1/21

13/17
14/22

Object 6/21

Indirect Object 6/1

7/2
15/19

DemonttratiVe 7/27

7/16

Passive sa 10/20

ADJECTIVES 8/11
15/7

PREPOSITIONS 5/8_

-7 6/11
6/23

PLURALS 1/21
8/11

22G

Spanish/RR

ZPOr que _se fueron en un barco?
Una mitad de aqui y otra de aqui.

Y gsteapenas anda empezando
gSta pggina.

Pero eno_s_ van a estar cansados.

Esos, son twos.
Se le olvido sa caja de lonche.
Su tarea;

Y pa' que aprenda lo de los
fantasmas.

Les gustan los libros.
Porque gste se le mi_ra la cars.
Se le hacia mgs tarde.

Y a gstos les gustan los fantasmas.
y gste los cartunes.
Y rs-ET anda viendo el dibujo.

Se ve Como un barco:

Pero son muchos-.
El otro dT:7---

lPor que' se fueron en- un barco?

Este es de la fantasia.
De noChe7

Esos son tuyos.
Pero son mucha.
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Construct -on Page/turn Exampla,

VERB FORMS

Simple Present 4/14 Pero gse nO SieVe.

6/15 Tienen la lgmpara prendida pa'

que vean.

6/17 Y les .guSta leer pa' que aprendan.

Preterite

regular

irregular

Imperfect

Reflexive

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Estar

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive

Periphrastic Future

Progressive

13/17 DeS06gS agarr6 su lonche y se

fue . . .

15/14 Es que Se le y tenra prisa.

5/6 4Percia dOnde fueron?

13/17 La nina se fue7TiTWtrSs.

15/19 Se le hacta mgs tarde.

15/14 ES que se le olvid6 y tenta prisa.

20/1 Y despugs los nihos estaban
Cantados y que todaiTTUTITan que
it a la casa caminando.

15/5

13,; 17

13/17
15/19

Despugs de ver la tele se va a
do_rm1r.
I asust6 a la nina y lasnifia se

due pa' atrgs.
Se le olvid6 su caja de lonche.

Se le hacia mgs tarde.

1/21 Esos SOrCtuyos.

6/11 ESte es de la fantasia.

8/21 Pero van a estarcansados,

7/ Porque en la sala estgn loS

sillonet.

6/19 Y pa' que gSte aprenda: lo de los

fantasmas.

13/17 Y_que el manejador del bus le
dice a_una nina que le de la caja
a la nina.

8/15
8/21*

13/17

16/12
6/9

2

Van a it pa' atras y pa' adelante.

Pero van a es-ta-r cansados;

Detpues-iagarres el lonche y se fue

cdttietititi- a su -casa:

8 LC1Ug andlabaiAugandc3
Ettgnl-eyerido_mucho en is eSCUela.



CdiTS1T-Utt ion

Modals

NEGATION

QUESTION FORMATION

Interrogatives

Intonation

COMPLEX SYNTAX

A.
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Page/turn Example

20/20 . Pero_debe de_decir: stop When
red lights tveedad?

19/19 Y loS nihos estaban tristes porque
tenlan que caminar.

4/14
;

Pero ese no sieve.
8/9 Porque en_su cuarto no hay libros

y aqui, os..

16/12
13/6
10/16
4/25

5/13

LQue andaban jugando?
ellor que los deAes no les ayud6.+
LQUe es esto?
03iTtie fueron?+

Oescaron?

7/24 Y a estas_les_gustan los fantsmas
y a-este los cartunPs.

15/5 Despues_de_ver_la_tele se va a
dormir;

16/1 Es que su mania' dijo que venga
temprano pa' que coma.+

19/19 Y los ninos estaban tristes porque
tenian que caminar.

223
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3.3.5 PA4_1ge 9.8, Grade 3, OC-Suburi;an

Summary of PA's English. At age 9.8, the oldest first grader in

the study, PA is making progress toward English language proficiency.

She shows an ease of expression and some use of correct grammar, but

there is evidence that a rumber of points of grammar have not been

learned completely. While she produces the definite and indefinite

articles the, a, and -Soma, she incorrectly uses the with a proper name

A

(They came feoth the India+). She produces a number of

pronouns--subjeCt, possessive, and objectand adjectives correctly,

And appears to have mastered several prepositions, although locatives

are still a problem (He's at the bathroom+). She demonstrates

knowledge of interrogative words to form questions, but doeS nct

display consistent use of the rule for subject- auxiliary inversion (Do

you know what oolor is the dress?+; Why the-little boy_is_washing his

teeth?+). St-. shows no probleMS with pluralizstioni but seems to have

problems with verbs and verb agreement (There was three girls . .

. and one little kid fall+). She produces more complex verbs such as

progressives semi=46dalS, and modals without a problem in this sample.

She demonstrates prObleMS with negation, preferring negative morphemes

with n- (They have no shoes, no socks, no blouse, nothing)to the not'

. . . any construction. She uses an agreement rule for negatiOn in which'

don't and no cO=Octur, producing double negatives common in the speech

of children (They don't have no dress). While she does show evidence

of do support in questions and negative statements, She shows that she

09
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has not quite mastered the rules for subordination with because/

so that, incorrectly using the former: He's brushing his teeth -because

to don't-Kathavities+. For PA, there is a lot more learning of

English that needs to be done, although she seems to know some of the

basics.

Summary of PA's Sprnirih. PA's Spanish language abilities appear

to surpass her,English language abilities. Sheproduces a variety of

definite and indefinite articles, demonstrating knowledge of the gender

and number agreement rules. She uses a number of pronouns

correctly--subject, possessiVe, object, indirect object, and

demonstraiive--and adjective§ in both their predicate adjective and

post-noininal usages (Las dASAS estaban boriitas?; . senores

blancos?). She also uses a number of prepositions correctly, and seems

to have no roblem§ with pluralization rules. She demonstrates

knowledge of verb fortS.--=simple present, preterite regular and

irregular, and the impeefeet; She also demonstrates mastery Of

reflexive verb usage (Pero nomas que mucha gente se arrepin y ta

uarnbid mejor), and of the semantic and formai differences between aer

and estar (4Como era allf, la coionia?; . . ettg el ham) en medio de

los cuart0s); She also demonstrates control of more complex verbal

forms, such as the subjunctive, the periphrastic future, and the

progressive. She has no problems With negation, and uses a number of

interrogatives (por guei cuinto, d6nde, c6mo) in addition to intonation

for questions; She appears to be able to handle a wide variety of

subordinate claUS66, the most impressive examples in this sample

occurring in the same Sentence. As the examples show, she produces
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indirect discourad, a purpose clause and another purpose clause all in

the subjunctive: Le dijeron clue le fueran a agarrar botes para que le

fueran llaVar Cbtida a 105 patos para__que eaten gordos y bonitoS. It

seems apparent that PA is very competent in her native language, and

her performance in it far overshadowa her English language perfOrmance

This evaluation is completely at odds with her predicted BINL

placement; however; On the basis of her mean BINL scores, she would be

assessed as Functional English Speaking and Limited Spanish Speaking.

This does not reflect her abilities as indicated by the speechdata in

her linguistic profile.

1
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PA; Age 9.8, Grade 3, 0C-Suburban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Definite 8/10 They. came from the India.+

1/2 The kids are taking food to the
ducks, _

2/1 The little girl wake up and

Indefinite 2/1 And she's getting a dress.

3/15 They're gonna'take some flowers
to her mother.

PRONOUNS

Subject 2/1 And she's geLting a dress

2/10 And they have a pi ta.

8/20 He is at the bathroom.+

13/14 It's red with some flowers.

Possessive 3/15 They're gonna take some flowers
to her mother.

4/9 Because -I can pick some flowers
and take them to amother.

9/7 He is washirig his teeth.

Object 4/9 Because I can pick some floWert
and take them to my mother.

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

Wh= WORDS.

1/6 Four boys and three girls.

4/11 ._and then grow up big and
pretty;

5/4 The blouse is yellow and whi-t .

1/2 The kidS are taking food to- the
ducks.

3/6 They're picking flowers TIT; like;
a park.

5/4 And the blouse is yellow withwhite.

5/10 They came_from the India;+

8/20 He's at the bathroom.+

9/25 What color is his hair?

2/13 Do you Wnow what color is the
dress ?+



Construction

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Copula

Present Tense

Past Tense

irregular

; COMPLEX VERBS

Progressives
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Page/turn Example

English/PA

1/2 Thekids pre taking food to the
ducks.

3/9 There ate a lot of trees -and a
lot Of flowers nts.and pla

2/1 And she's happy because she's
going to a party.

5/4 And the house Is yellow with
white.

8/20 He is at the bathroom.+

4/9- Because Loam pick some flowers . .

13/24 They 22_to school to learn more
language.

7/12 There was three girls and they
were poor.+

8/10 They came from the India.+

13/5 . . . and one little kid fall.+

1/2 The kids are taking food to the
ducks.

2/1 She's getting a dress because
she's going to a party.+

3/2 Why the little boy is washing
his teeth?+

Semi-modals 3/15 They're gonna take some flowers
to her mother.

11/22 Because they have -to be big and fat.

Modals 4/9 Because I ean pick some flowers
and take them to my mother.

QUESTION FORMATION

Wh- fronting 9/25 Wilat color is his hair?

3/2 11.21%, the little boy is washing

his teeth7+

Do support 2/13 Do you know what cqlor is the drers +

23
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Construction Page/turn Example

NEGATION

Engliei.h/PA

7/10 They have no shoes, no socks,
no blouse, nothing.+

Do support 7/19 They don't have no dress.+
10/10 He's brushing his teeth because

to don't get cavities.+

COMPLEX SYNTAX 4/9 Because I can pick some flowers
and take them to my_mother. _

2/13 Do you know what 661-or is the dreS0+
2/1 And she's happy because she's going

to aparty.
10/10 He's bruShing hiS teeth because

to don't get cavities.+

2
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PA, Age 9.8, Grade 3, 0C-Suburban

Construction Page/turn Example

ARTICLES

Spanish/PA

Definite 15/19 1C6mo era air( la colonic?

16/4 Este, ay, pos no me deja veriel
retrato.

14/16 /19 cuanto vallan las paletas?

15/1 iPor qua iban ls ninos a
comprar . .?

Indefinite

PRONOUNS

Subject

Possessive

Object

Indirect Object

Demonstrative

ADJECTIVES

PREPOSITIONS

15/17 /Arriba de um cerro o demde?

17/15 Tiene una puerta aca y otra
puerta aca.

23/2 Y ono -A mi noMSS me faltan_dos.
23/4 Til ya los dijiste todos, Loreta.

16/10 . . . somos mUchot en mi familia.

21/4 Yeran_siete ninos y su mama y
su papa . . .

18/13 Si, se la COmpt6.

21/14 Alli_te Va a pe9ar lasfiora.

23/2 A mi nOmaS me faltan dos.

16/4 Este, ay, pos no me deja ver el

retrato.

21/4 Le dijeron que fueran a agarrar
botes para;que le fueran a
llevar . . .+

19/10 Es as a con todo eso mugrero.

21/4 . . para que esten _gordos
bonitos -.

15/11 ITGETTbiancos4 senores blancos?

15/13 iLas casas estaban bonitas?

15/17 IArriba_de un cer-ra 6 dtinde?

19/10 Es ET77cUn todo_eso_mugrerip.

17/15 0 sea que etta el ban° en medio
de los cuartos.

18/3 Ya estamos emOacando la ropa en
las maletas.

23



Construction

PLURALS

VERB FORMS

Simple Present
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Spanish/PA

Page/turn Example

15/13 LLas casas estaban bonitas?
21/4 . . . Aos patos pa' que7-para

que est& gordos y bonitos.
14/16 LY cuanto valTan las paletas?

23/2 A mi nomSs me faltan dos.
16/4 Este, ay, pos no me dejas ver el

retrato.
17/15 Tiene una puerta ace y otra puerta

a c a .

Preterite

regular 18/13 Si, se la compr6.

irregular 21/4 Le dijeron,que fuei-an a agarrar
botes para que . . .

23/4 T6 ya les dijistes todos

Imperfect 21/4 TenTan puro amarillo.
14/16 IY cuanto valTan las paletas?
21/6 Y hacian: quack, quack.

3/3 Pero su mama no sabla . . .

15/1 IPor que-iban los nihos a comprar
una paleta?

Reflexive 22/10 Y se cansaban mucho los eas y
por eso se levantaban bien tarde.+

22/11 Pero nom's que mucha gente se
arrepinti6 y se cambi6 mejor.

SER/ESTAR

Ser

Estar

19/10 Es esta con todo eso mugrero.1
16/10 . . . no la voy a comprar porque

somo$'muchos en mi familia.

17/15 0 sea que este el bano en medio
de los cuartos.

15/19 LCOrno era alli la colonia?

17/15 0 sea que est-5- el bano en medio
de los cuartos.

15/13 /Las casas estaban_ bonitas?

21/4 . . . para que esten gordos y
bonitos.

23
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CORstruCtion Page/turn

Spanish/PA

Example

COMPLEX VERBS

Subjunctive 17/15 0 sea que esta en medio de los
cuartos.

18/11 Les mand6 su mama' a que fueran

a agarrar botes . . .

Periphrastic Future 16/10 Pos yo creo que no la voy a comprar
porque somos muchos en mi familia.

21/4 Le dijeron que fueran a agarrar
botei . .

Progressive 18/3

20/1

Ya estamos empacando la rope en
las malataS. ,

Siete ninoS OStaban agarranda
comida Para los patos.

2/10 Era tin niAo que andaba jugando
y luigo"

NEGATION, 20/5 Pos Clare), _en el rancho no hay luz.

16/4 Pos no me dejas verel retrato.

16/10 PO§ yo creo que no la voy a
comprar . . .

QUESTION FORMATION.

Interrogatives 15/1 LPorqui iban los niflos a comprar
paletas?

14/16 /Cugnto valian las paletas?

15/17 LArriba de un cerro o d6nde?

15/19 LC6mo era alit la colonia?

Intonation 15/13 LLas casas estaban bonitas?

COMPLEX SYNTAX 16/10 Pos yo creo que no la voy a comprar
pqrresomos muchos en mi familja.

' 19/10 Es esta con todo eso mugrer -o.

21/4 Le dijeron que fueran a agars.
botes Ore 00 le fueran_a_tievar
coMida a lOS:patoS paraque_estgn
gordos

20/1 LOS Mand6 su mama a --que fueran a
agarrar botes para que fueran a
lleVatle tomida-alos_patos.

18/11 Pero con una condici6n, que si.eStg

buena el S
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